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Abstract

This thesis deals with electrically detected magnetic resonance (EDMR) – a technique that probes
spin-dependent electronic transport processes by a combination of highly sensitive current detec-
tion and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) – and its application to organic semiconductor
microcrystals and solar cell devices. The ability to directly observe and identify spin-dependent
processes makes EDMR especially useful for the device analysis in the field of organic solar cells,
where charge carrier recombination is one of the limiting factors and particularly hard to quan-
tify.
The design and implementation of a compact setup for measuring EDMR, which is based on
a commercially available benchtop EPR spectrometer, is presented first. Using a silicon-based
reference sample, the setup’s performance is compared to a state-of-the-art instrument. It is
concluded that the EDMR spectra recorded with the new spectrometer are quantitatively com-
parable in all spectroscopic dimensions with those obtained in the “large-scale” setup. The system
is capable of nearly simultaneous collection of EDMR and current-voltage data, opening up the
way to rapid research cycles and measurement series.
The benefits of close proximity between device fabrication and spectroscopic characterization
offered by the new setup are then used to record EDMR spectra of microcrystals made from
pure, oxidized, and N@C60-doped Buckminsterfullerene. These environment-sensitive objects
have not been studied in EDMR before. An evidence for strongly dipolar-coupled spin pairs
in the N@C60-doped material is presented. Although an unambiguous quantitative modeling of
the presented data is not possible due to the limited signal-to-noise ratio, a symmetric structure
in the obtained spectra is clearly visible. The performed experiments give a first spectroscopic
evidence for strongly dipolar-coupled spin pairs, never reported before in EDMR. This result il-
lustrates that using microcrystals and paramagnetic doping can significantly enhance the EDMR
resolution.
Making use of the presented benchtop EDMR system, the recombination in freshly prepared
P3HT:PC61BM solar cells is studied and the observed EDMR signals are assigned to P3HT-
related species and processes. The spin-dependent recombination currents measured by EDMR
are quantitatively correlated to the current-voltage characteristics of the device, systematically
varying both optical and electronic operating conditions. A strong voltage dependence of the
signal shape and intensity is revealed, with a characteristic maximum at the quasi flat-band con-
ditions (corresponding to an inflection point in the voltage-dependent photocurrent). Two clearly
distinct bias regimes can be distinguished, in which the recombination is dominated by either
photo-generated or injected charge carriers. It is disclosed that the spin-independent recombina-
tion in this study is a bimolecular process (Langevin type) and that the observed spin-dependent
recombination is monomolecular in nature (Shockley-Read-Hall type).
Finally, a brief EDMR study on a degraded P3HT:PC61BM solar cell device is presented. It
is concluded that the degradation does not change the species actively involved in the spin-
dependent processes, but that the injection-current-related EDMR signal component is sup-
pressed, most probably due to the oxidation of the top contact.



Abstract (German)

Die vorliegende Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit der elektrisch detektierten magnetischen Resonanz
(EDMR) - eine Technik, mit deren Hilfe spinabhängige Transportprozesse durch eine Kombina-
tion aus hochsensitiver Stromdetektion und Elektronenspinresonanz (ESR) untersucht werden
können - sowie ihrer Anwendung auf Mikrokristalle aus organischen Halbleitermaterialien und
Solarzellen. Durch die Möglichkeit spinabhängige Prozesse direkt zu beobachten und zu iden-
tifizieren, ist die EDMR besonders zur Analyse organischer Solarzellen geeignet, in welchen die
Rekombination von Ladungsträgern einen limitierenden und schwer zu quantifizierenden Verlust-
prozess darstellt.
Zunächst wird das Design und die technische Realisierung eines kompakten EDMR Spektrom-
eters basierend auf einem kommerziell verfügbaren ESR-Tischspektrometer vorgestellt. Unter
Verwendung einer Referenzsolarzelle auf Siliziumbasis wird die Leistungsfähigkeit des neuen
Systems mit derjenigen eines typischen Großgerätes verglichen. Es wird gezeigt, dass die im
EDMR-Kompaktspektrometer aufgenommenen Spektren in allen spektroskopischen Parametern
quantitativ mit denjenigen des Großgerätes vergleichbar sind. Das vorgestellte EDMR-System
ermöglicht ferner nahezu simultane EDMR- und Strom-Spannungs-Messungen durchzuführen
und unterstützt damit schnelle Entwicklungszyklen und systematische Messreihen.
Die Vorteile der räumlichen Nähe zwischen Probenherstellung und -analyse werden im Anschluss
dazu genutzt, Mikrokristalle bestehend aus reinen, oxidierten und mit N@C60 dotierten Buck-
minsterfullerenen zu untersuchen. Hierbei handelt es sich um Proben, welche aufgrund ihrer
Empfindlichkeit gegenüber Umwelteinflüssen bisher nicht mittels EDMR untersucht wurden. Die
Studien ermöglichen es, eine starke Dipolkopplung zwischen den Partnern eines Spinpaares inner-
halb des mit N@C60 dotierten Materials zu präsentieren. Obwohl aufgrund des eingeschränkten
Signal-zu-Rausch-Verhältnisses keine eindeutige quantitative Modellierung der Daten möglich
ist, kann deutlich eine symmetrische Struktur innerhalb der erhaltenen Spektren erkannt werden.
Damit liefern diese Experimente einen ersten spektroskopischen Beweis für das Vorhandensein
stark dipolgekoppelter Spinpaare, welche bisher in der EDMR nicht beobachtet werden konnten.
Dieses Ergebnis macht deutlich, dass unter Verwendung von Mikrokristallen und paramagnetis-
chem Doping die erzielbare Auflösung der EDMR-Methode signifikant gesteigert werden kann.
Weiterhin wird das vorgestellte EDMR-Kompaktgerät dazu genutzt, die Rekombination in frisch
präparierten P3HT:PC61BM Solarzellen zu untersuchen. Die erhaltenen EDMR-Signale lassen
sich dabei verschiedenen P3HT-Spezies sowie ihnen zugehörigen Prozessen zuordnen. Die sys-
tematische Variation von Spannungs- und Beleuchtungswerten führt zu EDMR-Daten, die in eine
quantitative Übereinstimmung mit den entsprechenden Strom-Spannungskurven der Solarzelle
gebracht werden können. Generell zeigt sich eine starke Abhängigkeit der Signalform und Signal-
intensität vom gewählten Biaspunkt. Die EDMR Daten durchlaufen dabei ein gemeinsames Max-
imum, welches in etwa dem Spannungswert der Quasiflachbandbedingung (Wendepunkt des span-
nungsabhängigen Photostroms) entspricht. Insgesamt lassen sich zwei deutlich unterschiedliche
Bereiche ausmachen, in welchen das EDMR-Signal durch Photo- bzw. injizierte Ladungsträger
dominiert wird. Ferner kann gezeigt werden, dass in dieser Studie die nicht-spinabhängige
Rekombination bimolekular, d.h. vom Langevin-Typ ist, während die spinabhängige Rekom-
bination eine monomolekulare Charakteristik aufweist (Shockley-Read-Hall Mechanismus).
Abschließend wird eine kurze EDMR Studie an einer degradierten Solarzelle vorgestellt. Während
die an den Rekombinationsprozessen beteiligten Spezies hierbei unverändert auftreten, ist das zu
den durch injizierte Ladungsträger korrespondierende EDMR-Signal, mutmaßlich aufgrund der
auftretenden Kontakdegradation, unterdrückt.



Wenn wir unser wahres Ziel nicht für immer aufgeben wollen,
dann dürfte es nur den einen Ausweg aus dem Dilemma
geben: daß einige von uns sich an die Zusammenschau von
Tatsachen und Theorien wagen, auch wenn ihr Wissen teil-
weise aus zweiter Hand stammt und unvollständig ist – und
sie Gefahr laufen, sich lächerlich zu machen.

— Erwin Schrödinger
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Introduction and Motivation

Introduction and Motivation

Organic electronics, i.e. the application of carbon-based organic small molecules and polymers
for the construction of electronic devices, has become a very active field of research in recent
years, since it opens up the way to next generation devices like organic light emitting diodes and
organic solar cells. [1] The virtually unlimited supply with carbon-based semiconductor materi-
als, as well as the possibility to deposit these substances at low temperatures in a solution-based
process, e.g. via coating or even printing, on flexible and transparent substrates makes this
technology very appealing for industrial applications. [2,3]

The major drawbacks of organic devices are the limited device efficiency and the lack of long-term
stability under the influence of moisture and oxygen. [4–6] Some processes that are at the heart of
organic electronics, like charge carrier recombination, are still not fully understood and hamper
further device optimizations. The small thickness of the active layer in organic devices is respon-
sible for their above mentioned advantages compared to silicon-based systems, but at the same
time can become problematic when it comes to device analysis. For example, small amounts of
defects in the active layer or imperfections at the interfaces of an organic photovoltaic device can
influence the power conversion efficiency, but may not be observable using bulk-sensitive analysis
methods. In order to gain a deeper understanding of the limiting processes, it is necessary to
investigate fully functional devices at realistic operating conditions, which is problematic using
ultra-sensitive techniques like electron or scanning probe microscopy. Hence, an inefficient trial-
and-error approach is still often used in the development process of organic electronics.
Electrically detected magnetic resonance (EDMR) – a technique that probes spin-dependent
electronic transport processes, like hopping or charge carrier recombination, by a combination of
highly sensitive current detection and electron paramagnetic resonance – can be used in order
to extend our knowledge about organic devices like polymer-based photovoltaic cells. The abil-
ity to directly observe and identify spin-dependent processes makes EDMR particularly useful
for the device analysis in the field of organic optoelectronics. However, due to a lack of com-
pact and affordable equipment, EDMR is much less widely spread amongst material researchers
compared to other analysis methods, like photoluminescence and absorption spectroscopy. Up
to now, EDMR is mostly used by research groups focusing specifically on the development of
magnetic resonance techniques, and only few reports on EDMR on organic semiconductors ex-
ist. Interestingly, the applied electrical bias conditions in those reports are often dissimilar, e.g.
OLED-mode at 15 K, [7] forward bias at ambient-temperature, [8] short-circuit at 5 K, [9] or reverse
bias at 10 K, [10] and the dependence of the EDMR signal on the operating conditions of the device
have not yet been studied systematically. Furthermore, opposing views as to how the EDMR sig-
nal is generated at the microscopic level in organic devices continue to be published so far. [8,10,11]

The brief introduction given above leads to the following conclusions: a) The EDMR tech-
nique is still evolving and a deeper understanding about the signal generation and how it is
connected to the spin-dependent processes inside a device is needed. b) The method has a large
potential and can be a valuable tool in the area of semiconductor research, but it needs to be
more easily accessible in order to become more widely used. Thus, the aim of this work is to
design a flexible benchtop EDMR system that can be used by researchers working in the field of
material sciences as an easy to handle tool and to investigate the species and processes that are
actively involved in spin-dependent recombination events inside organic semiconductor materials
and fully functional organic photovoltaic devices.
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Introduction and Motivation

Thesis Structure

In the first part of this thesis, we will introduce the theoretical foundations of EDMR and
present the design and implementation of a compact EDMR setup, which is based on a com-
mercially available electron paramagnetic resonance spectrometer. Due to its small footprint,
the presented unit is highly mobile and can in particular be operated inside cleanrooms or even
glove boxes. The calibration and validation of the setup will be shown and we will compare the
new benchtop spectrometer with a state-of-the-art instrument.

In the second part of this work, we will introduced a class of samples to EDMR, namely fullerene
microcrystals, that was not investigated so far, due to its delicate nature. This approach aims to
further the understanding of how EDMR works and to explore its sensitivity. Furthermore, we
will incorporate the paramagnetic dopant N@C60 into the fullerene host matrix. This molecule
gives rise to a characteristic hyperfine pattern, which is identifiable even on a large and broad
background and can thus significantly increase the spectral resolution of EDMR.

In the third part, we will use EDMR to directly investigate and distinguish different species
and recombination processes in polymer-fullerene bulk-heterojunction solar cells during device
operation. A systematic study with varying bias and illumination conditions will be used to
show how combining EDMR and “classical“ current-voltage analysis helps forming a picture of
spin-dependent processes that limit the charge carrier lifetimes. In this context, a quantitative
model, directly connecting both photo- and dark current of the device to the EDMR signal will
be developed. Finally, an outlook is given on how the application of EDMR as a tool for the
investigation of device degradation can help to understand the processes that eventually lead to
a failure of the solar cell device.

2



Part I.

Benchtop-EDMR Spectrometer



1. Basics of EPR Spectroscopy

Focus and objective: This first part deals with the design and implementation of a compact
electrically detected magnetic resonance setup based on a commercially available benchtop elec-
tron paramagnetic resonance spectrometer. After introducing the theoretical foundations of both
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and electrically detected magnetic resonance (EDMR)
the changes and extensions to the commercial setup’s hard- and software will be explained in
detail. Later on, the calibration and validation of the setup will be shown. At the end of this
part the benchtop setup will be compared to a "large scale" spectrometer using a solar cell based
on microcrystalline silicon as a reference system.

The following part of this thesis has partially been published in a peer-reviewed journal: M.
Eckardt, J. Behrends, D. Münter, W. Harneit, Compact electrically detected magnetic resonance
setup, AIP Adv. 2015, 5, 047139. Chapters based on this article are indicated by a †.

1. Basics of EPR Spectroscopy

EPR spectroscopy, which is sometimes referred to as electron spin resonance (ESR), is an ana-
lytical method based on the physical properties of the electron spin. Therefore, it is particularly
useful for the investigation of paramagnetic substances. Using EPR allows not only to gain
structural informations but also to quantify the number of unpaired electrons in a given sample.
All investigations in this work were performed using what is called an X-band spectrometer,
applying microwave frequencies of 9 GHz to 10 GHz (corresponding to a wavelength of about
3 cm) making it a low energy method.

1.1. The Electron Spin in a Magnetic Field

The interaction between the magnetic moment of the electron and the externally applied magnetic
field is at the heart of EPR spectroscopy. It was P. Zeeman in 1896 who observed the splitting of
spectral lines if a static magnetic field was applied during the acquisition of optical spectra. [12]

This observation, together with the experiments of Stern and Gerlach in 1920, eventually led to
the concept of the electron spin formulated by Goudsmit and Uhlenbeck in 1925 as an “intrinsic
angular momentum”. [13–15] The corresponding spin quantum number parameterizing the spin has
the value s = 1/2 and the relationship between the angular momentum operator of the electron
spin Ŝ and the operator of the magnetic moment µ̂s is given by

µ̂s = −γŜ (1.1)

with γ as the gyromagnetic ratio. For a free electron, this ratio is given by

γ = −geµB/~ (1.2)

in angular frequency units (rad/s T) with µB as the Bohr magneton, ~ as the reduced Planck’s
constant and the electron g-factor ge = −2.002 319 304 361 53(53). [16] In this thesis we will follow
a convention often used in atomic physics, were the electron spin g-factor is defined as gs = −ge.
For some calculations it is convenient to express equation 1.2 in frequency units and define the
reduced gyromagnetic ratio

γ− =
γ

2π
=
gsµB
h
≈ 28.025 MHz/mT (1.3)

in analogy to ~ = h/2π.
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1.2. The EPR Spin Hamiltonian

The Hamiltonian of a magnetic moment in an external magnetic field B is given by

Ĥ = −µ̂sB (1.4)

which transforms into equation 1.5 if the magnetic field is applied only along the z-axis.

Ĥz =
gsµB
~

BzŜz (1.5)

Here, Ŝz denotes the corresponding component of the angular momentum operator. For a quan-
tum state |ψ〉 with 〈ψ |ψ〉 = 1, the expectation value for the energy of this systems is then simply
given by

E =
〈
ψ
∣∣∣ Ĥz

∣∣∣ψ〉 = ms gs µBBz (1.6)

with ms = ±1/2 as the magnetic spin quantum number. Hence, the energy difference between
the two possible spin states depends on the value of the applied magnetic field and is given by
equation 1.7. This also defines the resonance condition and thus sets the frequency νL, called
the Larmor frequency, at which the system can absorb radiation to drive the transition between
the spin states. Additionally, this transition is constrained by the selection rule |∆ms| = 1, as
can be deduced from time-dependent perturbation theory for a non-vanishing transition moment
integral. [17]

∆E = gs µBBz = hνL = ~ωL (1.7)

The resonance absorption can be detected with a suitable setup and gives rise to the EPR signal,
as will be shown in the following sections. According to equation 1.7 it is equally possible to either
“sweep” the magnetic field or the frequency in order to record an EPR spectrum. However, as
will be shown in section 1.4, the requirement of a resonance cavity results in the use of a magnetic
field sweep in most practical cases.

1.2. The EPR Spin Hamiltonian

After introducing the very basic principle of EPR in the previous section, we will now have a
closer look to the chemical environment of the electron spin in resonance. It is the sensitivity to
its surrounding that makes EPR such a powerful analytical tool in both chemistry and physics.
First of all, one can observe an interaction between the spin and orbit angular momentum (spin-
orbit coupling) leading to a deviation of the g-factor compared to the “free” electron value gs.
This g-factor shift can often be used as a fingerprint for the paramagnetic species. Furthermore,
the magnetic moment of the considered spin can interact with other magnetic moments in the
sample which may arise from other electrons or nuclei. Such an interaction can lead to an ana-
lyzable splitting pattern in the observed EPR spectrum.
As pointed out by Abragam and Pryce, [18] the electronic level separations are much larger com-
pared to the ones addressed in an EPR experiment at the usual experimental temperatures. For
the transition energies, it is therefore acceptable to only consider states within the electronic
ground state of a paramagnetic species (higher excited states can, however, have an effect on
spin-relaxation). Thus, the EPR Hamiltonian of a particular unpaired electron in a system with
serveral nuclei is given by

ĤEPR = ĤEZ + ĤNZ + ĤHF + ĤZF + ĤNQ (1.8)

with ĤEZ: the electron Zeeman interaction; ĤNZ: the nuclear Zeeman interactions; ĤHF: the
hyperfine couplings between the electron spin and the nuclear spins; ĤZF: the zero-field splitting
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1.2. The EPR Spin Hamiltonian

for systems with strongly interacting unpaired electrons; and ĤNQ: the nuclear quadrupole
interactions. Additionally, if the considered system shows a weak coupling between two electrons
on neighboring atoms a spin-spin interaction according to equation 1.9 has to be taken into
account.

ĤEPR(S1, S2) = ĤEPR(S1) + ĤEPR(S2) + ĤEE(S1, S2) (1.9)

In the following, the different parts of ĤEPR will be briefly described. A more detailed explanation
of the individual constituents can be found in the literature. [17,19–23]

1.2.1. Electron Zeeman Interaction

If the unpaired electron can be described by a state |ψ0〉 with zero orbital angular momentum,
L̂ =

(
L̂x, L̂y, L̂z

)
, the interaction between the considered electron and the external magnetic

field is described by the electron Zeeman interaction and the Hamiltonian is given by equation
1.5. However, in a more complex system (i.e. a molecule) this interaction can be anisotropic due
to spin-orbit coupling. Therefore, the g-factor has to be replaced by the symmetric tensor g. If
the molecular coordinate system is considered to be the principal axes system of this tensor, it
becomes

g =

gx 0 0

0 gy 0

0 0 gz

 (1.10)

with gx, gy and gz as the principal values. In the case of organic radicals the g-anisotropy is usually
very small and equation 1.11 often gives a good approximation for the isotropic g-factor. [24]

giso = 1/3 (gx + gy + gz) (1.11)

The source of the spin-orbit coupling effect is a mixing of the ground state |ψ0〉 with exited
magnetic states |ψn〉. Thus, the spin-orbit coupling has to be added to the free electrons’ Zeeman
term (see equation 1.5) to get a general expression for the electron Zeeman interaction. Equation
1.12 shows the result of this consideration introducing λLS as the magnitude of the spin-orbit
coupling.

ĤEZ = Ĥz + ĤLS =
µB
~
B
(
L̂+ gsŜ

)
+ λLSL̂Ŝ (1.12)

A second order perturbation theory approach for this term leads to the new expression

g = gs 1 + ∆g (1.13)

for the g-tensor. [21] Here, ∆g is the symmetric g-shift tensor, whose elements are given by

∆gij = 2λLS
∑
n 6=0

〈ψ0|L̂i|ψn〉 〈ψn|L̂j |ψ0〉
E0 − En

(1.14)

with |ψ0〉 as the ground state and |ψn〉 as the nth exited state of the system. The corresponding
energies are given by E0 and En, respectively. With this considerations, the electron Zeeman
interaction for an unpaired electron in a molecule is given as shown in equation 1.15.

ĤEZ =
µB
~
B g Ŝ (1.15)

The calculation of g-shifts with respect to the free electron value is in principle possible using
equation 1.14. However, since for such an evaluation comprehensive information about the
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1.2. The EPR Spin Hamiltonian

involved excited states (i.e. energy, symmetry and occupation) is necessary, it is difficult to give
a general rule of thumb. As pointed out by Carrington and McLachlan, [22] the sign of (E0−En)
depends on ψn and changes from an occupied to an unoccupied orbital. Thus, if everything
else can be considered equal, the filled and empty states give opposite contributions to the
observed g-shift. Models have been proposed for inorganic systems with a delocalized unpaired
electron, as well as for aromatic hydrocarbons by A.J. Stone. [25,26] For aromatic radicals he
found a linear dependence of the observed g-shift on the Hückel energy of the singly occupied
π-orbital, resulting in a positive deviation of g compared to gs for both cations and anions. [23,27]

Stone’s approach has proven to be successful for non-degenerate ground states, but extensions
for vibronic coupling (associated with the Jahn-Teller effect) and ion pairing need to be taken
into account if a degenerate (or almost degenerate) ground state, like in the benzene anion, is
involved. [28–30] This illustrates the difficulties in formulating a straight forward rule on g-value
shifts valid for more than certain special cases. However, g-values can still be used to compare
different experimental results on the same species.

1.2.2. Nuclear Zeeman Interaction

For atomic nuclei with non-zero nuclear spin an interaction with the external magnetic field
analogous to equation 1.1 can be formulated.

µ̂n = γnÎ (1.16)

Here γn represents the gyromagnetic ratio for the nucleus and Î the nuclear spin angular mo-
mentum operator. Thus, the Hamiltonian of the nuclear Zeeman interaction is given by

ĤNZ = −µn
~
B gn Î (1.17)

with µn as the nuclear magneton and gn as the nuclear g-tensor taking into account the ori-
entation dependence. However, due to the conservation of the total angular momentum after
absorbing a photon the selection rules for EPR become: |∆ms| = 1 and ∆mi = 0. Hence, the
nuclear Zeeman interaction has usually little influence in EPR and can be neglected. It may only
become relevant for systems with large nuclear quadrupole momentum, or if it reaches the same
order of magnitude as the hyperfine interaction. [19]

1.2.3. Hyperfine Interaction

According to equation 1.16 nuclei with non-zero nuclear spin possess a magnetic moment. This
moment can interact with the corresponding magnetic moment of the electron, which is called
the hyperfine interaction. The Hamiltonian describing this interaction is given by

ĤHF = ŜAÎ (1.18)

with Ŝ and Î as the operators for the electron and nuclear angular momentum, respectively.
Using the identity operator 1, the interaction tensor A can be written as

A = aiso · 1 + T (1.19)

where the first term symbolizes the Fermi contact interaction characterized by the isotropic
coupling constant aiso. [19]

aiso =
2

3

µ0

~
gs µB gn µn |ψ0 (0)|2 (1.20)
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1.2. The EPR Spin Hamiltonian

In equation 1.20, µ0 denotes the magnetic vacuum permeability and |ψ0 (0)|2 is the electron spin
density at the nucleus. From its definition and name it can be deduced that aiso represents
the non-zero probability of finding the electron occupying an s-orbital at the nucleus. Electrons
occupying p- ,d- or f-orbitals can contribute to the spin density at the nucleus via configuration
interaction or spin polarization mechanisms and thus show an influence on the isotropic hyperfine
coupling constant. [31]

The second term in equation 1.19 is the electron-nuclear dipole-dipole interaction tensor T . If
only the wavefunction of the ground state ψ0 is considered, it is a traceless, symmetric tensor
whose elements are given by

Tij =
µ0

4π~
gs µB gn µn

〈
ψ0

∣∣∣∣3rirj − δijr2

r5

∣∣∣∣ψ0

〉
(1.21)

with r as the distance between the electron and the nucleus and δij as Kronecker’s delta. [19]

Assuming only a small g-tensor anisotropy and switching to the hyperfine principal axes system
the diagonalized tensor can be written as

T =
µ0

4π~
gs µB gn µn

R3

−1 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 2

 =

 −T 0 0
0 −T 0
0 0 2T

 (1.22)

with R as the distance between the nucleus and the center of the atomic orbital occupied by
the unpaired electron. [19] Anisotropic interactions are averaged out due to fast movement of the
molecules for EPR spectra recorded in solution or gaseous phase. Hence, only the isotropic part
of A has to be considered for such samples.

1.2.4. Zero-Field Splitting

For systems with more than one unpaired electron, electron-electron couplings can sometimes
be observed in EPR. While weak electron-electron couplings are characterized best by their
individual spins (see section 1.2.6), strongly interacting electrons are usually described by a
“group spin”. In systems of non-cubic symmetry the electron dipole-dipole coupling lifts the
(2S + 1)-fold degeneracy of the ground state |ψ0〉 even in the absence of an external magnetic
field. Therefore, this effect is called zero-field splitting and described by the Hamiltonian given
in equation 1.23.

ĤZF = ŜDŜ (1.23)

Here, Ŝ denotes the angular momentum operator of the total electron spin and D is the
symmetric and traceless, i.e. tr(D) = Dxx + Dyy + Dzz = 0, zero-field interaction tensor.
Since it is traceless, D can be characterized by two independent parameters: D = 3/2Dzz and
E = 1/2 (Dxx −Dyy). [21] The parameters D and E are named “axial zero-field splitting parame-
ter” and “rhombic zero-field splitting parameter”. Using these parameters and switching to the
principal axes system of D, equation 1.23 becomes

ĤZF = DxxŜ
2
x +DyyŜ

2
y +DzzŜ

2
z = D

(
Ŝ2
z −

1

3
Ŝ2

)
+ E

(
Ŝ2
x − Ŝ2

y

)
(1.24)

with Ŝx, Ŝy and Ŝz as the components of the spin angular momentum operator. [21] If D = E = 0
(cubic symmetry) no zero-field splitting can be observed. For D 6= 0, E = 0 the system shows
axial and for D 6= 0, E 6= 0 rhombic symmetry.
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1.2. The EPR Spin Hamiltonian

1.2.5. Nuclear Quadrupole Interaction

Atomic nuclei with a nuclear spin I > 1/2 possess an electric nuclear quadrupole moment, describ-
ing the deviation of the charge distribution from spherical symmetry. This nuclear quadrupole
moment can interact with the electrical field gradient at the nucleus, thus the Hamiltonian is
given by

ĤNQ = ÎP Î (1.25)

where Î is the nuclear angular momentum operator and P is the nuclear quadrupole interaction
tensor. Nuclear quadrupole interactions lead to shifts in allowed resonance lines and may also
result in the appearance of usually forbidden transitions in an EPR spectrum. [19] Because these
second-order effects are small and therefore difficult to observe in EPR, they will not be further
discussed.

1.2.6. Weak Electron-Electron Interactions

As mentioned in section 1.2.4, weakly coupled electron spins can be described by a spin-spin
interaction Hamiltonian

ĤEE = ĤEx + ĤDD = Ŝ1JexŜ2 + Ŝ1JddŜ2 (1.26)

where ĤEx characterizes the Heisenberg exchange coupling and ĤDD the electron-electron dipole-
dipole interaction. Here Ŝ1 and Ŝ2 are the electron-spin operators for electrons 1 and 2, respec-
tively.
The Heisenberg exchange term becomes relevant if radical species approach each other close
enough, so that the orbitals of the two spins overlap and the unpaired electrons can be ex-
changed. In solid samples an exchange may be observed if the two unpaired electrons are closer
than about 1.5 nm, which can be exceeded in strongly delocalized systems. [32] For organic radi-
cals, the anisotropic part of Jex can usually be neglected, [19] resulting in the isotropic exchange
interaction

ĤEx,iso = JisoŜ1Ŝ2 (1.27)

with Jiso as the corresponding coupling constant, which to a first approximation is given by

Jiso = −2

〈
ψa(1)ψb(2)

∣∣∣∣ e2

4πε0r12

∣∣∣∣ψa(2)ψb(1)

〉
(1.28)

where ψa and ψb are the wavefunctions of the different spatial molecular-orbitals, ε0 is the electric
vacuum permittivity, and r12 the inter-electron distance. [21]

The electron-electron dipole-dipole interaction is analogous to the dipole-dipole coupling between
the electron and the nuclear spin discussed in section 1.2.3. In its principal axes frame the
coupling tensor Jdd becomes

Jdd =
µ0

4π~
g1 g2 µ

2
B

r3
12

−1 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 2

 =

 −Jdd 0 0
0 −Jdd 0
0 0 2Jdd

 (1.29)

with g1 and g2 as the isotropic g-factors of the two electron spins and r12 as their distance. This
expression is only valid if the anisotropy of the g-tensor can be neglected and the energy splitting
of the electron spin levels is large enough that direct mixing of spin wavefunctions by hyperfine
coupling can be neglected (so called “high-field approximation”, where only the Ŝz component of
Ŝ is retained).
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1.3. Signal Shape in CW-EPR Spectroscopy

1.3. Signal Shape in CW-EPR Spectroscopy

The previous sections introduced the basic principles of electron paramagnetic resonance with
respect to the resonance condition. Thus, the static aspects of EPR were considered so far only.
We will now investigate the dynamics of EPR by introducing the concept of spin-relaxation.
This will lead us to an expression for the line-shape of an EPR signal, before the components of
a typical EPR setup are explained in section 1.4.

1.3.1. Magnetization and Static Susceptibility

Before we can turn to the dynamic aspects of EPR spectroscopy, we need to introduce the concept
of magnetization first. If a material is exposed to an external magnetic field Bext its response
to this field, i.e. its magnetization M , can be characterized by the magnetic susceptibility χ.
The magnetic susceptibility is positive (χ > 0) for paramagnetic materials and negative for
diamagnetic ones (χ < 0). For constant temperature and volume it is given by equation 1.30.

χ = µ0

(
∂M

∂Bext

)
T,V

(1.30)

The magnetization is defined as the magnetic moment m per volume V . For a solid the total
magnetic moment is given by the sum over all atomic moments µ as shown in equation 1.31.

M :=
m

V
=

1

V

∑
i

µi (1.31)

Thus, if a static external magnetic field B0 = Bz is applied along the z-axis, the corresponding
magnetization M0 becomes

M0 =
Ns

V
〈µz〉 = −ns gs µB 〈ms〉 (1.32)

with Ns as the total number of spins, the corresponding spin density ns, and 〈µz〉 as the expected
value for its corresponding random variable: the magnetic moment in z-direction. In the two-
state quantum system of the electron spin the Boltzmann distribution describes the probability
of finding the electron in a certain state, i.e. ms = +1/2 or ms = −1/2 with corresponding
energies E+ and E− (given by equation 1.6), respectively. For ms being a discrete variable, the
corresponding expected value is given by

〈ms〉 =

ms=+1/2∑
ms=−1/2

msPms = −1

2

e+µeffBz/kBT − e−µeffBz/kBT

e+µeffBz/kBT + e−µeffBz/kBT
= −1

2
tanh

(
µeffBz

kBT

)
(1.33)

with kB as the Boltzmann constant, Pms as the Boltzmann probability for a certain spin state
and µeff = 1/2 gs µB. For µeffBz/kBT � 1 the hyperbolic tangent can be approximated using a
series expansion, yielding equation 1.34.

〈ms〉 ≈ −
1

2

µeffBz

kBT
(1.34)

Using equations 1.30, 1.32 and 1.34 the static susceptibility can be calculated. In thermal
equilibrium, it is given by equation 1.35.

χ0 = µ0

(
∂M0

∂B0

)
T,V

= µ0 ·
ns g

2
s µ

2
B

4 kBT
(1.35)
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1.3.2. Relaxation, Bloch Equations and Energy Absorption

If a static magnetic field B0 along the z-axis is applied to a paramagnetic sample, the spins will
precess about this field, and a finite magnetization Mz along the z-direction can be observed.
The net magnetization depends on the strength of the magnetic field and the temperature as
was shown in the previous section. The system will reach (or restore) its thermal equilibrium
magnetization M0 with a characteristic time constant, called the spin-lattice relaxation time T1,
due to an energy exchange between the spin system and its surrounding.
However, for each precessing spin there is also a component of the magnetic moment rotating in
the xy-plane, i.e. perpendicular to B0. Because there is no phase coherence among the spins in
the ensemble, the corresponding net magnetizations Mx and My will be zero in thermal equilib-
rium. If a suitable perturbation is applied to the spin system by a magnetic field perpendicular
to B0 the sample will acquire a transverse magnetization rotating or oscillating in the xy-plane.
After the perturbation is switched off, this magnetization components will again decay to zero
because the spin system loses its coherence with the characteristic spin-spin relaxation time T2.
In contrast to the spin-lattice relaxation, the spin-spin relaxation does not involve transitions
between the two energy levels E+ and E− and, in general, T1 and T2 are different from each
other.
The equations of motion for the components of the magnetization - called Bloch equations -
where originally derived by Felix Bloch in 1946 for nuclear magnetic resonance but can easily be
rewritten for EPR purposes. [33] The classic equation of motion for a magnetic moment µs can
be derived from the rate of change of the angular momentum, which is the torque T .

T =
dS
dt

= µs ×B (1.36)

Using equation 1.1, the rate of change for the magnetic moment becomes

dµs

dt
= −γdS

dt
= −γ (µs ×B) (1.37)

with γ being the gyromagnetic ratio of an electron. Going from a single magnetic moment µs to
the sample magnetization M this expression transforms into equation 1.38.

dM
dt

= −γ (M ×B) (1.38)

In addition to the static component along the z-axis, B0, a time dependent field component B1,
rotating at the angular frequency ω in the xy-plane, is used to perturb the spin ensemble in a
magnetic resonance experiment. The total external magnetic field B in equation 1.38 is thus
given by

B = exB1 cosωt+ eyB1 sinωt+ ezB0 (1.39)

with ex, ey and ez as the unit vectors along the x-, y- and z-axis, respectively. The famous Bloch
expressions (1.40) can be derived from equation 1.38 and 1.39 by phenomenologically adding de-
cay terms for the longitudinal (spin-lattice) and transversal (spin-spin) relaxation mechanisms. [33]

dMx

dt
= −γ (MyB0 −MzB1 sinωt)− Mx

T2

dMy

dt
= −γ (MzB1 cosωt−MxB0)− My

T2
(1.40)

dMz

dt
= −γ (MxB1 sinωt−MyB1 cosωt)− Mz −M0

T1

11
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Solving this system of equations is more convenient in a coordinate system rotating at angular
frequency ω around the z-axis. Introducing the substitutions Mx = Mu cosωt −Mv sinωt and
My = Mu sinωt + Mv cosωt, as well as the shorthands ωL = γB0 and ω1 = γB1, the system of
equations in 1.40 transforms into [23]

dMu

dt
= (ω − ωL)Mv −

Mu

T2

dMv

dt
= − (ω − ωL)Mu − ω1Mz −

Mv

T2
(1.41)

dMz

dt
= ω1Mv −

Mz −M0

T1

with Mu and Mv being in phase and π/2 out of phase with B1, thus describing the in-phase and
out-of-phase magnetization components, respectively. If the resonance experiment is performed
in the slow-passage regime, i.e. the magnetic field is varied slowly and does not change signif-
icantly during the period of a Lamor precession, all time derivatives can be set to zero to find
the static solution for this system given by the equations in 1.42. [23]

Mu = −M0
ω1T

2
2 (ω − ωL)

1 + ω2
1 T1T2 + T 2

2 (ω − ωL)2

Mv = −M0
ω1T2

1 + ω2
1 T1T2 + T 2

2 (ω − ωL)2 (1.42)

Mz = M0
1 + T 2

2 (ω − ωL)2

1 + ω2
1 T1T2 + T 2

2 (ω − ωL)2

So far, the external magnetic field B introduced in equation 1.39 was taken to be circular polar-
ized. However, EPR spectrometers usually use linear polarized microwave radiation resulting in
a linear polarized microwave magnetic field.

B = ex2B1 cosωt+ ey0 + ezB0 (1.43)

The change in the sample’s energy due to the microwave irradiation, dE = 1/µ0B dM , can be
used to calculate the microwave power absorption P during a period [23]

P =
ω

2π

2π/ω∫
0

dE
dt

dt =
ω

2π

2π/ω∫
0

1

µ0
2B1 cosωt

dMx

dt
dt = − 1

µ0
ωB1Mv = − 2

µ2
0

ωB2
1 χ
′′ (1.44)

with χ′′ as the radio frequency (RF) susceptibility, which is defined analogous to the static
susceptibility given by equation 1.35.

χ′′ =
µ0

2

(
∂Mv

∂B1

)
T,V

(1.45)

Using the result given in equation 1.42, the RF susceptibility becomes

χ′′ = −1

2
χ0 ωL

T2

1 + ω2
1 T1T2 + T 2

2 (ω − ωL)︸ ︷︷ ︸
f(ω)

(1.46)
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with ωL as the angular Larmor frequency. Looking at f (ω) in equation 1.46 it becomes clear
that, if ω2

1 T1T2 � 1, this is the equation of a Lorentzian line with its maximum at ω = ωL.
Because f (ω) decreases for large ω1 = γB1 and long T1T2, Z = 1 + ω2

1 T1T2 is sometimes called
the saturation parameter (see section 1.3.3). [23]

For the usual narrow-band EPR transitions, the approximation ω ≈ ωL can be used to obtain
a final expression for the absorbed power by plugging equation 1.46 in 1.44 and using equation
1.35.

P =
ns~2γ2B2

0

4 kTµ0

ω2
1 T2

1 + ω2
1 T1T2 + T 2

2 (ω − ωL)
(1.47)

1.3.3. Saturation, Linewidth and Broadening Effects

From the last section it is known that the EPR absorption signal can - in the absence of broad-
ening effects - be described by a Lorentzian shape function. Furthermore, the signal is influenced
by many instrumental variables like gain, modulation amplitude, cavity quality factor and so on.
Combining all these variables in a proportionality factor Λ the EPR absorption signal is given
by [23]

SEPR = Λ ·Bκ
1 χ
′′ = Λ ·Bκ

1 χ0 ωL
T2

Z + T 2
2 (ω − ωL)2 (1.48)

with the saturation parameter Z = 1+ω2
1 T1T2 = 1+γ2B2

1 T1T2. Depending on the characteristics
of the detector used, the EPR signal is observed to be proportional to either B1 (linear detector)
or B2

1 (square-law detector). The exponent κ in equation 1.48 accounts for this difference. For
a linear detector, used in most modern EPR spectrometers, κ = 1 and the detected signal is
proportional to the transversal magnetization. However, in some cases like EDMR the detector
- which is the sample itself in case of EDMR - acts like a square-law detector with κ = 2 and the
observed signal is proportinal to the absorbed power P (cf. equation 1.47). For quantification
purposes it is more precise to use the area under the resonance signal given by equation 1.49
instead of its height to account for broadening effects. [23]

AEPR =

∞∫
0

SEPR dω = Λ ·Bκ
1 χ0 ωL πZ

−1/2 (1.49)

By investigating the saturation behavior of the EPR signal area – i.e. recording spectra for
different microwave magnetic fields B1 – estimates for the product of the time constants T1 and
T2 can be obtained from Z. With these parameters available, the study of relaxation processes
and what influences them becomes possible in both EPR and EDMR.
In general, there are two different types of line broadening that need to be considered. Effects
summarized by the terminus homogeneous broadening are due to fluctuating fields originating
from spin flips of spins with the same Larmor frequency and are sometimes called life-time effects.
This broadening category is dominated by the spin-spin relaxation because T2 is usually much
smaller than T1. In the absence of saturation effects, i.e. γ2B2

1 T1T2 � 1, the relation between
the full width at half maximum of the Lorenzian-shaped signal, ∆ω, and T2 is given by equation
1.50. [23]

∆ω =
2

T2
(1.50)

However, the spin-lattice relaxation and power-saturation effects can also play a role in some
samples, making the determination of T2 more difficult.
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On the other hand, effects leading to differences in the local magnetic field for different spins are
summarized by the terminus inhomogeneous broadening. Because the resonance condition
changes for some of the spins in the sample, they are no longer exited together but rather in
different spin packets according to their Larmor frequency. As a result of the distribution of in-
dividual spin packets with different Larmor frequencies, the observed signal is often no longer of
Lorentzian but of Gaussian shape. [19] The main source of such local field inhomogeneities are un-
avoidable effects inside the sample like dipolar couplings to surrounding proton spins, unresolved
hyperfine splittings, and g-tensor anisotropies. Additionally, local field inhomogeneities can arise
from the spectrometer setup itself, for example due to the mounting of additional equipment,
like dewars, inside the resonance cavity. This type of magnetic field distortion is, however, in
principle avoidable.

1.4. A Typical CW-EPR Instrument

This section will introduce some more technical aspects of EPR spectroscopy by familiarizing
the reader with a typical setup concept. In this context, only the continuous wave electron
paramagnetic resonance (CW-EPR) technique is considered. Here, the amplitude and frequency
of the microwave irradiation is kept constant in time. Beyond that, a variety of pulsed EPR
techniques exists that lie outside the scope of this work.
Figure 1 shows a typical CW-EPR spectrometer setup. In principle two options of recording
a spectrum exist. One can either vary the external magnetic field or the microwave excitation
frequency to fulfill the resonance condition given by equation 1.7. Thus, it is equally possible to
“sweep” the magnetic field or the frequency. In most practical cases, however, the field sweep

reference path with phase shifter

detector diode
microwave attenuators

resonant cavity

microwave source

circulator

magnet

signal

PSD

modulation coils

modulation unit

Fig. 1: Working principle and parts of a typical CW-EPR instrument. The central part of the
spectrometer is the circulator ensuring that microwaves exiting the source can only travel
to the sample in the resonant cavity and only reflected radiation reaches the detector.
After the microwave radiation gets converted to a corresponding current by the detector
diode, the signal is processed by a phase sensitive detection (PSD). Other important parts
are the microwave attenuators responsible for the adjustment of the microwave power and
the modulation system consisting of the modulation coils and the modulation unit.

is used because the sample is placed in a resonant cavity responsible for the conversion of the
microwave power PMW to the corresponding magnetic field strength B1. The efficiency of this
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1.4. A Typical CW-EPR Instrument

conversion process is characterized by the cavity conversion factor c given by equation 1.51.

c =
B1√
PMW

(1.51)

As introduced in section 1.3.2 it is the B1 field (which is perpendicular to the static magnetic
field) that introduces the spin transitions detected in EPR. Producing a large enough microwave
magnetic field at the sample’s position is thus important to obtain a sufficient signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). The specific cavity used in the instrument will of course only be resonant for a
particular microwave frequency making a frequency-sweep EPR unfavorable.

Fig. 2: EPR absorption and modulation princi-
ple. The EPR absorption signal SEPR is
detected as its first derivative Y EPR due
to the applied magnetic field modulation
with amplitude Bmod. Here, ia and ib
are the detector currents corresponding
to Ba and Bb, respectively. The center
of the absorption signal is given by BL
and has a full width at half maximum of
∆B corresponding to

√
3 ∆Bpp.

The SNR can be greatly improved if the mi-
crowave detector diode is only irradiated in
case of an absorption. This idea lies at the
heart of the reflection cavity principle. Here,
the whole system is balanced so that in ab-
sence of an absorption all microwave energy
is stored (and dissipated) inside the cavity.
If the sample begins to absorb energy from
the B1 field, the system is no longer balanced
out due to a change in the impedance of the
cavity. Thus, the radiation gets reflected and
eventually reaches the detector diode produc-
ing the EPR signal. The dimensions of the
sample cavity depend on the wavelength used
in the instrument. In this work, an X-band
spectrometer utilizing a microwave frequency
of about 9.4 GHz with corresponding resonator
dimension of approximately 3 cm was used.
Typically, the microwave detector diode needs
to be biased to be in its linear working regime
but, as just discussed, should not be in a line
with the microwave source. A reference path
(also called bypass) is thus used to bias the
detector diode at a particular level. Further-
more, a part of equipment called the circulator
uses the fact the waves possess a traveling di-
rection to separate the waves moving to the
cavity from the ones reflected from it to en-
sure that only the latter reach the detector.
Figure 1 also contains a magnetic field mod-

ulation system consisting of the modulation unit, the modulation coils and the phase sensitive
detection (PSD). These components are responsible for further improvement of the SNR. The
change in the microwave absorption due to spin transitions in the sample is very small, and it is
thus favorable to apply a lock-in detection scheme. Here, the modulation unit is responsible for
producing a modulated current through the modulation coils (or rods) resulting in a magnetic
field Bmod parallel to the static external field B0 = ezB0. This oscillating field is character-
ized by its amplitude Bmod and frequency fmod. As illustrated in figure 2, the modulation of
the external magnetic field produces a modulation in the detector current i at fmod. The PSD
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then allows for the extraction of only those changes in the detector current occurring at fmod.
This makes an amplification of only the relevant signal component possible, which dramatically
improves the achievable SNR.
Figure 2 illustrates an important side effect of this field modulation approach: Detecting the
EPR absorption SEPR using a field modulated by Bmod results in recording the slope Y EPR

of SEPR at any point – as long as the modulation amplitude Bmod is small compared to the
full width at half maximum ∆B. Otherwise, the recorded first derivative Y EPR is distorted and
one observes what is referred to as “field over-modulation” leading to an increased peak-to-peak
linewidth ∆Bpp. Typically, EPR spectra are shown as the first derivative Y EPR being a function
of the applied external magnetic field strength B because this greatly simplifies the determina-
tion of the important spectroscopic parameters. These are the peak-to-peak linewidth ∆Bpp and
the magnitude of the resonance field BL (often referred to in terms of the g-factor using equation
1.7). For Lorentzian lines, the relationship between the absorption, its first derivative, and the
important spectroscopic parameters is shown in figure 2 where ∆Bpp = 1/

√
3 ∆B. Using equation

1.50 the spin-spin relaxation time T2 is given by

T2 =
2

∆ω
=

2

γ−
√

3 ∆Bpp
(1.52)

with γ− as the reduced gyromagnetic ratio in frequency units defined by equation 1.3.

2. Basics of EDMR Spectroscopy

In chapter 1 we introduced the basics of EPR spectroscopy and – as we soon shall see – also
laid the groundwork for the electrically detected magnetic resonance (EDMR) technique used
throughout this thesis. At the beginning of this chapter we will discuss the similarities and
differences between EPR and EDMR and investigate what kind of processes inside a sample can
be observed best using EDMR. This will be followed by the introduction of a system of rate
equations leading to expressions for the relaxation times and signal shape in EDMR. Finally, a
typical EDMR setup will be introduced.

2.1. From EPR to EDMR

In a nutshell, the EDMR method investigates the influence of a microwave magnetic field B1

on the current that flows through a sample. Thus, in contrast to the EPR method described
in chapter 1 – where any kind of unpaired electron can in principle lead to a signal – EDMR is
only sensitive to those spins involved in spin-dependent processes that affect the lifetimes and
transport of elementary excitations. Due to this difference, EDMR has proven to be a powerful
tool in semiconductor materials and electronic devices research in recent years. [8,34–38]

The macroscopic property changing during an EDMR experiment is the sample’s conductivity
σ, given by equation 2.1.

σ = e (µene + µhnh) (2.1)

In this equation e is the elementary charge and µe and µh denote the mobility of electrons and
holes, respectively. The corresponding number densities of electrons and holes are indicated by
ne and nh. Hence, the observation of an EDMR signal can be due to a change in the mobility
or in the number of the charge carriers inside a given sample.
In fact, Maxwell and Honig attributed the first EDMR signal in phosphorus doped silicon to spin-
dependent scattering of charge carriers and thus to a change in µ. [39] A few years later, Lepine
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2.1. From EPR to EDMR

discovered the first spin-dependent recombination path, i.e. he explained his observations in
pure n-type silicon by a change in the number of carriers available. [40] For a transition between
two charge carriers to take place, the Pauli exclusion principle needs to be obeyed as depicted
in figure 3. The fully occupied final state has to be a singlet. If no spin-flip occurs during the
transition, i.e. no magnetic interaction is involved, the spin-dependence is already determined
by the initial state. Thus, if the initial state is a triplet (vivid picture: “parallel spins”, exact
definition see equation 2.4) the transition is forbidden. In contrast, if the initial state is a singlet
(vivid picture: “anti-parallel spins”) the transition can take place. This basic principle is at the
heart of the following considerations regarding spin-dependent processes.

Fig. 3: Spin-dependent transitions are governed
by the Pauli exclusion principle. a) Pauli
forbidden transition between “parallel”
spins. b) Pauli allowed transition be-
tween “anti-parallel” spins.

In an EDMR experiment, the microwave irra-
diation can induce spin-flips and therefore al-
ter the triplet state density. If the transition is
part of a recombination pathway, a quenching
of the sample current can be observed. On the
other hand, if the transition contributes con-
structively to the transport pathway (i.e. is
part of a hopping mechanism) an enhancement
is detected. To develop a more precise pic-
ture than just the simple “parallel” and “anti-
parallel” spin alignment analogy, we need to
look at the transition moment integral and its

connection to the transition rate ri→S for an initial state |i〉 and a final state, which is by
prerequisite a singlet state |S〉. Equation 2.2 shows this relationship.

ri→S ∝ |〈S | i〉|2 (2.2)

If the initial state is itself a singlet, the transition moment integral is given by |〈S |S〉|2 = 1
and the corresponding transition rate is denoted rS. For a triplet initial state |T 〉 the result is
|〈S |T 〉|2 = 0 due to the orthogonality of the spin wave functions with corresponding transition
rate rT. Although the triplet transitions are called “forbidden”, spin-orbit coupling can result
in rT > 0 and therefore at least partly allow for recombinations from such a state. Often, this
effect can be considered to be only small and thus rS >> rT. Summing up, it is essential for the
magnitude of the transition rate what exact configuration the initial state |i〉 possesses.

Fig. 4: KSMmodel spin pair. The spin pair com-
posed of Si and Sk is generated with rate
G and can either recombine with prob-
ability Pr or dissociate with probability
Pd. Recombination with other spins can
not take place during the pair’s lifetime.

In the first picture introduced by Lepine, [40]

the spin-dependent recombination depends on
the thermal polarization of the charge carri-
ers which leads to a difference in the singlet-
triplet ratio from its equilibrium value 1/3.
This model predicts a maximum EDMR ef-
fect of ∆σ/σ ≈ 10−6. Furthermore, it shows
a quadratic dependence on the magnetic field.
In fact, experimental data not only revealed
that a much larger EDMR effect is possi-
ble, [40,41] but also that the prediction re-
garding the magnetic field could not be con-
firmed. [42]

Kaplan, Solomon and Mott were able to over-
come the difficulties of the Lepine model in
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2.1. From EPR to EDMR

their approach (frequently referred to as the KSM model) introducing a spin pair as the key
element. [42] Figure 4 illustrates the basic KSM idea using a spin pair composed of Si and Sk.
The KSM model anticipates the formation of such a spin pair with generation rate G, which can
then either recombine with probability Pr or dissociate again with probability Pd, but will not
recombine with other spins in the system during its lifetime. Here, in contrast to the Lepine
model, the microwave induced spin-flip happens during the lifetime of the spin pair so that the
system can not reach thermal equilibrium. Thus, the probability for a transition depends on the
symmetry of the spin pair. In the Zeeman basis for a system with two particles of spin 1/2: |↑↑〉,
|↑↓〉, |↓↑〉, |↓↓〉 the system’s Hamiltonian (see equation 1.9) is non-diagonal if exchange or dipo-
lar couplings are present. [43,44] It can, however, be diagonalized by an unitary transformation,
leading to the new basis: [44]

|T+〉 := |1〉 = |↑↑〉
|S̃A〉 := |2〉 = cosα |↑↓〉 − sinα |↓↑〉
|S̃B〉 := |3〉 = sinα |↑↓〉+ cosα |↓↑〉
|T−〉 := |4〉 = |↓↓〉

(2.3)

where the angle α depends on the coupling strength between the two spins. Here, |T+〉 and |T−〉
are pure triplet states with inhibited recombination, whereas the two states |S̃A〉 and |S̃B〉 are
mixed states with singlet content where recombination is partly allowed. If no coupling exists,
i.e. α = 0, the basis in equation 2.3 transforms back into the Zeeman basis. On the other hand,
if the coupling is strong (α = π/4) the basis transforms into

|T+〉 = |1〉 = |↑↑〉
|S0〉 := |2〉 = 1/

√
2 (|↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉)

|T0〉 := |3〉 = 1/
√

2 (|↑↓〉+ |↓↑〉)
|T−〉 = |4〉 = |↓↓〉

(2.4)

with |T+〉, |T−〉 and |T0〉 as pure triplet states and |S0〉 as pure singlet, only from which recom-
bination can occur. [44] Looking at equation 2.2 it becomes clear that, in general, the transition
rate coefficient for the spin pair with initial state |i〉 is given by equation 2.5. [43]

ri = rS |〈S|i〉|2 + rT |〈T |i〉|2 (2.5)

The pure triplet states |T+〉, |T−〉 and |T0〉 possess a rate coefficient rT while for the pure singlet
state |S0〉 the rate coefficient is rS. For the mixed states |S̃A〉 and |S̃B〉 in basis 2.3 the rate
coefficient can be approximated by neglecting triplet recombination, as shown in equation 2.6.

rS̃ = 1/2(rS + rT) ≈ 1/2 rS (2.6)

Finally, we want to introduce the results obtained by KSM based on their above described
model. [42] If the pair generation rate is denoted f and that one for the dissociation is d, the
equilibrium recombination rate in the absence of resonant microwaves R0 is given by

R0 = f

[
1− 2d

rS
ln

(
1 + 2d

rS
2d
rS

)]
(2.7)

and the maximum recombination rate – determining the expected maximum EDMR effect –
calculates to

Rres =
f

1 + 4d
rS

(2.8)
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in resonance with the microwave irradiation. The spin-dependent recombination effect according
to the KSM model is thus given by

∆R

R
=
Rres −R0

R0
(2.9)

with a maximum of about 12 % for d/rS = 0.14. The basic KSM model has been revised with
focus on a quantum mechanical description of the originally semi-classical theory and improve-
ments have been published for certain special cases by different authors over the years. [44–47]

Furthermore, work based on rate equations has been done to directly include assumptions re-
garding the charge carrier concentrations in equilibrium and in resonance with the microwave
to calculate the EDMR signal amplitude. [48–50] An approach to combine EPR and EDMR the-
ory based on such a system of rate equations was developed by Kanschat. [51] He was able to
describe spectroscopic parameters like lineshape and linewidth based on the corresponding EPR
expressions, and we will follow his approach in the next section.

2.2. Combining EPR and EDMR – The Rate Equation Model

The EDMR method is particularly useful for the study of spin-dependent processes in semicon-
ductors. The selection rules that correspond to these processes can be quite strict even at room
temperature, especially in organic materials, where they lead to relatively long-lived spin pair
states. As introduced in the previous section, the pair partners, which may be photo-excited
electrons and holes, preferably recombine when they are in a singlet pair state. Because such
spin pairs can be found not only at grain boundaries between different crystalline parts or at
contact interfaces of materials but also exist at deep levels due to the disorder in amorphous parts
of a device, EDMR can be considered an ideal tool for understanding the basic charge transport
and loss mechanisms in these devices. Thus, it would be of great benefit if we could use the
well-known EPR theory to understand and describe EDMR processes as well. The theory of
CW-EPR signal shape was already introduced in section 1.3 and we will now build a connection
between these expressions and the EDMR theory introduced in section 2.1. Our approach will
be based on a rate equation model introduced by Lips, [48] that was later refined by Kanschat in
his doctoral thesis. [51]

If the interaction between the two partners that make up the spin pair can be considered weak,
the eigenstates in basis 2.3 can be used to describe this spin system. In reality, on one hand,
there may be a finite, if small, spin-spin interaction characterized by the parameter J containing
both exchange and dipolar coupling. On the other hand, there is a significant singlet-triplet
mixing due to differences in the Zeeman frequencies ∆ω arising as a result of different g-factors
and local hyperfine fields for the two pair partners. The parameter controlling the amount of
singlet-triplet mixing, ∆ω/J , may usually be taken as large enough to justify the assumption
of weakly coupled spins used hereinafter. It will be assumed that the capture and dissociation
of a spin pair depends on one type of carrier mostly, e.g. on electrons, since the other type of
carrier is less mobile and hence accumulated in the bulk and can be considered to play the role
of a “recombination center”. The rate equation model derived in the following can equally well
be interpreted in terms of unipolar spin pairs, in which the recombination center is realized by a
polaron of the same type. Coulombic repulsion will be neglected in this approach as the excess
energy of diffusing polarons exceeds the Coulomb energy, at least right after their creation and
before complete thermalization. [41]

The important processes on which the EDMR rate equation model is based on are illustrated
in figure 5. Transport electrons n are generated at rate G by photoexcitation. Recombination
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2.2. Combining EPR and EDMR – The Rate Equation Model

can then occur either spin independently via a recombination center r with capture time τ , or
spin-dependently via a spin pair (e, h). These spin pairs are generated at rate f and can disso-
ciate again at rate d. Here, depending on the eigenstate of the spin pair recombination occurs at
rate rT or rS̃ as introduced in equation 2.5 and 2.6. As for the approximation in equation 2.6,
rT << rS is assumed.

Fig. 5: Important processes for the EDMR rate equation model in an n-type photoconductor.
Transport electrons n are generated at rate G by photoexcitation. Spin-independent
recombination with capture time τ takes place via the recombination center r. Spin-
dependent recombination occurs via the spin pair (e, h) formed with rate f . The spin
pair can dissociate again with rate d or recombine with rate rS̃ or rT, depending on its
eigenstate (cf. basis given by equation 2.3).

With NT and NS̃ as the density of pairs in the triplet and mixed state, respectively, the rate
equation model following from figure 5 is given by equation 2.10.

ṅ = G− (f + 1/τ)n+NS̃ d+NT d
!

= 0

ṄS̃ = πS̃ fn−
(
d+ rS̃

)
NS̃ −W

(
NS̃ −NT

) !
= 0

ṄT = πT fn− (d+ rT)NT +W
(
NS̃ −NT

) !
= 0

(2.10)

Here, polarization effects are captured by the parameter π = Pe Ph with the spin polarization of
the pair partners

Pj = (nj↑ − nj↓)/(nj↑ + nj↓) (2.11)

and thus
πS̃ = (1− Pe Ph) = (1− π)/2

πT = (1 + Pe Ph) = (1 + π)/2
(2.12)

as the polarizations of the pairs in mixed and triplet state, respectively. The total spin-flip rate
W = W0 +WMW covers spontaneous spin flips

W0 =
1

2T1,Pe

+
1

2T1,Ph

(2.13)

due to an energy exchange between the spin system and its surrounding (characterized by the
time constant T1, see section 1.3.2), as well as microwave induced spin flips occurring at WMW.
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The rate equation model given by equation 2.10 can be simplified by introducing the average
recombination rate r =

(
rS̃ + rT

)
/2, the excess recombination rate % =

(
rS̃ − rT

)
/2 as well as

the total number density of spin pairs N = NT + NS̃ and the excess number density of triplet
spin pairs ∆ = NT −NS̃. With these, we find that

Nr −∆% = NS̃ rS̃ +NT rT

N%−∆r = NS̃ rS̃ −NT rT
(2.14)

and the rate equation model can be transformed into the one shown in equation 2.15.

ṅ = G− (f + 1/τ)n+Nd
!

= 0

Ṅ = fn−N (d+ r) + ∆%
!

= 0

∆̇ = πfn+N%−∆ (d+ r + 2W )
!

= 0

(2.15)

As introduced earlier, the macroscopic property changing during an EDMR experiment is the
sample’s conductivity σ (see equation 2.1). In analogy to the spin-dependent recombination
effect predicted by the KSM model (cf. equation 2.9), the signal in an EDMR experiment is
given by

SEDMR =
∆σ

σ
=
n (WMW)− n0

n0
(2.16)

with n0 as the off-resonant number of transport electrons. An infinitely high microwave spin-flip
rate will thus define the maximum observable EDMR signal amplitude as shown in equation
2.17.

SEDMR
max := lim

WMW→∞

∆σ

σ
= lim

WMW→∞

n (WMW)− n0

n0
(2.17)

The general solution of the system of rate equations shown in expression 2.15 with respect to
this limit is given by equation 2.18.

SEDMR
max = − fτ(

1 + d
r

)
+ fτ

·
(%
r

)2
+ π

(%
r

) (
1 + d

r

)
1 + r

d

(
1−

(%
r

)2)
+
(
1 + d

r

) (
1 + 2 W0

d

) (2.18)

The EDMR signal can now be derived from the corresponding expression for the EPR absorption
line (equation 1.48) using κ = 2 to account for the square-law detection characteristics of the
sample. The microwave induced spin-flip rate in resonance (ω = ωL) for a homogeneous line is
given by equation 2.19. [52]

WMW = γ2B2
1 T2 (2.19)

With this, the EDMR signal can be expressed as

SEDMR = SEDMR
max · WMW TE

1

1 +WMW TE
1

= SEDMR
max · WMW

W1 +WMW
(2.20)

with TE
1 as the T1 analog in an EDMR experiment. The system of rate equations shown in

expression 2.15 can now be used together with equation 2.16, 2.18 and 2.20 to yield the following
expression for TE

1

1

TE
1

= W1 = W0 +
r

2

(
1−

(%
r

)2
)

+
d

2

(
1 +

(%
r

)2 − π (%r ) fτ(
1 + d

r

)
+ fτ

)
(2.21)
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2.3. A Typical CW-EDMR Instrument

with W0 as the spontaneous spin-flip rate as introduced in equation 2.13.
To be able to fully treat the EDMR signal analog to the EPR signal with respect to its shape (cf.
section 1.3) not only TE

1 has to be defined but also TE
2 , which is analog to the T2 time constant

in an EPR experiment, has to be derived. In an EPR experiment the T2 time is generally limited
by the lifetime of the spin state in resonance. [23] In analogy to this, TE

2 is limited by the lifetime
of the spin pair Tpair. As pointed out by Kanschat, [51] the lifetimes of the final and initial state
in an EDMR experiment differ and are in general proportional to the relative amounts of |S̃〉
and |T 〉 contribution to the mixed states δ |S̃〉+ (1− δ) |T 〉. Averaging over a 180° spin-flip Tpair
becomes [51]

1

Tpair
=

1∫
0

δ
(
W0 + rS̃ + d

)
+ (1− δ) (W0 + rT + d) dδ = W0 + r + d (2.22)

with r =
(
rS̃ + rT

)
/2 as the average recombination rate. TE

2 is then connected to the well-known
T2 time constant from EPR as shown in equation 2.23.

1

TE
2

= W2 =
1

T2
+

1

Tpair
(2.23)

In summary, the re-interpretation of the well-known time constants T1 and T2 from EPR led to
the corresponding EDMR expressions shown in equation 2.21 and 2.23, as well as to a general
expression of the EDMR signal (equation 2.20) that corresponds to the EPR signal introduced
in equation 1.48. Therefore, the signal characteristics derived for EPR signals can be equally
interpreted for EDMR experiments. This is especially useful for the area under the resonance
signal given by

AEDMR =

∞∫
0

SEDMR dω ∝ B2
1

1 + γ2B2
1 T

E
1 TE

2

(2.24)

in analogy to the EPR expression shown in equation 1.49. Additionally, the derived expressions
show that the EDMR signal is governed not only by the spin-lattice relaxation time T1 and
the spin-spin relaxation time T2 (see section 1.3.2) but that the dissociation and recombination
rates for the formed spin pair play an important role in EDMR. Furthermore, the presence of
spin-independent processes can significantly influence the observable EDMR signal magnitude
as shown in equation 2.18.
The determination of the TE

1 TE
2 product is possible by studying the saturation behavior of the

EDMR signal area. Thus, using equation 1.52 the TE
2 time constant can be estimated from the

EDMR spectrum, making TE
1 calculable from the TE

1 TE
2 product. Looking at equation 2.23 it

becomes clear that, due to the pair lifetime Tpair, the EDMR linewidth is somewhat larger than
the corresponding EPR linewidth.

2.3. A Typical CW-EDMR Instrument

This section will introduce some more technical aspects of EDMR spectroscopy by familiarizing
a typical setup concept. As for the EPR setup, only the continuous wave electrically detected
magnetic resonance (CW-EDMR) technique is considered. Here, amplitude and frequency of the
microwave irradiation is kept constant in time. Beyond that, EDMR can also be carried out
using a pulsed approach. [53] This, however, lies outside the scope of this work.
Figure 6 shows a typical CW-EDMR spectrometer setup. In contrast to EPR, where the detec-
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Fig. 6: Working principle and parts of a typical CW-EDMR instrument. In contrast to an EPR
machine (cf. figure 1) the sample itself acts as the detector in an EDMR spectrometer.
Therefore, no detector diode is used and the sample is connected to a voltage source
responsible for biasing it during the experiment instead. The current flowing through the
sample is enhanced using a current amplifier which is connected to the lock-in responsi-
ble for signal detection and magnetic field modulation. Besides the electrical detection
pathway, the spectrometer consists of similar parts as the corresponding EPR setup.

tion is done using a microwave detector diode, the sample itself acts as a square-law detector
(cf. section 1.3.3) in an EDMR experiment. The electrical detection pathway needed in an
EDMR experiment consists of a high precision voltage source responsible for maintaining a cer-
tain bias voltage, a current amplifier that transforms the current flowing through the sample
into a voltage signal and amplifies it and a lock-in amplifier which detects the EDMR signal
and is also responsible for the field modulation characterized by the field modulation amplitude
Bmod and frequency fmod during the experiment. Besides this electrical detection pathway, the
spectrometer consists of similar parts as the corresponding EPR setup and like in EPR the slope
of the EDMR absorption signal is detected at any point of the spectrum due to the modulation
principle as introduced in section 1.4 (see figure 2).
As for the EPR spectrometer, the resonant cavity is responsible for the conversion of the mi-
crowave power PMW to the corresponding magnetic field strength B1 and equation 1.51 applies.
However, because the sample needs to be electrically contacted in an EDMR experiment the
conversion efficiency may be somewhat lower as in the corresponding EPR experiment. To avoid
major disturbances of the cavity tuning process, which may make a sample analysis impossible,
the EDMR connection concept has to be carefully designed. In fact, the contacts introduced into
the resonant cavity have to be thinner than the skin depth of the microwaves δMW for the used
material. [54]

δMW =

√
2ρ

ωMW µ0 µr
(2.25)

Here, µ0 and µr denote the magnetic vacuum permeability and the relative magnetic permeability
of the material, respectively. The resistivity of the material is indicated by ρ and ωMW is the
angular frequency of the used microwave radiation. Using equation 2.25 the skin depth for gold
contacts (ρAu, 298K = 2.214× 10−8 Ωm, [55] µr, Au ≈ 1) in an X-band spectrometer operating at
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9.42 GHz can for example be calculated to be δMW,Au = 772 nm.

3. Design and Implementation of a Benchtop EDMR System†

In the previous chapters we looked at the basics of both EPR and EDMR spectroscopy and
introduced typical spectrometer concepts for both modes. Based on this theory we will now be
concerned with the design and implementation of a compact EDMR setup based on a commer-
cially available benchtop EPR spectrometer. At the beginning of this chapter, we will introduce
the modifications that were necessary to implement an EDMR mode in an existing MS400 ma-
chine (Magnettech GmbH, Germany). This will also include the design of a special EMDR sample
holder system suitable for quick, easy and precise sample change and positioning. Finally, the
developed control software interface and EMDR Analysis Toolbox written in IGOR Pro will be
presented.

3.1. Spectrometer Components and Modifications

In contrast to EPR, where the cavity-reflected microwave power gives rise to the detected signal,
EDMR uses an electrical detection scheme to measure the spin-dependent currents as introduced
in chapter 2. Since electric currents can be detected with very high accuracy, the electrical de-
tection concept also leads to an increase in sensitivity over conventional EPR spectroscopy. [34]

The EDMR setup introduced in this thesis is based on the commercially available benchtop EPR
spectrometer MiniScope MS400 made by Magnettech GmbH (Berlin, Germany). Figure 7 illus-
trates the EDMR detection scheme as well as the necessary extensions made to this commercial
machine in order to construct a benchtop EDMR spectrometer. In addition, one needs several
new components, which will be described in the following.
For EDMR measurements, a stable and precise bias voltage Vbias has to be applied to the sample
or device under test. To further investigate the sample by measuring its I/V characteristics, it
is necessary to determine the current through the sample Isample. Using a Keithley 2400 source
measure unit (SMU), the sample’s characteristics can be investigated very conveniently directly
inside the spectrometer. Additionally, the determination of Isample during an EDMR experiment
opens up the possibility to set an offset current Ioffset at the low-noise current preamplifier SR570
(Stanford Research) to compensate for the sample bias current, thus enabling sensitivity levels
down to 1 pA/V. Furthermore, the SR570 preamplifier provides the ability to filter the input
signal if desired, choosing from several different low-pass, high-pass and band-pass filters. As in
conventional EPR spectroscopy, a signal modulation principle is beneficial to detect the rather
small part of the total signal that is actually spin-dependent. In the EPR mode of the MS400
spectrometer, a fixed modulation frequency of 100 kHz is used for phase-sensitive detection.
However, a lower modulation frequency is required for EDMR. Furthermore, both theory and
experiment have shown a modulation frequency dependence for EDMR experiments. [56,57] It is
therefore desirable to be able to freely select the modulation frequency over a wide range. For this
purpose, an additional modulation amplifier for the frequency range 20 Hz – 20 kHz with suit-
able transformer, as well as a relay to switch between the EDMR and EPR mode, were installed
inside the MS400 by Magnettech (cf. MS400 built-in EDMR extension in figure 7). Instead of
the 100 kHz lock-in amplifier used in the EPR mode, an external dual phase lock-in amplifier

†This chapter has partially been taken from the peer-reviewed journal article published in advance: M. Eckardt,
J. Behrends, D. Münter, W. Harneit, Compact electrically detected magnetic resonance setup, AIP Adv. 2015,
5, 047139.
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3.1. Spectrometer Components and Modifications

Fig. 7: Detection scheme and extensions for the EDMR setup. The sample is located inside the
EPR resonance cavity and connected to a Keithley 2400 source measure unit (SMU) and
a SR570 low-noise current preamplifier. The sample bias voltage Vbias is applied using
the Keithley SMU which also measures the sample current Isample. The SR570 current
preamplifier is able to compensate for the sample’s direct current via the offset current
Ioffset. Additionally, the SR570 offers several low-pass, high-pass and band-pass filters.
Its variable gain can be set from 1 V/mA to 1 V/pA. The setup can operate in EPR or
EDMR mode using either an internal fixed-frequency lock-in amplifier (LIA) at 100 kHz,
the corresponding modulation amplifier and the microwave detector (dotted components),
or the EDMR extension components, respectively. The newly modified B-field sweep
generator creates a signal for the magnetic sweep ramp and a trigger signal. These signals
are passed to the analog-to-digital converter of the lock-in amplifier (Anfatec eLockIn 204)
via an isolation amplifier (a) and an optocoupler (b), respectively. In EDMR mode, the
eLockIn reference sine generator output is used to drive the custom EDMR modulation
amplifier (c) setting the desired modulation amplitude via the applied reference voltage
amplitude Uref at the chosen modulation frequency fmod. All components are controlled
via IGOR Pro 6, which also collects the x- and y-channel data, as well as the magnetic
sweep ramp and the trigger signal from the eLockIn. Here, ∆ϕ is the phase shifter and∫
dt symbolizes the time integration. The MS400 possesses a light port ending at the field

modulation coils. This port holds an optical fiber with a diameter of 5 mm. A KL 2500
LCD halogen cold light source is used to control the amount of light Pirr illuminating the
sample. The irradiation spectrum λirr can be changed using an appropriate filter.
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3.1. Spectrometer Components and Modifications

with integrated reference signal generator covering the frequency range 20 Hz – 20 kHz is used in
EDMR mode. Its reference output is used to drive the EDMR modulation amplifier setting the
desired modulation amplitude Bmod via the amplitude of the applied reference voltage Uref at the
chosen modulation frequency fmod. For synchronizing the EDMR measurement and detection,
the generation of an analogue magnetic sweep ramp output, as well as a trigger signal was imple-
mented in the B0 & sweep generator of the MS400 by Magnettech. To enhance signal quality, the
magnetic sweep ramp and the trigger signal are galvanically isolated via an isolation amplifier
and an optocoupler, respectively. Both signals are fed into the analog-to-digital converter of the
Anfatec eLockIn 204 and read out synchronously with the lock-in channel data containing the
EDMR signal. Using the virtual instrument software architecture (VISA protocol) to address all
setup components and the powerful and extensible scientific analysis capabilities of IGOR Pro 6
(WaveMetrics, Inc.), a highly customizable and freely accessible software interface for the EDMR
setup was implemented, enabling all components to work seamlessly together. The details of this
software interface are introduced together with the EMDR Analysis Toolbox in section 3.3.

Fig. 8: Comparison between EPR and EDMRmode signal generation. The parameters are chosen
in analogy to figure 7. Note the difference in gain Γ, as well as in the modulation amplitude
Bmod for the different modes. The magnetic field B0, as well as the microwave radiation
UMW are equal in both modes. For EDMR the relation G(fmod) has to be investigated
experimentally to determine the modulation amplitude. See text for details.

Because the designed benchtop setup allows for EPR as well as EDMR measurements, it is useful
to briefly summarize the commons and differences of both detection modes with respect to the
signal generation at this point. Figure 8 shows a comparison between the signal generation in
EPR (SEPR) and EDMR (SEDMR) mode. While the parameters for the magnetic field ramp
B0(t) (with sweep width Bsweep and scan time tscan), as well as the microwaves UMW (with am-
plitude U0 adjustable by means of the attenuator) remain unchanged in both measuring modes,
the applied gain Γ and field modulation amplitude Bmod do not. Here, a key point is the different
signal gain, which is applied post-quadrature as a linear gain in case of EPR but pre-quadrature
by the current preamplifier in the EDMR mode. Beside the different gains, a sample bias voltage
Vbias and corresponding bias current Isample are present in EDMR mode as new parameters (cf.
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figure 7). However, the most important aspect is the difference in the field modulation. For EPR
there is only one modulation frequency (100 kHz) available in the MS400 tabletop spectrome-
ter. The modulation system is resonantly tuned and optimized for that frequency, resulting in
possible field modulation amplitudes of 5 µT to 0.7 mT. In contrast, the modulation frequency
can be freely selected between 20 Hz and 20 kHz in the EDMR mode. Thus, the obtainable field
modulation amplitude BEDMR

mod is a function of the modulation frequency fmod and the applied
reference voltage amplitude Uref. To be able to select the desired field modulation amplitude
in an EDMR experiment the modulation frequency dependency G(fmod) has to be determined
during the calibration procedure as described in chapter 4, section 4.2.

Fig. 9: EDMR sample positioning. The opti-
mum sample position is located at the
center of the resonant cavity (dotted red
lines). Using the sample holder system
introduced in section 3.2 in combination
with the accompanying goniometer, the
sample can precisely be adjusted using
the distances given. [58]

As for any magnetic resonance spectrometer,
the EDMR sample position has to be care-
fully controlled in order to get reproducible re-
sults. The optimum sample position is located
at the center of the resonant cavity where
the microwave magentic field B1 is maximum
and at the same time the microwave electric
field component has its minimum. Knowledge
about the distance between some fix points is
necessary to hit this spot. Figure 9 shows the
distance between the fix points for the MS400,
based on informations given by the manufac-
turer. [58] The sample can be fixed using a go-
niometer that at the same time allows for set-
ting a specific angle between the sample and
the light port of the spectrometer.
To quantitatively compare spectra obtained
with different EDMR setups, the microwave
conversion factor, which depends on the cav-
ity’s fill factor, quality factor and geometry
must be known. For the rectangular TE102

resonator used in the Miniscope MS400 the
quality factor of the empty cavity is specified
as Q = ν/∆ν ≈ 6000 where ν is the resonant
frequency of the cavity and ∆ν is the width at
half height of the resonance. The correspond-
ing conversion factor is then

c =
B1√
PMW

= 0.20(2) mT/
√

W (3.1)

with B1 as the amplitude of the microwave
magnetic field and PMW as the microwave

power set for the experiment. Thus, the conversion factor is a measure for the efficiency of
the power conversion inside the resonant cavity of the machine.

3.2. Sample Holder System

As mentioned above, a precise sample positioning is mandatory for reproducible EDMR results.
Furthermore, rapid sample exchange can be beneficial if measurement series on different samples
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3.2. Sample Holder System

Fig. 10: Design of the EDMR sample holder. a) Overview of the assembled sample holder made
from acrylic glass, consisting of (top to bottom): a thumbscrew for cable fixation (black),
a hollow rod for sample positioning and a head for contacting and holding the sample
substrate. b) Explosion drawing of the sample holder head. The assembling is done by
the three screws shown on top together with the head’s lid. The two grub screws are
used to contact the sample substrate. c) Top view of the sample holder head showing
the contact scheme and substrate positioning. d) Different sample substrates compatible
with the sample holder system. Both types are based on coated glass substrates. The
gold structure is used to contact organic microcrystals (see part II), the blue structure
is made from indium tin oxide (ITO) and useful for organic solar cells (see part III).
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3.2. Sample Holder System

Fig. 11: Overview and details of the designed EDMR substrates (all measurements given in mil-
limeters). Blue areas symbolize ITO coated glass, yellow areas indicate a chromium/gold
coating. The glass itself is shown in gray. Both substrate types have outer dimensions
of 57.50(5) mm× 2.50(5) mm. Details about the used material types, coatings and pro-
cessing methods are given in Table 1. The gold grid structure possesses a fine structure
distance A that could be varied during substrate processing. Structures with A = 1 µm,
2 µm, 3 µm, 5 µm and 10 µm were manufactured at ZMN - Zentrum für Mikro- und
Nanotechnologie (Technische Universität Ilmenau, Germany).

are to be performed. Various sample types, like organic microcrystals and organic solar cells, ne-
cessitate different substrates and a specific angle to the light source. To fulfill these requirements
a special sample holder system completely made from acrylic glass was designed for the benchtop
EDMR spectrometer. Figure 10 shows the design based on a hollow rod with a thumbscrew for
cable fixation and a removable head that holds the sample substrate and contacts it. The head
itself consist of a removable lid and the base holding the contacts, which are made from pure
gold sheet. Shielded cables are used to connect the contacts to the Keithley 2400 SMU and the
SR570 preamplifier (cf. figure 7). As can be seen from figure 9, the only part of the sample holder
system that enters the resonant cavity is the EDMR sample substrate. Thus, the conductive
layer of the substrates must not be thicker than the skin depth of the microwaves for the material
used, as introduced in equation 2.25.
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Tab. 1: Material types and processing methods for EDMR substrates. Both glass types where
purchased from Präzisions Glas & Optik GmbH, Germany and processed by ZMN -
Zentrum für Mikro- und Nanotechnologie at Technische Universität Ilmenau, Germany.
The glass substrates had a thickness of 0.70(5) mm in both cases and the final dimensions:
57.50(5) mm× 2.50(5) mm.

Substrat Type Glass Type Coating Processing Method

gold grid borosilicate glas none coating: 10 nm Cr + 120 nm Au
ITO structure low iron float glass 100 nm ITO structure etching of ITO layer

Figure 10 d) shows the two fundamentally different substrate types that where used in this the-
sis: gold grids with varying fine structure and an ITO structure suitable for the preparation
of organic solar cells. Details about the dimensions and the fine structure for both substrate
types are shown in figure 11. Table 1 gives an overview of the used glass types, coatings and
processing methods. The glass substrates were purchased from PGO (Präzisions Glas & Optik
GmbH, Germany) and fully processed by ZMN (Zentrum für Mikro- und Nanotechnologie at
Technische Universität Ilmenau, Germany). The ITO layer was specified by PGO to have a
surface resistivity of R ≤ 20Ω/sq .

3.3. Software Interface and EDMR Analysis Toolbox

Using the IGOR Programming Language a highly customizable software interface for the EDMR
setup was implemented in IGOR Pro 6. Furthermore, IGOR Pro 6 was used to develop the EDMR
Analysis Toolbox software package, which is used to analyze all EDMR spectra throughout this
thesis. Both tools will be introduced briefly in the following sections.

3.3.1. EDMR Control Center

The EDMR Control Center is the software package that controls all EDMR equipment. Screen-
shots from this application can be found in the appendix on page 132 and 133 (figures A1 and
A2). Due to its modular concept, some terms and expressions used in the control software differ
from the ones introduced in section 3.1. Thus, were useful both designations are given. The
EDMR Control Center consists of several stand-alone modules:

• Keithley 2400 SourceMeter Control
This module is used to perform voltage and current sweeps in order to investigate the
sample’s current-voltage characteristics. During an EDMR experiment it is used to apply
a voltage bias Vbias to the sample and log the corresponding sample current Isample. This
information can then be used to set the input offset current for the SR570 preamplifier,
which makes working at a high sensitivity level possible. A compliance limit can be set
for both sweep and bias mode to prevent damaging the sample due to too high a current.
The module generates two graph displays: a current-voltage curve after performing a sweep
(KeithleyIVCurve) and a life sample current display if value logging is enabled (BiasGraph).
Furthermore, sweep and bias log results can be saved (and loaded) as *.ivs and *.ivb files,
respectively.
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• Magnettech MS400
The Magnettech MS400 module is used to control the MiniScope MS400 in both EDMR
and EPR mode. It is designed to act as a client for the MS400 instrument server (MiniS-
copeCtrl.exe) written by J. Tilgner (Magnettech GmbH, Berlin, Germany). Therefore, for
this module to work properly the MS400 server has to be started beforehand, which is
done by the module itself. Afterwards, all relevant parameters like the central field B0, the
sweep width ∆B = Bsweep, the microwave attenuation, the scan time and the number of
scans can be selected and transmitted to the instrument. In EPR mode, the modulation
amplitude Bmod can directly be set in the MS400 module, while in EDMR mode this is
conrolled via the Anfatec eLockin 204 setup’s Uac = Uref value and only displayed here.
The linear gain is available as an additional parameter in EPR mode. In EDMR mode,
this panel acts as the main control used to start the EDMR experiment as well as save and
load results as *.pxp files.

• FC400
The FC400 module is a rather small part of the EDMR Control Center. It is used to
record the microwave frequency νMW during an EDMR experiment, which is measured by
the frequency counter unit that accompanies the MS400 spectrometer. If used as a stand-
alone tool the microwave frequency can be read out and saved based on a user selected
time interval or on demand.

• SR570 Preamplifier
This module is used to control the parameters used during signal conversion and ampli-
fication. The SR570 converts the current signal coming from the sample into a voltage
signal that can be processed by the Anfatec eLockin 204. Using the sample current Isample
measured by the Keithley 2400 Source Meter the offset level can be set to compensate for
this current. This way, the SR570 can be used in a more sensitive working range without
overloading the circuits. Thus, after setting the desired bias voltage for the EDMR sample
under investigation, the input offset current for the SR570 should be set either manually
or automatically using the Isample value supplied by the Keithley 2400. Only then should
the sensitivity range and gain mode be selected at the software interface. Furthermore, the
SR570 Preamplifier module can be used to select from a list of various low-pass, high-pass
and band-pass filters.

• Anfatec eLockin 204 setup
The Anfatec eLockin 204 setup panel is used to control the lock-in settings for signal
detection as well as the field modulation during an EDMR experiment. The latter is set by
means of the modulation frequency f = fmod and the reference output voltage Uac = Uref
that is converted to a Bmod value based on the calibration of the field modulation amplitude
(see chapter 4, section 4.2) and displayed on the Magnettech MS400 panel. The signal
detection is controlled by the input range and coupling settings as well as the slope of the
filter. The harmonic used for detection can be selected together with the corresponding
time constant and reference phase shift. Additionally, using the second lock-in of the
Anfatec eLockin 204 one can use two different harmonics for detection at the same time.
The display and readout properties of the panel govern what channels are recorded and
displayed in the corresponding graph (eLockin204 Scope) and details about this can be set
at the Anfatec eLockin 204 scope panel.

The introduced modules can be called individually using the Instruments menu of the EDMR
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Control Center software or all together using the Open All Instruments option. During an EDMR
experiment, the progress can be observed using the eLockin204 Scope graph window.
After all EDMR scans have finished, the software averages the runs and displays the x- and
y-channel data in a graph window (EDMRGraph). This window has some additional features
to analyze the obtained spectrum without altering the raw data. First of all, the so called Auto
Phase function tries to find the reference phase shift necessary to transfer all data into one single
channel. To achieve this it maximizes the signal content in the x-channel. After this operation is
completed it gives the new reference phase offset taking into account the actual value used dur-
ing the measurement. Furthermore, the obtained data can be resampled using the (Re)Average
button together with a reduced point number or filtered using a fast Fourier transform (FFT)
approach.
The saved EDMR *.pxp file contains the x- and y-channel raw data for every scan together with
the corresponding average and the used magnetic field ramp, as well as the microwave frequency
and Isample values. Additionally, the used instrument parameters for the above introduced mod-
ules are stored inside the experiment file together with an operator note. A screenshot of such
an EDMR data file can be found in the appendix on page 134, figure A3.
The Data Browser window gives an overview over both package parameters for the individual
modules and obtained data. All user communication is done using the history output and console
window shown at the bottom of figure A2. Here, all standard IGOR Pro commands are directly
available as well.

3.3.2. EDMR Analysis Toolbox

The EDMR Analysis Toolbox is a software package capable of deconvolute and analyze EDMR
spectra. It was developed using the programming capabilities of IGOR Pro and can thus be
loaded as a procedure in every IGOR Pro instance. The package adds the menu path Macros →
EDMR Analysis with the following entries to the IGOR Pro menu bar:

• Analysis Panel (Alt + F2)
Opens the EDMR Signal Analysis panel used to control the main part of the software.

• Reset Analysis (Alt + F3)
Closes all program windows and resets the EDMR Signal Analysis panel to initial values.

• Export Results (Alt + F4)
Writes the actual fit results into a semicolon-separated text file (*.csv) for external use.

• Touch Up Version (Alt + F5)
Updates the results obtained with previous software versions to the latest patch level.

• Load EDMR Series (Alt + F6)
Loads a series of EDMR measurements and averages their x- and y-channel data.

The software’s main part is controlled via the EDMR Signal Analysis panel shown in figure 12.
Its functionality will be briefly described in the following.
After opening an existing EDMR data file and loading the analysis panel using the menu bar,
the Folder and Wave to fit controls are used to select the raw data that should be analyzed, e.g.
the x-channel average. The software gets the microwave frequency used during the measurement
from the parameters stored in the active experiment file (this value can be overridden by the
user). The corresponding manganese-standard value (see chapter 4, section 4.1) can be loaded
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or entered manually. The two controls labeled B-Field/T and g-Factor next to this act as a
built-in calculator to convert between magnetic field values and corresponding g-factors in both
directions. Using the Add g-factor axis button every active EPR and EDMR graph can be
equipped with a g-factor top axis taking the manganese calibration value into account.

Fig. 12: Screenshot of the main panel of the de-
veloped EDMR Analysis Toolbox. Its
functionality is explained in the text.

The EDMR Analysis Toolbox provides two
fundamentally different methods for signal fit-
ting. The first approach is available through
the Start Multi-Peak Fit button. It simply
calls the IGOR Pro built-in multi-peak fit rou-
tine, which acts well on absorption signals but
is not readily able to fit in dispersion mode,
i.e. work with the "derivative" line shapes typ-
ical for EPR and EDMR spectroscopy. Thus,
the EDMR Analysis Toolbox integrates the
raw data first, before passing it on to IGOR’s
multi-peak fit routine. The corresponding
Modify MPF Graph button can be used to
add a g-factor axis, as well as label the result-
ing multi-peak fit graph. The second method,
on the other hand, is designed to work well
on typical EPR and EDMR signals, i.e. do
fits in dispersion mode. This approach is very
useful for both EPR and EDMR spectroscopy
and was applied to all samples throughout
this thesis. Furthermore, the EDMR Anal-
ysis Toolbox is able to directly calculate all
relevant spectroscopic results, like linewidth
and g-factor automatically using this method.
Thus, it will be described in more detail in the
remainder of this section.
Prior to the actual analysis process, an offset
correction has to be performed and the graphi-
cal user interface needs to be extended by a fit
preview window. These operations are done
using the Prepare for 1, 2 & 4-Peak Fit but-
ton. For the actual fitting process, the user
can choose between a one-, two- and four-peak
fit and whether a genetic algorithm is to be
used. Setting the amplitude of a peak to zero
and select to hold this parameter, the user can
reduce the number of signal components used
for the fit process. Thus, the four tabs avail-
able at the EDMR Signal Analysis panel (see

figure 12) are very similar and the four-peak fit tab can in principle be used for every task.
However, in case only a one- or two-peak fit should be performed it is somewhat more convenient
to make use of the preconfigured tabs.
The EDMR Analysis Toolbox provides two different fit algorithms, the standard Levenberg-
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Marquardt method and the Genetic Optimization as an alternative. The Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm is often used to solve non-linear least squares problems, [59] e.g. least squares curve
fitting. To find a global solution for a problem this algorithm, however, needs to have good
starting parameters otherwise it will fall into a local minimum or even fail. To provide a more
robust method of fitting EPR and EDMR spectra the genetic curve fit procedure (GenCurve-
Fit XOP) introduced to IGOR Pro by Andrew Nelson and the Australian Nuclear Science and
Technology Organisation was implemented. [60] The GenCurveFit XOP enables IGOR Pro to use
an evolutionary algorithm called “Differential Evolution” introduced by Storn & Price to curvefit
data. [61,62] In contrast to the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm this method is able to find global
best fits even if the starting guesses for the fit are poor. The Differential Evolution algorithm
starts with an initial population of randomly generated parameter vectors and attempts to find
the best solution for the problem by a repeated cycle of mutation, recombination and selection.
Here, mutation means exploring new points in the parameter space by making small random
changes to the parameters, while recombination means exploiting the information discovered so
far by combining two parameter vectors from the previous generation. [63] Hence, the user has to
specify the number of Maximum Iterations and empirically select the Population Size, Mutation
Constant and Recombination Constant for all tabs on the main panel that involve the genetic
approach. If the number of iteration steps was insufficient to find a proper solution the EDMR
Analysis Toolbox will create a warning message. Furthermore, the processor load on the used
machine can be reduced by suppressing live updates during the fit process by selecting the corre-
sponding option on the EDMR Signal Analysis panel. Supplying the algorithm with a reasonable
parameter space is mandatory for the genetic optimization and the user can do this by using the
Auto-Set Limits button, which suggests suitable values by analyzing the raw data given, or by
manually entering the low and high boundaries.
Independent from the algorithm used the user has to provide an initial guess for the fit. The
EDMR Analysis Toolbox uses derivatives of pseudo-Voigt functions (linear combination of Gauss
and Lorentz shape) for each signal component. Hence, the guess consists of a value for the am-
plitude Θ (from zero), the center BL, the peak-to-peak linewidth ∆Bpp and the weight of the
Lorentzian ε. One or more of these parameters can be hold during the fit. As mentioned earlier,
setting the amplitude for a peak to zero and selecting hold will disable it and thus reduce the
number of available signal components for the fit. The total fit function for m signal components
used by the EDMR Analysis Toolbox is given by

YFit =
m∑
n=1

[εn YdLor,n + (1− εn)YdGauss,n] (3.2)

with YdLor,n as the Lorentzian derivatives given by

YdLor,n = −2Θn ·
B −BL,n

∆Bpp,n
· 16(

3 +
4(B−BL,n)

2

∆B2
pp,n

)2 (3.3)

and YdGauss,n as the Gaussian derivatives given by

YdGauss,n = −2Θn ·
B −BL,n

∆Bpp,n
· exp

(
1

2
−

2 (B −BL,n)2

∆B2
pp,n

)
(3.4)

with equal line width ∆Bpp,n for the Gaussian and Lorentzian fraction of the total signal YFit.
The Graph Guesses button will add graphical representations of the guesses to the fit window,
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afterwards the fit procedure can be started using the Do fit button. After the fit procedure
finished successfully, the obtained spectroscopic parameters and a g-factor axis can automatically
be added to the graph window by pressing the button Modify Graph (Voltage). The results from
the fitting procedure are evaluated “per signal component”. While the peak-to-peak linewidth
of a component, ∆Bpp, is directly obtained from the fit as a parameter, the g-factor has to be
calculated. Applying equation 1.7, the g-factor for a component is determined by

g =
h νMW

µBBL
·K (3.5)

with BL as the center of the absorption (cf. figure 2) and νMW as the corresponding microwave
frequency. The factor K is a correction taking the manganese g-factor calibration into account
(see chapter 4, section 4.1, equation 4.1). The EDMR Analysis Toolbox is also capable of provid-
ing a figure of merit by calculating the SNR for the total signal. For this, the noise is determined
as the σ parameter of a gaussian fit to a histogram of the fit residuum. It is important to point
out that the software reports the 1σ-noise, thus omitting noise spikes that lie outside of a 68.3 %
interval of the noise distribution. Based on this value, the 2σ-noise was calculated and used in
this thesis, taking into account the 95.5 % interval of the noise distribution. Additionally, the
software calculates the ratio between the noise area and the signal area and reports this as “area
SNR”. However, this value is not very meaningful and thus never used in this thesis.
EDMR spectroscopy not only allows for the determination of spectroscopic parameters like
linewidth and g-factor, but is also able to quantify the spin-dependent currents flowing through
the sample. The quantification process is started by pressing the button Show Graph (Current).
First, the software calculates the used EDMR gain

ΓEDMR =
ΓPA

Bmod
(3.6)

where ΓPA is the sensitivity (inverse gain) set at the SR570 current preamplifier and Bmod is the
used magnetic field modulation amplitude. With this, the EDMR raw data recorded in voltage
units can be converted as shown in equation 3.7.

Y EDMR

A T−1 =
Y EDMR
raw

V
· ΓEDMR

A V−1 T−1 (3.7)

Furthermore, the software uses ΓEDMR to calculate and report the amplitude obtained from the
fit as peak-to-peak value (2Λn, see equation 3.2 - 3.4) for each signal component together with
the peak-to-peak amplitude of YFit (“total-signal amplitude”) and the noise level (based on the
1σ value from the SNR determination, see above). After the conversion of Y EDMR

raw is done, the
software integrates the EDMR spectrum with respect to the magnetic field to obtain SEDMR (cf.
figure 2).

SEDMR =

Bend∫
Bstart

Y EDMR dB (3.8)

With the integration limits Bstart = B0 − 1
2Bsweep and Bend = B0 + 1

2Bsweep. The amplitude
of SEDMR is determined and reported by the EDMR Analysis Toolbox for every signal compo-
nent individually. This value is called “spin-dependent EDMR current” and denoted ∆IEDMR

throughout this thesis. Using the average of the sample current Isample, the EDMR effect

ξEDMR
sd =

∆IEDMR

Isample
(3.9)
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is calculated and reported by the software. The quality of this value of course depends on the
stability of the sample current during the measurement. However, for most samples investigated
in this thesis the current was pretty stable and ξEDMR

sd could be determined with sufficient
precision. For samples were this was not the case, the calculation was done manually using
Isample (BL) in equation 3.9. In some situations, e.g. if the linewidth of a signal component
changes during experiments, the interpretation of a series of measurements is best done using
the area under the component instead of its amplitude. In EDMR, a double integration needs
to be done to determine the peak area, i.e. SEDMR has to be integrated again using the same
integration limits as in equation 3.8.

AEDMR =

Bend∫
Bstart

SEDMR dB (3.10)

The EDMR Analysis Toolbox determines and reports the EDMR double integral (AEDMR) for
each signal component individually. Additionally, the double integral for the EDMR raw data
and for the ’total fit’ are reported.
A visual impression of the EDMR Analysis Toolbox software during the fit and analysis process
of a sample consisting of the EDMR Signal Analysis panel, the EDMR raw data (EDMR Graph),
the fit preview window including the residuum (EDMRanaGraph), the results summary window
(FitResults) and the final EDMR graph window (EDMRanaGraphCurrent) can be found in the
appendix on page 135 in figure A4.
If the EDMR signal can not be transferred to only one channel (i.e. the x-channel) by shifting the
reference phase, it is desirable to be able to fit both x- and y-channel data in one single analysis
file. This can also be beneficial if a series of measurements is to performed at a fixed reference
phase shift, while the distribution of the signal components may change during the series. The
EDMR Analysis Toolbox is able to perform as many fits in a single experiment file as desired.
To start a new fit data set in an experiment file, the user simply needs to close the EDMR Signal
Analysis panel and re-open it using either the menu or the shortcut Alt+F2. The software will
start saving all fit parameters and results in a new data set and label graph and result windows
accordingly. An example for a fit of both x- and y-channel data and their resulting graphs and
separate result windows can be found in the appendix on page 136 in figure A5.

4. Calibration of the Benchtop EDMR System†

In the preceding chapter the design and implementation of a compact EDMR setup based on a
commercially available benchtop EPR spectrometer was described. Furthermore, the developed
control software interface and EMDR Analysis Toolbox were introduced in some detail. However,
for the EDMR setup to produce reproducible and correct data some components need to be
characterized and calibrated. In this chapter, the necessary procedures for the calibration of the
g-factor, the field sweep generator and the field modulation amplitude will be discussed. The
chapter will finish with a description of the calibration procedure for the light source intensity
of the used Schott KL 2500 LCD.

†This chapter has partially been taken from the peer-reviewed journal article published in advance: M. Eckardt,
J. Behrends, D. Münter, W. Harneit, Compact electrically detected magnetic resonance setup, AIP Adv. 2015,
5, 047139.
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4.1. Calibration of the g-Factor and the Field Sweep Generator

4.1. Calibration of the g-Factor and the Field Sweep Generator

After implementing the EDMR modifications (see chapter 3, section 3.1) the B-field sweep
generator of the MiniScope MS400 needs to be recalibrated in order to obtain accurate results.

Fig. 13: EPR spectrum of the used manganese
standard (55Mn2+ in ZnS). Possessing
a nuclear spin of I = 5/2, the powder
spectrum consists of six hyperfine lines.
The g-factor for this standard is certi-
fied to be g = 2.0024(3), see text for
further details.

For each mode, the instrument settings and
calibration data is stored in a separate config-
uration file (EDMR mode: MiniScopeCtrl.ini,
EPR mode: miniscope.ini). However, the cal-
ibration data for the B-field sweep generator
is identical in both versions and can be ad-
justed using the fifth parameter of the Middle
(g-factor) and Range (hyperfine line distance)
value in the Polynom section.
To calibrate the MS400, a certified man-
agnese EPR standard (Magnettech GmbH,
Berlin, Germany) with well-known spectro-
scopic properties was used. The powder sam-
ple consists of 55Mn2+ ions with electron con-
figuration 3d5 and a 6S ground state in zinc
sulfide (ZnS) crystals. The natural abundance
of the manganese isotope 55Mn is 100 % and it
possesses a nuclear spin of I = 5/2. Thus, its
EPR powder spectrum consists of six hyper-
fine lines as shown in figure 13. The g-factor
for this sample is certified to be g = 2.0024(3).
However, for the calibration process the third
hyperfine line with apparent g = 2.0267(2)
was used due to the ease of determination. Be-
sides this, the peak-to-peak distances between
the six hyperfine lines and the peak-to-peak
linewidth of the standard were determined.

The adjustment of the B-field sweep generator was done by comparing the experimentally ob-
tained values for the manganese standard with the ones given on the accompanying certificate
(see table 2) and performing a linear readjustment of the old parameters in the configuration
files. As a result of this calibration procedure, all spectral parameters of the standard were found
to be within the specifications given by the manufacturer.
While the hyperfine distances and the peak-to-peak linewidth normally only change if the spec-
trometer hardware was altered or serviced, the g-factor (i.e. the magnetic field accuracy) changes
somewhat with time. Thus, a recalibration of the g-factor has to be performed on a regularly
basis. In principle, the above introduced calibration procedure can be used to adjust the mag-
netic field accuracy in the forefront of every EPR or EDMR measurement. However, since the
g-factor depends linearly on the magnitude of the resonance field (see equation 1.7), a correction
factor K can be used to compensate for changes in the magnetic field accuracy (see equation
3.5). Hence, an EPR spectrum covering only the third hyperfine line of the manganese standard
was recorded after each experimental series (usually once a day). This was then used during the
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4.2. Calibration of the Field Modulation Amplitude

Tab. 2: Spectral properties of the certified manganese standard (55Mn2+ in ZnS, Magnettech
GmbH, Berlin, Germany). The values given are taken from the certificate that accom-
panied the standard. The MiniScope MS400 was recalibrated after implementing the
EDMR modifications using these.

Apparent g-factor Hyperfine Lines No. Certified Distance / mT
3rd hyperfine line: 2.0267(2) 1↔ 2 6.53

2↔ 3 6.67
3↔ 4 6.81

Peak-to-Peak Linewidth 4↔ 5 6.95
0.08 mT 5↔ 6 7.09

analysis of the actual experiment to calculate K and compensate for the changes.

K =
gMn2+, 3rd hfl, certified value

gMn2+, 3rd hfl, measured
(4.1)

This process is fully integrated into the EDMR Signal Analysis panel shown in figure 12. The
button labeled L is used to load the EPR spectrum of the third hyperfine line of the manganese
standard, calculate K and display the determined value for gMn2+, 3rd hfl, measured.

4.2. Calibration of the Field Modulation Amplitude

As mentioned in chapter 3, section 3.1 (see figure 8) the field modulation amplitude Bmod for
the EDMR mode depends on the applied modulation voltage amplitude Uref and the transfer
characteristics of the used modulation transformer expressed as G (fmod).

Fig. 14: Characterization of G (fmod) for EDMR
mode: Maximum field modulation am-
plitude Bmod, max and calibration factor
Bmod/Uref as functions of the applied
modulation frequency fmod.

To characterize the modulation path for the
EDMR mode, the maximum possible modula-
tion voltage amplitude Uref, max for the modu-
lation amplifier as well as the resulting current
through the modulation rods as a function of
fmod were measured carefully. To prevent the
modulation amplifier to get damaged due to
too high a voltage, Uref, max was programed
into the EDMR Control Center software as an
interlock for the reference output voltage Uac
at a given modulation frequency. Afterwards,
the field modulation amplitude Bmod was de-
termined using a Hall effect magnetometer in
alternating current mode, precisely positioned
at the sample location in the resonance cav-
ity at different modulation frequencies fmod
for an applied modulation voltage amplitude
of Uref = 1 V. Since the resulting magnetic
field strength is directly proportional to the
current flowing through the modulation rods,
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4.3. Calibration of the Light Source Intensity

it was possible to determine the maximum modulation amplitude Bmod, max as a function of the
modulation frequency fmod. Figure 14 shows the results of this characterization together with
the calibration factor Bmod/Uref used by the EDMR Control Center to calculate the modulation
amplitude for a specific EDMR experiment. As expected, the achievable field modulation ampli-
tude depends on frequency. A modulation amplitude of Bmod > 0.25 mT can be applied to the
EDMR sample over the whole frequency range. For modulation frequencies between 400 Hz and
18 kHz the maximum field modulation amplitude lies above 0.9 mT.
It is important to note that even though Bmod, max could be determined over the whole frequency
range shown in figure 14, the developed EDMR setup was not able to operate closely around
fmod = 2 kHz since at that frequency the tuning of the resonant cavity is hindered by acous-
tic couplings. Besides that, the modulation frequency could be freely selected and no further
restrictions were discovered during operation of the instrument.

4.3. Calibration of the Light Source Intensity

One major aspect of the experiments performed and discussed in this thesis is the dependence
of the EDMR signals on the used light intensity. In this context, a relative measure between the
different illumination levels selectable at the Schott KL 2500 LCD halogen cold light source is
of great importance. Furthermore, it is desirable to be able to give the used light intensity for

Fig. 15: Comparison of the spectra emitted by the Schott KL 2500 LCD halogen cold light source
with (black line) and without (gray line) the daylight filter at Level 4, Aperture E (abrev.
4E). The inset shows normalized spectra obtained at settings 3E (green), 4D (blue), 4E
(black) and 6C (red) using the daylight filter. Due to the use of this filter and the built-in
light source stabilizer, all spectra – even for different Level settings – are comparable.
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5. Comparison with a Large Scale Spectrometer

an experiment in a standard unit of measure. Because part III of this thesis is all about EDMR
on organic solar cells, it was chosen to give the light intensity in suns throughout this work. In
solar cell research one sun corresponds to a standard illumination of 1 kW m−2. [64]

The light intensity of the used KL 2500 LCD cold light source can be altered using different
combinations of the Level (1-6) and Aperture (A-E) selectors on the device. While the first
one electronically adjusts the light intensity by varying the voltage, the latter only changes the
diameter of an orifice, thus adjusting the intensity at a constant color temperature. A daylight
filter (#258 306, Schott, Germany) was used for all experiments to give an application-oriented
light spectrum. Figure 15 compares the spectra emitted without using any filter and with the
daylight filter applied. Due to the use of the daylight filter and the built-in light source stabilizer
of the KL 2500 LCD the resulting light spectra were comparable even for different Level settings,
as can be seen in the inset of figure 15.
An increment for each Level and Aperture setting of the KL 2500 LCD was determined by
recording spectra for nine different combinations covering Level settings 1 to 4 and 6, as well
as Aperture settings A to E and calculating the corresponding spectral count rate for each
combination by integrating over the wavelength range from 339 nm to 1025 nm. These increments
were then used to calculate a relative measure for the light intensity for all light source settings
possible. Furthermore, a commercial silicon-based solar cell (Osram SFH2400) was used to
convert this relative unit of measure into a standard one. For this purpose, the current resulting
from the Osram solar cell at an applied bias voltage of −1.00 V was recored when precisely placed
at the sample location inside the MiniScope MS400 and illuminated using the 4E setting of the
KL 2500 LCD through the spectrometer light port. The resulting current was compared with the
one obtained from the same Osram solar cell at the same bias level when placed in a commercial
sun simulator (LOT Oriel, available at the Max Planck Institute for Polymer Research in Mainz)
operating at 0.961 suns as validated using a Czibula & Grundmann RS-OD-1 reference solar cell.
This way, the resulting effective number of suns at the sample location in the presented benchtop
EDMR setup for every setting of the used KL 2500 LCD light source could be determined.
In summary, the presented setup is able to illuminate samples with as little as 7.0× 10−3 suns
up to a maximum of 5.0× 10−1 suns. A detailed overview of the resulting effective light intensity
for all selectable combinations of the Level and Aperture selectors can be found in the appendix
on page 137, table A1.

5. Comparison with a Large Scale Spectrometer†

In the preceding chapters of this first thesis part the theoretical foundations of both EPR and
EDMR were introduced, followed by the changes and extensions made to the hard- and software
of a commercially available benchtop EPR spectrometer in order to build a compact EDMR
setup. Furthermore, the necessary calibration of g-factor, field sweep generator, field modulation
amplitude and light source intensity were discussed in detail. In this last chapter of the first
part we will validate the results obtained with the new EDMR spectrometer using a well-known
reference sample. Afterwards, the setup’s performance will be compared to the one of a “large
scale” spectrometer including the signal-to-noise ratio.

†This chapter has partially been taken from the peer-reviewed journal article published in advance: M. Eckardt,
J. Behrends, D. Münter, W. Harneit, Compact electrically detected magnetic resonance setup, AIP Adv. 2015,
5, 047139.
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5.1. EDMR Characteristics of the Reference Silicon Solar Cell

To characterize and validate the new benchtop EDMR setup, a hydrogenated microcrystalline
silicon (µc-Si:H) pin solar cell with well-known spectroscopic properties and reasonable EDMR
signal at room temperature even without illumination was used. [65,66] Since this type of sample
is only used to validate the introduced benchtop EDMR setup, we will not go into much detail
regarding spin-dependent processes other than the one observed here. A comprehensive overview
of spin-dependent processes in microcrystalline silicon was published by Stutzmann et al. [38]

Fig. 16: Schematic representation of a spin-
dependent recombination process via a
dangling-bond defect state in a semi-
conductor device. Excess electrons may
be captured by conduction band tail
states from where they can move fur-
ther into energetically lower lying dan-
gling bond states only if this process
is allowed for the formed spin pair ac-
cording to the Pauli exclusion principle.
Changing the relative spin orientation
via EPR results in the transformation of
a triplet (left) into a singlet pair (right)
leading to charge accumulation at the
dangling bond state. This charge then
attracts a hole from the valence band in
the second step and eventually under-
goes charge carrier recombination.

The µc-Si:H pin solar cell used in this chap-
ter was prepared and kindly provided by F.
Finger, O. Astakhov, A. Lambertz and S.
Haas at the Forschungszentrum Jülich. The
µc-Si:H layers were prepared by plasma en-
hanced chemical vapor deposition using opti-
mized standard deposition conditions. [67] Sim-
ilar solar cells comprising hydrogenated amor-
phous silicon and µc-Si:H were previously
studied by EDMR spectroscopy, and the spec-
troscopic properties of the current-influencing
paramagnetic centers are known to a large
extent. [65,66,68] Figure 16 illustrates the ba-
sic principle of a spin-dependent recombina-
tion process via a dangling-bond defect state
in such a semiconductor device. An excess
electron that may get captured by a conduc-
tion band tail state takes part in the forma-
tion of a spin pair with an electron occu-
pying an energetically lower lying dangling-
bond defect state. This spin-pair formation
can be described using the model by Kaplan,
Solomon and Mott introduced in chapter 2,
section 2.1. [42] Although it would be energet-
ically favorable for both electrons to occupy
the lower lying state, this is allowed only if
both spins are antiparallel according to the
Pauli exclusion principle. Therefore, altering
the relative spin orientation of the spin pair by
driving an EPR transition on either of the two
constituents produces a singlet spin-pair state
and thus allows for the initially forbidden tran-
sition to take place. The resulting charge ac-

cumulation at the dangling-bond state then attracts a hole from the valence band and eventually
results in charge carrier recombination. This recombination process macroscopically influences
the sample conductivity (see equation 2.1) and thus alters the spin-dependent current which is
– as we know from the previous chapters already – the observable in an EDMR experiment.
To determine the sample’s EDMR characteristics the dependence of the signal area on microwave
power was checked first. Moreover, the apparent peak-to-peak linewidth was recorded as a func-
tion of the modulation field amplitude Bmod. All experiments were carried out in the dark at an
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5.1. EDMR Characteristics of the Reference Silicon Solar Cell

Fig. 17: EDMR characteristics of the investigated µc-Si:H type thin-film solar cell. a) Depen-
dence of the EDMR signal area (AEDMR) on the applied microwave power (PMW). The
dash-dotted line illustrates what a linear dependence on PMW, and thus AEDMR ∝ B2

1

(cf. equation 3.1) would look like. The experimental data (black points) was fitted (red
line) using equation 2.24, yielding a TE

1 TE
2 product of 5.4× 10−12 s2. b) Dependence of

the apparent linewidth ∆Bpp on Bmod. ∆Bpp was fitted (red line) using Poole’s equation
for a modulation-broadened linewidth (equation 5.1), yielding an intrinsic linewidth of
∆Bint = 1.11(5) mT.

identical reverse bias condition of Vbias = −0.32 V and a modulation frequency of fmod = 625 Hz.
As shown in figure 17 a), the EDMR signal area AEDMR is not proportional to PMW and thus
not to B2

1 . Instead, the signal area shows saturation over the whole experimental range. Using
equation 2.24 the experimental data was fitted yielding a TE

1 TE
2 product of 5.4× 10−12 s2. As

mentioned in chapter 1 (section 1.3.3), disentangling the two time constants is only possible
in the absence of saturation effects, i.e. if γ2B2

1 T
E
1 T

E
2 � 1, because only then equations 1.50

and 1.52 are valid. However, since this is clearly not the case here we need to gain additional
informations from elsewhere. So far, no experimental data for the EDMR relaxation times in
µc-Si:H at ambient temperature is available but, following the approach by J. Behrends, [69] it is
assumed that the values for µc-Si:H are comparable to those of hydrogenated amorphous silicon
(a-Si:H). In his thesis J. Behrends applies T1 ≈ T2 ≈ 5 µs, which was determined in pulsed
EPR measurements of a-Si:H done by M. Fehr and reported to J. Behrends in a private com-
munication. [69] Furthermore, measurements of the spin-lattice relaxation time in a-Si:H revealed
T1 ≈ 10 µs for the dangling bond states at ambient temperature. [70] With this, the approxima-
tion TE

1 ≈ TE
2 ≈ 2.3× 10−6 s yields relaxation times that are somewhat smaller compared to the

corresponding EPR values. However, looking at equations 2.21 and 2.23 this is to be expected
due to the recombination rates and the pair lifetime in EDMR.
Figure 17 b) shows the increase of the apparent linewidth from about 1.1 mT to 1.3 mT with
increasing Bmod. This is in accordance with a modulation broadening, given the performed Bmod
calibration (cf. chapter 4, section 4.2) and an intrinsic inhomogeneous linewidth of 1.11(5) mT
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5.2. Quantitative Comparison with a “Large Scale” Spectrometer

according to Poole’s equation for a modulation-broadened linewidth [54]

∆Bpp =
√

4∆B2
int +B2

mod −∆Bint (5.1)

with ∆Bpp as the apparent and ∆Bint as the intrinsic linewidth. This value is reasonable for
dangling bond states in microcrystalline silicon, for which the reported g-factors are in the range
of 2.004 – 2.006 depending on the deposition conditions. [71–73] The g-factors observed here are
also within this range (see section 5.2). Finally, within the experimental accuracy given by the
manganese standard (see chapter 4, section 4.1), it was observed that the g-factor does not
depend at all on bias conditions or other experimental parameters, which is consistent with a
single spin-dependent process prevailing in this sample.
In summary, the EDMR signal in µc-Si:H at ambient temperature without illumination can be
attributed to spin-dependent recombination of injected charge carriers via silicon dangling bonds,
as sketched in figure 16.

5.2. Quantitative Comparison with a “Large Scale” Spectrometer

To demonstrate the new benchtop setup’s performance, spectra acquired both with the new
setup and using a state-of-the-art “large scale” EDMR spectrometer (lab-built transient X/Q-
band setup based on Bruker components, situated at the Berlin Joint EPR Lab) are compared in
the following. Unlike in the remainder of this thesis, EDMR raw data (Y EDMR

raw , cf. equation 3.7)
is used here for direct comparison between setups running different acquisition software. Figure
18 presents results obtained for the same sample measured in both setups, which is very similar
in characteristics to the one investigated in figure 17. The experimental data were fitted using

Fig. 18: EDMR spectra of the same µc-Si:H solar cell measured in a) the new benchtop EDMR
setup introduced in this thesis and b) a state-of-the-art “large-scale” EDMR setup. The
data were acquired at identical forward bias conditions Vbias = 320 mV. All scan param-
eters, including equivalent noise bandwidth of the lock-in amplifier and scan time, were
chosen as similar as technically possible. The modulation frequency was set to 9876 Hz.
The experimental data were fitted (red line) using a pseudo-Voigt profile.

the EDMR Analysis Toolbox software package presented in chapter 3 (section 3.3.2) utilizing a
pseudo-Voigt profile. For the benchtop spectrometer, a g-factor of 2.0059(3) was observed and
the peak-to-peak linewidth was determined to be 1.18(5) mT. For the “large” spectrometer, a
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5.3. Signal-to-Noise Ratio

g-factor of 2.0058(3) was obtained while the signal had a peak-to-peak linewidth of 1.15(5) mT.
Therefore, both results are equal within the experimental errors, demonstrating the correct op-
eration of the new setup.
Furthermore, the observed signal magnitudes are comparable under nominally identical condi-
tions. In particular, the spectrum in figure 18 a) was recorded using five times the microwave
source power compared to the one shown in figure 18 b). However, the resonant cavities have
different fill factor, quality factor Q, geometry, and hence different conversion factor c as intro-
duced in equation 1.51. For the rectangular TE102 resonator of the benchtop machine, we found
that the quality factor of the empty cavity, Q ≈ 6000, decreases by about 10 % upon introduction
of the sample. The conversion factor was characterized to be c = 0.20(2) mT/

√
W in chapter

3, section 3.1 for the MiniScope MS400. The dielectric ring resonator ER 4118 X-MD-5 of the
”large” setup is specified as TE011, Q ≈ 4000 and c = 0.42 mT/

√
W by the manufacturer (Bruker

Corporation). Thus, the effective magnetic field strength of the microwave, B1, is estimated to
be less than 10 % larger in figure 18 a) than in figure 18 b). All scan parameters (including the
equivalent noise bandwidth of the lock-in amplifier and the scan time) were chosen as similar as
technically possible on both spectrometers. The spectra were acquired in forward bias condition
with Vbias = 320 mV using a modulation frequency of fmod = 9876 Hz and a field modulation
amplitude Bmod = 0.5 mT in both cases. Hence, the obtained signal magnitude should be com-
parable, which is in good accordance with the experimental results shown in figure 18.
In summary, it can be stated that the spectroscopic parameters of the used µc-Si:H solar cell
could be successfully determined using the designed benchtop EDMR and that the obtained
signal strength is comparable to the “large scale” machine.

5.3. Signal-to-Noise Ratio

During the µc-Si:H sample characterization shown in figure 17, a wide range of parameters for the
effective microwave amplitude B1 and the modulation amplitude Bmod was investigated. Within
this range, no discernible dependence of the g-factor and linewidth, and also almost constant
noise was found.
A comparison of the noise levels in figure 18 a) and 18 b) shows that the new benchtop EDMR
setup exhibits somewhat higher noise. Thus, a careful experimental noise analysis and opti-
mization was carried out. The somewhat surprising result of this analysis was that the detected
EDMR signal in the new setup is limited by noise generated within the sample itself. Extrinsic
noise sources such as the used amplifiers and the bias source can be disregarded. There is a
finite, if small, coupling to environmental “lab noise” due to imperfections in the cable shielding
used for contacting the sample. Due to the lock-in detection employed in EDMR, this noise is,
however, efficiently filtered out by setting a small enough equivalent noise bandwidth (ENBW,
inversely related to the lock-in time constant). Furthermore, the Anfatec lock-in amplifier used
in the benchtop EDMR allows measuring the noise spectrum over arbitrary frequency intervals,
so that one can conveniently choose a modulation frequency at which the lab noise is marginal.
The modulation frequency and the electrical bias conditions, however, show a great impact on
the signal-to-noise ratio. This is to be expected when considering the EDMR model introduced
in chapter 2, section 2.2. Even in the simplest case, where only one spin-dependent transport
channel like recombination contributes to the spin-dependent EDMR current ∆IEDMR, it is still
in competition with all spin-independent transport mechanisms that contribute to the total cur-
rent Isample. Hence, for rectifying devices like diodes and solar cells, it may be advantageous to
measure under reverse-bias conditions where the unwanted, spin-independent, current is small.
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5.3. Signal-to-Noise Ratio

Tab. 3: Summary of the obtained results for the µc-Si:H solar cell used in Figures 18 a) and 19.
The preamplifier gain was set to 1 V µA−1, the modulation amplitude was Bmod = 0.5 mT
and the microwave source power was set to 100 mW. ∆IEDMR is the spin-dependent
EDMR current, ξEDMR

sd the EDMR effect and Inoise is the 2σ-noise current, these figures
were introduced in chapter 3, section 3.3.2.

Figure fmod

Hz

Vbias
V

Isample

µA

∆IEDMR

pA

Inoise
pA

∣∣∣∣ InoiseIsample

∣∣∣∣ ξEDMR
sd SNR

18 a) 9876 +0.32 13.0 52.9 35.2 2.7× 10−6 4.1× 10−6 1.5
19 625 −0.32 −0.112 −14.1 2.71 2.4× 10−5 1.3× 10−4 5.2

To illustrate this effect, figure 19 shows an EDMR spectrum of the same µc-Si:H sample as
investigated in figure 18 a), but under reverse bias. The modulation frequency was changed to
fmod = 625 Hz. All other parameters including the equivalent noise bandwidth of the lock-in
amplifier as well as the scan time remained unchanged. Table 3 gives a summary of the obtained
results from both measurements. It should be noted that the bias current Isample is two orders
of magnitude lower (and opposite in polarity) for the measurement shown in figure 19.

Fig. 19: EDMR spectrum of the same sample as
shown in figure 18 a), but under reverse
bias condition Vbias = −320 mV and at
fmod = 625 Hz. The data were fitted
(red line) using a pseudo-Voigt profile
(g = 2.0062(3), ∆Bpp = 1.14(5) mT).
The inset shows the I/V characteristic
of the sample.

At the same time, the spin-dependent EDMR
current, ∆IEDMR, has decreased only by a fac-
tor of 3.8, and the noise reduction is about a
factor of 13, leading to an enhanced signal-
to-noise ratio of SNR = 5.2 in figure 19 as
compared to SNR = 1.5 in figure 18 a). The
noise is thus strictly proportional neither to
the total bias current nor to the EDMR sig-
nal, suggesting that other noise sources may
be present.
To summarize, the detected noise level may
vary by as much as a factor of 13 depend-
ing on biasing conditions and modulation fre-
quency alone. Looking at Figures 18 and 19, it
is interesting to note that the modulation fre-
quency dependence of the signal-to-noise ra-
tio is different when measuring the same sam-
ple in both EDMR setups, even when using
nominally similar biasing conditions. Since
the sample and the manner of contacting it
were the same in both cases, sample-related
parasitic capacitances etc. can be excluded.
Also, care was taken not to introduce artificial
damping factors due to filters in the amplifier
chain and to chose settings as similar as tech-

nically possible. Due to technical reasons, however, the total bias current value in the “large”
setup could not be ascertained with the same accuracy as in the benchtop measurements. It may
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6. Summary of Part I

well have been smaller in figure 18 b) than the value Isample = 13 µA in figure 18 a), which could
account for some of the additional noise.
A significant difference in the EDMR setups used here remains the resonance cavity, regarding
both signal strength (i.e. B1) and excess noise introduced by the electrical field component of the
microwaves (i.e. E1). It was recently shown that rectification effects of E1 in silicon devices can
dominate the noise measured in EDMR. [36] For both aspects, the dielectric ring resonator offers
more favorable characteristics due to the higher field separation and concentration. At present,
this translates to a somewhat larger noise floor for the benchtop spectrometer, which is, however,
difficult to quantify due to the complicated bias dependency. This example shows that for each
EMDR setup, choosing the optimum bias point and modulation frequency may lead to gains in
SNR that are potentially large and similar to the difference between the two spectrometers.

6. Summary of Part I

In this first part, the foundations of both EPR and EDMR spectroscopy were introduced. The
basic EPR theory concepts discussed in chapter 1, like spin Hamiltonian and signal shape func-
tions, including saturation and linewidth, were successfully applied to the EDMR technique
using the EDMR rate equation model introduced in chapter 2. The design and implementation
of a benchtop EDMR system, including a special sample holder system ready for rapid sample
exchange, as well as a comprehensive software interface to control the machine and analyze the
recorded data, was presented in chapter 3. This was followed by the calibration and validation
of the compact EDMR system using well-known samples in chapters 4 and 5.

In summary, a compact setup for measuring electrically detected magnetic resonance of semicon-
ductor devices that yields consistent and highly reproducible results was built. Using a standard
silicon solar cell for a detailed comparison with a typical “large-scale” setup, it could be shown
that the EDMR spectra are quantitatively comparable in all spectroscopic dimensions with those
obtained in a state-of-the-art spectrometer.
The introduced setup allows the study of processes in dark EDMR as well as under illumination.
The current-voltage characteristic of the device under test can be investigated with the sample
still inside the spectrometer’s resonant cavity, allowing for rapid research cycles and measurement
series. Furthermore, measurements at low temperatures are possible using the available dewar
unit for the spectrometer. Thus, the presented setup can be used for complete semiconductor
device characterization at different operating conditions.
Due to its small footprint, the unit is highly mobile and can in particular be operated inside
cleanrooms or even glove boxes, which is beneficial for studies on organic materials and devices.
Finally, although the spectrometer itself is compact and closed, the electrical detection pathway
is entirely accessible to the researcher in order to study recently discussed phenomena like the
dependence of the signal phase of EDMR signals on the modulation frequency. [56]

The benefits of close proximity between device fabrication and spectroscopic characterization
possible with the compact EDMR setup presented here, will be used in the next part of this
thesis to record EDMR spectra of C60 microcrystals, a class of samples never before investigated
in EDMR.
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Part II.

EDMR on Pure and Doped Fullerene
Microcrystals



7. Fullerenes and Fullerene Materials

Focus and objective: This second part utilizes the EDMR technique to investigate both pure
and doped fullerene based organic microcrystals. This type of sample is – like most organic
semiconductors – prone to undergo a rapid degradation process if no proper encapsulation is
used. However, because the encapsulation material itself can interfere with the active material
and unintentionally influence the device characteristics, the study of unencapsulated systems is
indicated. With time being a critical variable in unencapsulated devices, the experiments shown
in this part benefit greatly from the close proximity between device fabrication and spectroscopic
characterization possible with the new compact EDMR setup presented in part I. After intro-
ducing some basic properties of the Buckminsterfullerene C60, we will look at the synthesis and
purification of the endohedral compound N@C60 as well as its stability.‡ Afterwards, EPR and
EDMR results on C60 microwires and microdisks are presented followed by the investigation of
crystals made from C60O. Finally, the first evidence for strongly dipolar-coupled spin pairs in
N@C60-doped Buckminsterfullerene observed via EDMR is presented.

The following part of this thesis has partially been published in a peer-reviewed journal: M.
Eckardt, J. Behrends, D. Münter, W. Harneit, Compact electrically detected magnetic resonance
setup, AIP Adv. 2015, 5, 047139. The chapter based on this article is indicated by a †.

7. Fullerenes and Fullerene Materials

The performance of electronics greatly improved over the past decades due to ever-smaller silicon-
based devices. However, both scientific and technical limitations will soon make it impossible
to follow down this pathway anymore. Thus, alternative device technologies are needed, and
carbon-based molecular electronics are a promising approach to the post-silicon age as demon-
strated recently with the discovery of unconventional molecule-resolved current rectification in
diamondoid-fullerene hybrids. [74]

Charge transport in organic molecules differs from the one in inorganic materials like silicon. So
far, most materials and devices for organic electronics are made and improved by a trial-and-error
like approach. Here, the EDMR technique could be used to directly gain new insights on charge
transport and recombination phenomena limiting the performance of optoelectronics. Before we
will study recombination processes in fullerene-based organic solar cells in part III of this thesis,
we will focus on the investigation of pure and doped fullerene microcrystals in the remainder
of this part. First, the Buckminsterfullerene C60 will be introduced, followed by its endohedral
derivative N@C60. We will than look at the quantification, purification, and stability of fullerene
materials and how to produce EDMR compatible microcrystals. Afterwards, EDMR results ob-
tained on pure C60 microcrystals and oxidized fullerene species will be compared. Lastly, we
will discuss and analyze the coupling pattern observed in EDMR experiments on N@C60-doped
crystals using a computer simulation approach.

7.1. The Buckminsterfullerene C60

Following its discovery by Kroto et al. in 1985, [75] the spherical molecule C60 – made of twenty
carbon hexagons and twelve carbon pentagons – attracted considerable attention for its fasci-
nating geometry. Resembling the geodesic domes of architect Richard Buckminster Fuller it

‡A more comprehensive study on the stability of C60 and N@C60, which is outside the scope of this thesis, has
been published: M. Eckardt, R. Wieczorek, W. Harneit, Stability of C60 and N@C60 under thermal and optical
exposure, Carbon 2015, 95, 601-607.
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became eponymous for a whole related class of molecules, the fullerenes. The structure of the
C60 molecule is depicted in figure 20. Typically, double bonds between hexagons are called [6,6]
double bonds and those between pentagons and hexagons are referred to as [5,6] double bonds.

Fig. 20: Structure of the Buckminsterfullerene
C60. The molecule consists of twenty
carbon hexagons and twelve carbon
pentagons. Each pentagon is sur-
rounded by five hexagons. Double
bonds are located between hexagons,
single bonds are located between the
pentagons and hexagons only.

Interestingly, no [5,6] double bonds at all exist
in the C60 molecule and even though, in prin-
ciple, there is more than one structural iso-
mer for fullerenes with more than 70 carbon
atoms, stable fullerenes obey what is known as
the isolated-pentagon rule, which states that
the pentagons do not make direct contact with
each other. [76]

The diameter of C60 has been determined to
be about 700 pm using nuclear magnetic res-
onance (NMR). [77,78] This results in a van
der Waals diameter for the molecule of about
1 nm, taking into account the size of the π-
electron cloud surrounding the carbon atoms
on the C60 framework. [77] In contrast to
other carbon allotropes, fullerenes are solu-
ble in aromatic solvents like toluene and 1,2-
dichlorobenzene giving intensively colored so-
lutions (e.g. violet for C60 and burgundy for

C70 dissolved in toluene). Solid C60 forms a face-centered-cubic structure at ambient tempera-
ture and solid-state NMR measurements revealed an almost free rotation of the constituting C60

molecules. [77,79]

Due to its remarkable structure, the C60 molecule has become a promising candidate for the fab-
rication of organized nanostructures. [80–82] Furthermore, with its electronic properties ranging
from semiconductivity to superconductivity, [83,84] the construction of remarkable organic elec-
tronics seems feasible. The production of macroscopic quantities of Buckminsterfullerene C60

can basically be done by two different approaches. The first one is the so-called resistive heating
of graphite – also known as the Krätschmer-Huffman method – which generates large quantities
of a fullerene-containing carbon soot. [85] This soot is then extracted using toluene yielding about
10 % to 15 % fullerenes. [86] The second approach is the combustion of hydrocarbons like benzene
in oxygen-argon flames as first reported by Howard et al. [87] Although this method only gives
low fullerene yields (about 0.3 %), it is of commercial interest due to its scalability and the fact
that it can be operated as a continuous process. [86]

As this part of the present thesis is about EDMR on pure and doped fullerene microcrystals,
it is worthwhile to briefly discuss charged C60 species. In fact, its electron-accepting ability is
one of the most characteristic chemical properties of the Buckminsterfullerene. It arises directly
from the electronic structure of the molecule, which was calculated to have a triply degener-
ate lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of comparatively low energy, lying about 2 eV
above the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), [88,89] making C60 fairly electronegative
and reducible up to the hexaanion. [90,91] EPR spectra of fulleride anion C ·–

60 revealed a charac-
teristically low g-factor between 1.994 and 2.000 at low temperatures. [92] However, the linewidth
of the signal is strongly temperature dependent above about 77 K and increases with increasing
temperature. [92] This broadening is due to strong spin relaxation, which eventually even makes
the EPR signal too broad for detection at ambient temperatures. [93]
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Fig. 21: Reaction scheme for the formation of C120O using C60 as starting material. a) The
photochemical formation of C60O probably proceeds via the paramagnetic reaction in-
termediate – ·C60−O−O−C

·–
60 , [97] making fullerene materials somewhat sensitive to

light and air. b) The formed C60O can react with an unmodified C60 molecule, yielding
the dimer C120O often observed as an impurity in Buckminsterfullerene material. [99]

In addition to the reduction, the oxidation of C60 to the corresponding cation C ·+
60 is possible,

although this reaction occurs less willingly due to the comparatively high first oxidation potential
of the Buckminsterfullerene. [89,91,94] EPR spectroscopy on C ·+

60 , prepared by different methods,
has been carried out and the reported g-factors and linewidths show a broad distribution. [89]

The reported differences in the spectroscopic properties may arise from subsequent reaction of
the produced fullerene cation with nucleophiles present due to the synthesis route choosen. This,
however, leaves doubt about whether C ·+

60 was actually spectroscopied or some undefined re-
action product. [89] The most reliable value so far is probably the one reported by Reed et al.
(g = 2.0022, ∆Bpp = 0.3 mT at 105 K), obtained on fullerene carbocations synthesized from C60

and the superacid H(CB11H6Cl6).
[95]

When considering oxidation reactions, C60 can not only undergo an electrochemical oxidation
but also an oxygenation leading to the formation of C60O as depicted in figure 21 a). This reac-
tion can be initiated by irradiating a fullerene solution with UV light, also forming C60On (with
n = 2, 3, 4, 5) to a lesser amount. [96] The paramagnetic reaction intermediate – ·C60−O−O−C

·–
60

occurring in this reaction scheme was first proposed by P. Paul et al., [97] and later observed in
own stability experiments. [98] The C60O molecule can further react with unmodified C60 to form
the dimer C120O, opening up a synthesis route to this molecule as depicted in figure 21 b). [99]

The oxygenation of C60 does not only take place in targeted synthesis like this, but is a com-
mon problem when storing fullerene materials. Thus, C120O is often present as an impurity in
C60-samples. [97,100,101] Hence, fullerenes and fullerene materials should generally be stored away
from light and air.
The so far described reactions are the more important ones with respect to this thesis. However,
the C60 molecule has a rich chemistry including nucleophilic additions (e.g. cyclopropanation
via the Bingel-Hirsch reaction), [102] hydrogenation, [103] halogenation, [104] and the formation of
transition metal complexes. [105] Furthermore, cycloadditions can be performed making impor-
tant molecules like PC61BM – a widely used electron-acceptor material in solar cell research that
will be discussed in more detail in part III of this thesis – accessible. [106]
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7.2. The Endohedral Fullerene N@C60

A whole subclass of fullerene derivatives not discussed so far are the so-called “endohedrals” –
tailor-made molecules enclosing ions, atoms, or clusters inside the near spherical hollowspace of a
host fullerene. We will use a member of this class of substances, namely N@C60, to produce doped
fullerene microcrystals later in this chapter and thus introduce its properties, synthesis, as well
as a suitable quantification method in the following. Afterwards, we will look at a preparative
purification method for this material in chapter 7.3.

7.2.1. Nomenclature, Discovery and Properties

Soon after the discovery of the substance class of fullerenes itself, a molecule with the empirical
formula LaC60 was obtained from a lanthanum chloride impregnated carbon source that was
subjected to the Krätschmer-Huffman process. [107] Detailed studies of this material revealed
that the lanthanum atom is located inside the closed shell of the fullerene host molecule. [108]

This fullerene subclass is called “endohedral fullerenes” and the notation M@Cn is widely used,
even though the IUPAC Nomenclature of Organic Chemistry suggests to use [n]fullerene-incar -
M, which is denoted iMCn. [109] Thus, the introduced lanthanum complex is usually written as
La@C60. This syntax will also be used throughout this thesis. Numerous endohedral fullerenes
with one or more metal atoms are known, all of which are formed by capturing metal atoms
during the fullerene-cage formation. Additionally, endohedral fullerenes containing the noble

Fig. 22: Structure of the endohedral fullerene
N@C60. The nitrogen atom (depicted in
blue) with atomic diameter 130 pm and
van der Waals diameter 310 pm (trans-
parent blue) is surrounded by carbon
atoms (atomic diameter 140 pm) mak-
ing up the fullerene molecule (van der
Waals diameter ≈ 1 nm). [77,78,110,111]

gases can be produced by forcing the noble gas
atom into an existing fullerene molecule using
high temperature and high pressure. [112] How-
ever, using an ion-implantation technique even
the endohedral fullerenes of reactive group 15
elements like nitrogen and phosphorus can be
synthesized. [113,114] In both cases, the reac-
tive endohedral atom is stabilized inside the
fullerene cage and does not undergo a reac-
tion or a charge transfer with the surrounding
carbon framework. This is supported by calcu-
lations, [115,116] showing no intermixing of the
wavefunctions for the central atom with those
of the fullerene host molecule, as well as by
EPR spectroscopy, [113,114,117] revealing a quar-
tet ground state with three unpaired electrons
(total electron spin S = 3/2).
The molecule of interest for this thesis,
N@C60, is shown in figure 22. The endohe-

dral nitrogen atom has an atomic radius of 65 pm and a corresponding van der Waals radius of
155 pm. [110,111] For the surrounding carbon atoms the atomic radius is 70 pm with a specified van
der Waals radius of 170 pm. [110,111] Due to the perfect shielding of the endohedral nitrogen atom
and the resulting, fully retained electron spin, the N@C60 molecule is an interesting candidate
for a molecular qubit model system. [118]

With two naturally occurring isotopes that possess a different nuclear spin, EPR spectra of
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Fig. 23: Term diagram a) and resulting EPR spectrum b) for N@C60 in solution. The Zeeman
splitting for a spectral line in presence of an external magnetic field for the magnetic
quantum number of the total electron spin MS (MS = −S,−S + 1, · · · , S − 1, S), to-
gether with the hyperfine interaction – characterized by the isotropic coupling constant
aiso – leads to a total of 12 energy sublevels. The transitions corresponding to a partic-
ular nuclear spin quantum number mI are degenerate, resulting in the three-line EPR
spectrum shown in b).

N@C60 are in principle a superpositions of two different spectra. However, since the two nitro-
gen isotopes have a very different natural abundance (14N: 99.64 %, 15N: 0.36 %), [55] only 14N
with nuclear spin I = 1 is considered in the remainder of this thesis. [113]

The effective EPR Hamiltonian for the N@C60 system in solution can be derived from equation
1.8 by omitting the non-resolvable nuclear Zeeman and nuclear quadrupole interactions (cf. chap-
ter 1, sections 1.2.2 and 1.2.5) and the zero-field splitting (unobservable due to fast rotational
averaging). With the magnetic field only applied along the z-axis, the Hamiltonian becomes

Ĥeff, iso = ĤEZ + ĤHF =
µB
~
gisoBzŜz + aisoŜzÎz (7.1)

with giso being the isotropic g-factor and aiso as the isotropic coupling constant introduced in
equation 1.20. Figure 23 illustrates the resulting term diagram and EPR spectrum. Experimen-
tally, a g-factor of 2.0024(3), a peak-to-peak linewidth of ∆Bpp = 14(2) µT and an isotropic
hyperfine interaction of aiso = 0.56(1) mT was found for the N@C60 material used in this thesis.
These spectroscopic parameters are in accordance with own results obtained on earlier produced
material, [98] as well as those reported by other groups. [113,115]

7.2.2. Synthesis by Ion Implantation

As mentioned in the last section, the synthesis of N@C60 is possible using the ion-implantation
technique introduced by Almeida Murphy et al. in 1996. [113] To produce the endohedral mate-
rial needed for the experiments presented in this thesis, an implantation setup mainly based on
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Fig. 24: Schematic diagram of the implantation setup used to synthesize N@C60. Nitrogen ions
having an energy of Eion = q(Uscr−Uacc) move from the capacitively coupled ion source
operating at 13.6 MHz towards the liquid-nitrogen cooled copper target. The neces-
sary nitrogen mass flow is adjusted and maintained by an Aalborg mass flow controller
(MFC). Fullerenes are sublimed from the resistively heated boron nitride effusion cell
and meet with the nitrogen ions at the cold copper surface, generating the endohedral
species. The fullerene sublimation is monitored by means of a quartz crystal microbal-
ance (QCM). The chamber pressure is maintained by the turbomolecular pump (TMP)
in combination with a backing pump. An emergency gate valve (dotted lines) between
the two pumps protects the TMP in case of a mains failure. The pressure in the im-
plantation chamber is monitored using a wide range gauge (PI).

equipment already available in the lab from an earlier production of the molecule was built. Fig-
ure 24 shows a schematic diagram of the used ion implantation system. The setup’s composition,
together with a picture of the assembled equipment (figure A6) can be found in the appendix
on page 138. The general operation procedure used to synthesize N@C60 from a commercially
available, cost efficient fullerene mix consisting of about 80 % C60 and 20 % C70 is described
below.
The fullerene material is pelletized, filled in the boron nitride effusion cell and sublimed towards
the liquid-nitrogen-cooled copper target. At the same time, the ion source is used to produce
nitrogen ions in a plasma. An ion-beam containing N+ ions (amongst other species) is extracted
by the ion optics. These ions possess the energy Eion = q(Uscr −Uacc). A certain ion proportion
interacts with the sublimed fullerenes in front of and on the target itself, forming N@C60 and
N@C70. Furthermore, some of the fullerenes fragment or polymerize due to the ion beam and
form insoluble byproducts. In order to increase the mean free path of ions and fullerenes, the
system is operated under reduced pressure. The continuous fullerene evaporation is monitored
using a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM). Both sides of the copper target can be used during
the implantation process. Afterwards, the target is removed from the ion implantation’s main
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Tab. 4: Determined optimum operating conditions for the ion implantation setup. The typical
pressure in the main chamber during an implantation run was about 3× 10−4 mbar. The
effusion cell temperature can be varied between 720 K and 910 K in order to obtain the
necessary effusion rate.

Equipment Parameter Value

ion source magnetic coil current 8.00 A
average coupled power 25 W
screen voltage Uscr 120 V
acceleration voltage Uacc −12 V
nitrogen mass flow 9.5 mL/min

effusion cell effusion rate ∼ 0.7Å/min

copper target temperature ∼ 130 K

chamber using a lock and the implanted fullerene material, which forms a solid black layer of a
few microns in thickness, can be collected and further processed as needed.
As can be seen from figure 24, the ion implantation setup has many tunable parameters like
average coupled power level, screen voltage (Uscr), acceleration voltage (Uacc), magnetic coil
current, effusion rate, nitrogen mass flow, target temperature and chamber pressure. However,
not all of these parameters can be chosen independently. For example the magnitude of Uacc
has to be about 10 % of that of Uscr for the plasma to work smoothly. Furthermore, nitrogen
mass flow and chamber pressure are of course linked and the plasma generator’s average coupled
power level together with the magnetic coil current and Uacc determines the ion beam density.
Hence, there are basically three different parameters that can be set independently: the fullerene
effusion rate, the ion energy and the target temperature. The latter one was not varied in the
experiments conducted, but it is assumed that a low target temperature is beneficial for the
N@C60 synthesis, since the C60 molecule gained vibration energy after being hit by a nitrogen
ion and this excess energy needs to be dissipated. According to C. Meyer, the copper target
should thus be cooled below about 230 K. [119] The following observations were made by varying
the two other parameters:

• The ion-irradiation time per fullerene molecule has to be as short as possible to prevent
fragmentation and polymerization. Thus, the effusion rate is a critical parameter. Too low
an effusion rate can result in a total production loss. On the other hand, a high effusion
rate leads to an increased adsorption of the starting material onto the inner chamber walls
and therefore lowers the production efficiency.

• While – in theory – there should be an optimum for the ion energy, none could be observed
experimentally. Although the ion energy was varied over the whole experimentally acces-
sible range from about 1 eV up to 400 eV. Thus, the N@C60 formation seems to be limited
by another (yet unknown) process and Uscr and Uacc can just be selected to yield a stable
nitrogen plasma.

These observations led to the optimal implantation parameters summarized in table 4. Running
the ion implantation under these conditions for about 2.5 h per target side typically yielded about
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1.3 g of crude C60/N@C60 material with a solubility of about 70 % and an implantation yield of
1.6× 10−4, corresponding to about 145 µg of pure N@C60. During this thesis, a total amount of
roughly 2 mg of N@C60 was synthesized using the described ion implantation setup.
However, as mentioned above, the used fullerene mix also contained about 20 % of C70 and some
of the fullerene material is destroyed due to fragmentation and polymerization in the implantation
process. Thus, the implanted material had to be purified before the synthesized N@C60 could
be investigated using EDMR. This purification process is described in detail in section 7.3.

7.2.3. Quantification by EPR and HPLC

To assess the ion implantation process and later on the purification of the N@C60 material a valid
quantification method is needed. However, the quantitative spin determination inside a given
EPR sample is a non-trivial task, because not only a suitable spin standard has to be found but
also a large number of parameters influencing the result have to be controlled carefully. Thus,
the used spin standard, as well as the spectrometer have to be characterized adequately. [21]

As introduced in equation 1.44, the microwave absorption is inversely proportional to the sample’s
RF susceptibility, which itself is inversely proportional to the static susceptibility of the sample
(cf. equations 1.35 and 1.46). With this, the relation between the number of spins N in two
different EPR samples shown in equation 7.2 can be derived. [54]

N1

N2
=
AEPR

1

AEPR
2

·
√
P2

P1
·
Bmod,2

Bmod,1
· g2

g1
· T1

T2
· S2(S2 + 1)

S1(S1 + 1)
· D1

D2
(7.2)

The subscripts are used to distinguish between sample 1 and 2. AEPR is the EPR area (double
integral of the EPR absorption signal Y EPR, see figure 2) with multiplicity D = 2I + 1, due to
the interaction of the total electron spin S with the nuclear spin I. P is the microwave source
power and Bmod the modulation amplitude used. The g-factor, as well as the temperature T has
to be known for both samples.
Two very important parameters with respect to quantification in EPR are the sample volume
and positioning. [120] The details needed for the latter can be extracted from figure 9. For all
EPR samples investigated in this thesis, a precisely adjusted sample positioning tool was used
to ensure correct and reproducible results. The sample volume was strictly kept at 50 µL for all
liquid samples. For solid-state samples, an equivalent sample-tube-filling height was ensured to
provide a comparable cavity filling factor.
For the use as an easy-to-handle and reliable spin standard, the commercially available param-
agnetic compound (2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-piperidin-1-yl)oxyl, commonly known as TEMPO, with
S = 1/2 was successfully applied in a previous work. [120] For the calibration of the MiniScope
MS400 spectrometer used in this thesis, a sample tube containing 15.5(5) mg TEMPO was pre-
pared. The corresponding EPR signal area was determined by averaging over 30 repeated mea-
surements, resulting in a relative error of 0.8 % at a significance level of α = 0.05. Furthermore,
a reliable quantification can only be performed if no saturation effects occur in both sample and
standard. For this reason, the microwave power was kept as low as 10 µW in all quantitative
experiments.
Since the N@C60 samples and the spin standard were measured in close temporal sequence,
the temperature term in equation 7.2 can be omitted. Additionally, the g-factor of N@C60

and TEMPO are close and neglecting the corresponding term in equation 7.2 results in a error
of about 0.2 % only. [113,121] These simplifications lead to equation 7.3, which was used for all
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quantitative measurements presented here.

N1 = N2 ·
AEPR

1

AEPR
2

·
√
P2

P1
·
Bmod,2

Bmod,1
· S2(S2 + 1)

S1(S1 + 1)
· 2I1 + 1

2I2 + 1
(7.3)

Herein, the used subscripts 1 and 2 identify the sample and the TEMPO standard, respectively.

Fig. 25: Chemical structure of the station-
ary Buckyprep HPLC phase used
in this thesis. The commercially
available Buckprep material (Nacalai
Tesque Inc., Japan) is made of [3-(1-
pyrenyl)propyl]silyl modified silica. The
fullerene-stationary-phase interaction is
a result of the pyrene unit’s ability
of forming π-π interactions.The propyl
unit links the functional group to the sil-
ica substrate resulting in a good overall
pyrene coverage. [122]

In order to provide a figure for the N@C60 con-
tent of a given sample, not only the nitrogen
filled molecules but also the empty C60 has to
be quantified. With only paired electrons, the
C60 molecule is of course EPR silent and an-
other analytical method has to be used. In this
thesis, high-performance liquid chromatogra-
phy (HPLC) was applied for this task. HPLC
itself is a separation technique rather than a
quantification method. Only with a suitable,
carefully calibrated detector can a quantifica-
tion be done. The substance mixture to be
separated is dissolved in the so-called liquid
phase and moved across the so-called station-
ary phase, which typically is a solid in a col-
umn. Stationary and mobile phases have to
be matched and further need to be compatible
with the substances that should be separated.
The interaction of these substances with both
mobile and stationary phase lies at the very
heart of the HPLC technique. This interaction
leads to a distribution of the solutes between
the two phases, described by an equilibrium
constant. With different substances possess-
ing different equilibrium constants, a separa-
tion is finally achieved after a repeated estab-
lishment of the equilibrium in a column of suf-

ficient length. The substances exit the separation column successively, characterized by their
individual retention time. The retention time is not a matter constant but rather depends on the
specific parameters used in the separation like temperature and flow rate of the mobile phase.
However, for a specific separation setup operated under constant conditions, the retention time
for a chemical compound is a characteristic value. Using a known reference standard, this can
be used to identify the component in question. A detailed description of the HPLC method
and the variety of stationary and mobile phases that have been used over the years for different
separation problems, however, lies outside the scope of this work and can rather be found in
textbooks on analytical chemistry. [123]

In this work, commercially available HPLC columns with Buckprep as a stationary phase es-
pecially developed for fullerene separation (Nacalai Tesque Inc., Japan) were used. Figure 25
illustrates the chemical structure of this material. The necessary fullerene-stationary-phase in-
teraction is a result of the pyrene unit’s ability of forming π-π interactions with the fullerene
molecules. In order to quantify the amount of fullerenes in a sample, the material was dissolved
in toluene, which was also used as the HPLC’s mobile phase running at a volume flow rate of
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1.0 mL min−1. 20 µL of the sample solution were injected in the analytical HPLC setup equipped
with an UV detector operating at a wavelength of λ = 320 nm (a detailed composition of the used
setup can be found in the appendix on page 139, table A2). The calibration of this detector was
done running 11 reference samples with known C60 content covering the concentration window
from 0.006 mg mL−1 to 1.3 mg mL−1 and performing a linear regression on the resulting HPLC
signal areas. It is important to note, that the UV detection can not distinguish between N@C60

and C60, since the UV absorption of the molecule is not altered due to the perfectly shielded
endohedral atom.
Finally, with HPLC being sensitive to all fullerene molecules – no matter if endohedral or vacant
– and EPR being sensitive only to the paramagnetic N@C60 material, a figure of merit for the
ion implantation and later on the N@C60 purification can be defined.

q =
NN@C60

NC60

=
NN@C60

Ntotal −NN@C60

(7.4)

In equation 7.4, NN@C60 is the number of endohedral and NC60 the number of vacant C60

molecules. Ntotal is the sum of both species available from a HPLC analysis. As mentioned
in section 7.2.2, the implanted material produced for this thesis typically had q ≈ 1.6× 10−4.

7.3. Preparative Purification of Fullerene Materials

The stationary HPLC phase Buckyprep introduced in the previous section can not only be used
in analytical size columns. Furthermore, it is commercially available in preparative size guard
and separation columns with dimensions up to 28 mm × 250 mm. Using Buckyprep columns, a
separation of C60 species from higher fullerenes can easily be achieved, as shown in figure 26.

Fig. 26: Example chromatogram of a fullerene mixture containing C60 and C70 recorded using
the analytical HPLC equipment. The retention time of C70 and higher fullerenes is
significantly increased with respect to C60, making the separation on Buckyprep easy.
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While the separation of C60 and N@C60 from higher fullerene species can in principle be done us-
ing preparative style Buckyprep HPLC columns, their price tag of about $40,000 per preparative
column (28 mm × 250 mm) circumvents using them for the large amounts of material produced
in the ion implantation process. Due to the difference in the number of constituting carbon
atoms, a stationary phase with far less separation efficiency is sufficient to selectively separate
C60 from higher fullerenes as demonstrated by Scrivens et al. using a mixture of silica and ac-
tivated charcoal as the chromatographic plug in a flash chromatography. [124] This method was
sucessfully used to separate a C60/N@C60 mixture from higher fullerene species after the ion
implantation process in the past. [120] However, the composition of the chromatographic plug has
to be adequately optimized to reduce the endohedral loss that could otherwise be as much as
39 %. [125] Using a design of experiments approach, Wieczorek identified not only the amount of
activated charcoal but also the flow rate of the mobile phase (toluene) as a critical parameter
in the flash chromatography process. [125] The latter can be adjusted be means of the used silica
amount when preparing the slurry for the chromatographic plug. Based on the mass of the C60

species in the material, mC60
, the amount of activated charcoal, ma.c., can be calculated using

equation 7.5.
ma.c. =

mC60

0.014
(7.5)

This mass then determines the amount of silica (equation 7.6) to be used at the global optimum,
resulting in a recovery for the C60 species of 98(2) %. [125]

msilica = 21 ·ma.c. (7.6)

To purify the implanted material used in this thesis, the solid fullerene material obtained from
the ion implantation process was dissolved in toluene, giving a brownish liquid with a fullerene
mass concentration of about 0.75 g L−1. This liquid was then filtered to remove insoluble re-
action by-products and processed using the flash chromatography method (activated charcoal:
Acros Organics NORIT SA 2, silica: Fluka silica gel 60, glass frit: typical porosity level 4). The
endpoint detection in this process was done visually, since C60 solutions in toluene are colored
deep purple, while C70 solutions possess a burgundy color. Care was taken not to drain the
chromatographic plug, since even small cracks in the column result in an insufficient separation.
The obtained C60/N@C60 solution was concentrated using a rotary evaporator to yield a mass
concentration of about 1 g L−1.
While the flash chromatography method is suitable to separate C60 and N@C60 from other
fullerene species, its separation efficiency is not high enough to separate or enrich N@C60. How-
ever, as shown in figure 26, the Buckyprep phase has a high separation efficiency for fullerenes.
It was successfully used to purify N@C60 in earlier experiments, [120] as well as in the studies of
others. [125–127] Figure 27 shows the preparative HPLC setup used to purify the material nec-
essary for the experiments conducted in this work. The N@C60 enrichment process is based
on the fractionated collection of the HPLC eluate. A detailed composition of the used setup
can be found in table A3 of the appendix on page 139. The most critical parameters for the
preparative enrichment of N@C60 are the column temperature and the length of the separation
path. Increasing the latter one will of course result in an ever better chromatographic resolution
but also drive up the systems flow resistance. Hence, the number of Buckprep columns that can
be used in a practical sense is limited to three for the high pressure pump used here. For the
separation temperature on the other hand, an optimum should exist. This separation sweet spot
was found to be at 28 ◦C for the setup used in the present work. [125] It should be noted that no
distinct N@C60 peak can be observed in the preparative HPLC for material with q . 1.3× 10−3
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7.3. Preparative Purification of Fullerene Materials

Fig. 27: Schematic diagram of the preparative HPLC setup used to purify N@C60. The mobile
phase (toluene) is pumped from the buffer bottle (1) through the injection valve (5) using
the high pressure pump (2). The injection valve is used to introduce the C60/N@C60

mixture (3) via the injection pump (4). The mobile phase and the fullerene mixture
pass the guard column (6) and enter the separation columns A (7), B (8) and C (9)
successively and eventually reach the UV detector (11). All columns of the setup are
temperature controlled using the thermostat (10). The waste bottle (15) is used to
collect overflowing material from the injection system. The collected data is displayed
as a chromatogram (12) on the accompanying PC and used by the software to control
the fractionation valve (13) in the programmed manner. All fractions are collected in
individual bottles (14) with IF being the intermediate and F1 - F5 being the product
fractions.

due to the partly overlapping, intensive C60 signal. Therefore, the fractionation of the eluate
exiting the UV detector has to be performed based on experience and a test run with subsequent
analytical determination of the N@C60 content in the different collected fractions. [120,125] The
final fractionation pattern has then to be adjusted in a way such that a fraction with higher
N@C60 concentration compared to the starting material is obtained, while the other fractions
contain (almost) no N@C60. This process is then repeated several times, until the desired N@C60

concentration is reached. In addition to the purification of N@C60, the described process of frac-
tionated eluate collection can be used to isolate other fullerene species as well.
In the present work, the C60/N@C60 solution obtained from the flash chromatography process de-
scribed above (mass concentration about 1 g L−1) was processed using the presented preparative
HPLC setup running at a mobile phase (toluene) flow rate of 8 mL min−1. The column tempera-
ture was set to 28.0(1) ◦C and the UV detector was operating at a wavelength of λ = 280 nm. An
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Fig. 28: Schematic diagram of a typical preparative HPLC fractionating pattern. A relative time
scale starting shortly before the rise of the C60 signal is given. The intensive C60 signal
was clipped in order to display the other signal components. Fraction F1 contains pure
C60, F2 typically shows a composition close to that of the starting material used, F3
contains the N@C60 material and IF can be used to collect C60O. The rise of the next
C60 peak is indicated on the far right.

N@C60 enrichment factor of up to 15.7 could be obtained using an injection interval of 630 s and
collecting three fractions with respective collection times of tF1 = 98 s, tF2 = 16 s and tF3 = 270 s.
However, because the injection interval and the collection times strongly depend on the rate of
wear of the used column set and the quality of the starting material, these values can only serve
as guidance. For a starting material with q ≈ 1.3× 10−3 the C60 peak began to elute 3200 s
after the injection of the material was done. The maxima of the N@C60 and C60O signals were
observed 220 s and 475 s later, respectively. This situation is illustrated in figure 28, which addi-
tionally shows that the different fractions were not only of use for enriching N@C60 but also to
collect the C60O present in the IF fraction. Using the described fractionation process pure C60

and C60O, as well as N@C60 material with q = 7.8(3)× 10−3 was obtained.

7.4. Stability of C60 and N@C60

The stability of N@C60 is not only important for the use as a quantum bit, [118,128,129] but it
is also of great interest when it comes to EDMR studies, since an unambiguous assignment of
the observed spin resonance signals can only be done if the composition of the material under
investigation is known.
Therefore, the stability of both C60 and N@C60 under thermal and optical exposure was studied
prior to this work. [98] In this study it could be clarified that N@C60 is stable under intense
optical exposure at a wavelength of λ = 532 nm if adequately cooled and that the decomposition
of N@C60 can be thermally induced at a constant temperature of T = 423 K. [98] Nevertheless,
it should be noted that others reported a decomposition temperature as high as 500 K - 550 K
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when applying heating rates between 2 K/90 s and 2 K/82 s. [130,131] Besides the decomposition of
N@C60, which was observed by a decrease in the N@C60-related EPR signal area, the occurrence
of an additional radical signal with g = 2.0026(3) and ∆Bpp = 0.113(1) mT was found to take
place. [98] It could be identified as the paramagnetic species – ·C60−O−O−C

·–
60 , which can act

as precursor in the formation of C120O. [97] Hence, two major processes can take place if N@C60

is exposed to heat:

1. Decomposition of the N@C60 molecule via an escape of the encapsulated nitrogen atom by
the formation of a [5,6] or [6,6] aza bridge followed by a nitrogen swing-out that eventually
leads to EPR-silent diamagnetic reaction products, as proposed by Mauser et al. [132]

2. Formation of fullerene oxygenation products like C60O or C120O via the EPR-active species
– ·C60−O−O−C

·–
60 as already shown in figure 21.

In principle, the necessary C-C-bond elongation for process number one can also take place via
an adiabatic photoreaction with a high activation barrier in the ground state and a low one in
the excited state if T & 250 K. [98,133] As introduced in section 7.1, process number two can be
initiated by irradiating fullerene molecules with UV light. [96] The formation of C60O over time
could also be observed during the chromatographic purification process done in this work. Even
if the corresponding peak was removed in every HPLC cycle, it reappeared after a few days of
storage. Hence, for EDMR measurements on pure C60 freshly purified material needs to be used.

Fig. 29: Long-term stability study of N@C60 in
solution (red circles) and in the solid
state (blue squares). For the solid-state
sample, the dotted line shows the av-
erage of the EPR area, AEPR. For the
liquid sample it shows the used expo-
nential fit, resulting in a time constant
of τ = 38.3(7) weeks.

To asses the long-term stability of N@C60, a
liquid and a solid sample were prepared. For
the liquid sample, 50 µL of an N@C60 solu-
tion in toluene with c = 0.119(5) g L−1 and
q = 1.25(7)× 10−3 were sealed in a stan-
dard EPR quartz glass tube under a protec-
tive nitrogen atmosphere. The solid state sam-
ple was prepared in a similar manner, using
m = 5.6(5) mg of a vacuum dried N@C60 ma-
terial with q = 3.8(2)× 10−4. The area un-
der the resonance signal of both samples was
recorded every week for a total period of 28
weeks. Figure 29 shows the results of this sta-
bility study. Only variations around the av-
erage are observed for the solid state sample,
while the EPR area of the material in solution
drops to about 50 %. The decay of the N@C60

in toluene was analyzed using an exponential
fit, resulting in a time constant of τ = 38.3(7)
weeks. One possible explanation for this ob-
servation would be the presence or formation
of toluene radicals. However, since no addi-
tional EPR signals were observed in any of the
samples during this study, such solvent-based
radicals must be consumed shortly after their

formation. Furthermore, the samples were kept in the dark between the measurements and
the described N@C60 loss could also be observed in samples stored away from light for month,
electively ruling out the light-induced formation of toluene radicals as the source of the N@C60
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decay. Another explanation for the observed decay is the excitation of molecular vibrations in
solution, which than lead to the disintegration of the N@C60 molecule via the mechanism pro-
posed by Mauser et al. [132] With the discrete phonon dispersion curves reported for solid C60, [134]

this explanation seems rational since collisions between the molecules in the solid-state can not
effectively induce molecular vibrations necessary for the nitrogen escape. In solution, however,
this is not the case, which allows for the excitation of intra-molecular vibrations at ambient
temperatures. Furthermore, the vibrations allowed in solution could depend on the solvent used
as well, as indicated by Morton in his relaxation studies on N@C60. [135] So far, a final decision
on what process actually leads to the observed N@C60 decay in toluene solutions can not be
made without further studies using different solvents or additional analytical methods like Ra-
man spectroscopy.
In summary, the N@C60 material is stable if stored as a solid under a protective atmosphere.
Thus, all synthesized or HPLC purified material should be vacuum dried for long-term storage
instead of storing it in solution. Furthermore, the material has to be stored away from light to
prevent the formation of C60O and N@C60O.

7.5. Preparation of Fullerene Microcrystals

Various reports regarding the crystallization of fullerene materials are available in the litera-
ture. [136–142] Most of them, however, do not aim on providing a detailed theoretical modeling for
the crystallization process but are rather focused on empirically opening up ways to new shapes
and sizes. So far, no complete and universal description of fullerene crystallizations is available
and the observations most likely need to be described by combining different models depending
on the experimental conditions (e.g. C60 aggregation or nanoparticle-growth according to the
model introduced by LaMer). [143–146] The transfer of knowledge and insights gained for a specific
crystallization approach to an experiment with altered conditions is therefore difficult.
However, to prepare EDMR samples of fullerene microcrystals using the EDMR gold grid sub-
strates illustrated in figure 11 (see chapter 3, section 3.2) the obtained crystals need to be of a
compatible size. Reproduction, as well as optimization experiments, on the crystallization behav-
ior of C60 were performed recently by Wieczorek. [125] The three different crystallization methods
adapted from his work and the literature that were used in the present thesis are described below:

• Solvent Evaporation
The solvent evaporation method is based on a resulting supersaturation in a fullerene solu-
tion due to a slow evaporation of the used solvent. Typically, this results in the formation
of wire-like microcrystals. [142] The number of wires formed depends on the concentration
of the starting solution.
For the preparation of the EDMR samples used in this thesis 1.5 mM and 3 mM solutions of
pure C60 in m-xylene were prepared. The solvent was then allowed to slowly evaporate at
ambient temperature. Afterwards, the resulting microwires were dispersed in isopropanol
and transfered onto suitable EDMR gold grid substrates. Figure 30 d) shows a laser scan-
ning microscope picture of typical obtained C60 microwires and figure 30 e) illustrates the
resulting ready-to-measure EDMR sample after transferring the microwires.

• Liquid-Liquid Interfacial Precipitation (LLIP)
The liquid-liquid interfacial precipitation method allows for the crystallization to take place
at the interface between a good and a poor solvent only. [147,148] This interface is prepared
by carefully overlaying a saturated fullerene solution in a good solvent (e.g. benzene) with
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7.5. Preparation of Fullerene Microcrystals

Fig. 30: Micro objects obtained from fullerene materials using different crystallization methods.
a) Optical microscope image of the porous hexagonal shaped C60 sheets typically ob-
tained via the LLIP method. b) Close-up laser scanning microscope picture of a C60

crystal after transferring it onto a test grid structure with a spacing of 20 µm. c) Scan-
ning electron microscope picture of the porous crystal structure obtained using the LLIP
method. Additionally, hexagonal shaped crystals of smaller size are visible. d) Laser
scanning microscope picture of typical C60 microwires obtained using the m-xylene evap-
oration method. e) Laser scanning microscope image of a ready-to-measure EDMR
sample with a grid spacing of 10 µm after a few microwires obtained from m-xylene
evaporation were transfered onto it. f) Scanning electron microscope picture of a typical
rod-shaped C60O crystal obtained via the dynLLIP method.

a poor solvent (e.g. isopropanol). In combination with cooling and a short crystallization
period this restricts supersaturation to a very narrow region and different shapes and sizes
of fullerene crystals – depending on the solvents – can be obtained. [139]

Following the approach described by Shrestha et al. for the fabrication of fullerene crystals
with bimodal pore architectures, [139] the preparation of the EDMR samples used in this
thesis was done starting with a saturated solution of C60/N@C60 in a mixture consisting
of 1 mL benzene and 1 mL of carbon tetrachloride. 1 mL of the saturated solution was
cooled to ϑ = 6 ◦C and then carefully overlaid with 5 mL of cooled isopropanol (ϑ = 6 ◦C).
The sample was placed inside a refrigerator operating at ϑ = 6 ◦C for a period of 60 min.
Afterwards, the sample was gently shaken and then treated in an ultrasonic bath using a
power of P = 110 W for 5 min. Finally, the sample was allowed to crystallize for a period
of 20 h to 24 h at ϑ = 6 ◦C. The obtained crystals were then removed from the supernatant
and thoroughly washed in isopropanol before they were transfered onto suitable EDMR gold
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grid substrates. Figure 30 a) shows an optical microscope picture of the porous hexagonal
shaped sheets that were typically obtained using this protocol. A close-up laser scanning
microscope picture of such a crystal after transferring it onto a test grid structure is given
in figure 30 b). Figure 30 c) shows a scanning electron microscope image of the porous
crystal surface.

• Dynamic Liquid-Liquid Interfacial Precipitation (dynLLIP)
The dynamic liquid-liquid interfacial precipitation is an advancement of the LLIP method.
Unlike the LLIP method, the poor solvent is provided first. A small amount of a fullerene
solution in a good solvent is then injected into the vigorously stirred poor one. After a
short period of time, the stirrer is stopped and the final crystallization takes place. [140,141]

With dynLLIP being a very rapid and easy to perform method, a large parameter space
can be investigated in relatively short time, making it the method of choice for materials
not crystallized before.
The dynLLIP method was used in this thesis to prepare microcrystals from a 3.8 mM stock
solution of pure C60O in m-xylene. 500 µL of the stock solution were injected into 10 mL
of vigorously stirred isopropanol and the stirring was continued for 2 min. Afterwards,
the stirrer was removed from the solution and the system was allowed to crystallize for
about 72 h. The obtained rod-shaped crystals were then transfered to a typical EDMR
substrate. Figure 30 f) shows a scanning electron microscope picture of a typical C60O
crystal obtained via the dynLLIP method.

In summary, wire-like crystals from pure C60, hexagonal sheet structures from C60 and N@C60

and rod-like crystals from pure C60O, each with dimensions large enough to span the available
EDMR grid spacings introduced in chapter 3, section 3.2, were sucessfull prepared. Using a LLIP
crystallization approach EDMR samples of N@C60 – a material not accessible to evaporation
methods due to its temperature sensitivity – could be made.

8. EDMR on C60 Microcrystals†

Crystalline microstructures offer the possibility to construct model architectures that could be
useful for answering fundamental questions in the still developing method of EDMR. For example,
one important motivation is to push the sensitivity of EDMR towards fewer spins by miniaturizing
the investigated samples and thus constrict the possible carrier pathways. In addition, using a
paramagnetic doping-on-demand strategy could be beneficial to gain further insights into the
electronic transport in organic materials.
The remainder of this part is thus dedicated to a study on pure and doped fullerene microcrystals
in order to enhance the EDMR method in organic materials and devices, e.g. by investigating
dipolar couplings between different species inside a given sample. Before we can actually study
a paramagnetically doped system, we need to look at the spectroscopic parameters observed in
pure C60 microcrystals and clarify their origin, especially with respect to fullerene oxidation
products, as these are generally difficult to avoid (cf. chapter 7, section 7.4). After some
preliminary considerations regarding contact degradation, as well as the influence of bias voltage
and illumination on the obtained signal magnitude, the spectroscopic parameters of pure C60

†This chapter has partially been taken from the peer-reviewed journal article published in advance: M. Eckardt,
J. Behrends, D. Münter, W. Harneit, Compact electrically detected magnetic resonance setup, AIP Adv. 2015,
5, 047139.
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crystals will therefore be presented in this chapter. A comparison with EDMR results obtained
on pure C60O material will be the subject of chapter 9.

8.1. Preliminary Considerations

In order to choose the right experimental conditions for the investigation of fullerene microcrystals
– especially with respect to the limited availability of N@C60 for studies on paramagnetically
doped systems – the impact of contact degradation was studied preliminary to the actual EDMR
investigations. Furthermore, to facilitate a rapid-investigation process for the delicate organic
samples, the bias and illumination conditions giving the best EDMR signal magnitude had to be
identified. Both preliminary investigations are briefly described below.

8.1.1. Degradation and Encapsulation

EDMR measurements on organic semiconductors, like the fullerene crystals investigated here,
are somewhat difficult due to the fact that the interface between the organic material and the
metal contact degrades rather quickly. Generally, degradation under the influence of moisture
and oxygen is a common problem in organic semiconductors and electronic devices, such as or-
ganic solar cells and light emitting diodes, especially under illumination. [4,5]

Basically, two approaches exist to prevent degradation. The first one is to carry out all ex-
periments inside the protective environment of a glove box where the sample is also prepared.
Alternatively, the samples need to be encapsulated, which can be cumbersome in the case of
EDMR since the whole device has to fit inside an EPR resonator. Furthermore, the encapsula-
tion process itself may lead to unwanted chemical changes of the device due to interdiffusion of
solvents or direct chemical reactions with the encapsulating agent. This is especially a problem
for bare organic materials like the microcrystals investigated in this chapter, which are not com-
pletely covered by an evaporated metal electrode.
In the present work, biasing a microcrystal sample generally led to an increase of its resistance
with time and eventually resulted in a non-conducting sample. Comparing the current-voltage
characteristics of freshly prepared samples that were biased, illuminated or stored-only for a
period of 90 min revealed that the degradation mainly takes place under the influence of bias or
illumination, not due to storage. This suggests that the degradation of the EDMR samples may
occur due to a charge and/or light induced polymerization of the fullerene molecules, for which
to prevent an encapsulation would may not help completely. Hence, rather than introducing
additional chemicals to the sample it was decided to use a rapid-investigation approach, which is
possible with the presented benchtop EDMR setup due to the close proximity between the sam-
ple preparation equipment and the applied characterization techniques. Typically, the samples
were investigated by EDMR only seconds after the final preparation step was completed.
However, due to the gradually degradation process under measuring conditions no quantitative
studies on fullerene microcrystals could be conducted. So far, it is unknown if an operation of
the benchtop spectrometer inside the protective environment of a glove box – which is technically
possible due to its small footprint – would help to slow-down or prevent the observed degrada-
tion. Since there may be a thermal component involved in the process it could be beneficial to
moderately cool the sample during the measurement using a suitable temperature controlling
unit for the MiniScope MS400.
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8.1.2. Sample Bias and Illumination

Working with delicate samples it was important to ensure good measuring conditions with respect
to the applied sample bias voltage Vbias and illumination intensity Pirr. One boundary condition
for Vbias is the occurrence of a sparkover on the EDMR gold grid substrates, which depends on
the applied electric field. The maximum field values possible were determined experimentally and
the following limits were found (see figure 11 for the definition of the fine structure distance):

• 10 µm fine structure distance: 2.00× 107 V m−1

• 5 µm fine structure distance: 3.40× 107 V m−1

• 3 µm fine structure distance: 4.33× 107 V m−1

Although quantitative experiments were not possible using the fullerene microcrystal samples,
as discussed in section 8.1.1, the following qualitative observations when increasing Vbias and Pirr
can be stated. An increase of the SNR could generally be observed with increasing Vbias and
Pirr. When considering the formation of charged fullerene species in the sample due to charge
carrier injection via the electrode structure and photoexcitation of the fullerene molecules, it
becomes clear that the recombination rate - including the spin-dependent recombination - could
somehow depend on these two parameters. Additionally, decreasing the fine structure distance
of the EDMR substrates, and hence the path length between the two contacts, can have an
influence on the recombination probability in the sample.
In this study the dependence of the EDMR signal area, AEDMR, on the applied illumination
intensity was far more pronounced than the one on Vbias. Furthermore, it should be noted that
without illumination almost no EDMR signal could be observed. This indicates that photogener-
ated carriers are mainly responsible for the EDMR signal obtained from fullerene microcrystals.
In summary, it was found that both sample bias and illumination intensity should be chosen as
high as technically possible to obtain intense EDMR signals. This is especially important for
observing possible spin-couplings in doped fullerene materials (see chapter 10). Furthermore, no
alteration of the spectroscopic parameters was observed, indicating that the species under study
did not change as a function of bias voltage or illumination.

8.2. EDMR Results on C60 Microcrystals

Using pure C60 material obtained from the preparative HPLC process described in chapter 7,
section 7.3, wire-like crystals were prepared following the solvent evaporation method introduced
in section 7.5. A part of the obtained microwires was transfered to an EDMR substrate with a
fine structure distance of 10 µm (cf. figure 11) resulting in the ready-to-measure EDMR sample
depicted in figure 30 e). As a first experiment, the current-voltage characteristics of this sample
under illumination with Pirr = 2.2× 10−1 suns was recorded, figure 31 c) shows the obtained
result. The non-ohmic behavior expected for C60 as an organic semiconductor is clearly visible,
showing the sucessfull transfer on and connection to the EDMR substrate’s gold electrode struc-
ture. Although the investigated sample consisted of only very few fullerene wires, a measurable
current signal was obtained.
To determine the spectroscopic parameters of the prepared microwires a similar EDMR sample
was prepared and studied using different settings for the magnetic field modulation amplitude at
a microwave source power of PMW = 100 mW. A single-scan EDMR spectrum of this sample is
shown in figure 31 a). As illustrated in figure 31 b), the intrinsic inhomogeneous linewidth could
be determined to be ∆Bint = 0.30(5) mT using Poole’s description for a modulation-broadened
signal given in equation 5.1. [54] This value is in excellent agreement with earlier investigations
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Fig. 31: Experimental results obtained on C60 microwires. a) Light-induced EDMR spectrum
of C60 microwires crystallized from a 3 mM m-xylene solution. The data were acquired
at Vbias = −150 V, fmod = 625 Hz, Bmod = 0.24 mT and Pirr = 2.2× 10−1 suns on a
substrate with a spacing of 10 µm. The experimental data were fitted (red line) using
a pseudo-Voigt profile, resulting in g = 2.0022(3) and ∆Bpp = 0.33(5) mT. b) Depen-
dence of the apparent linewidth ∆Bpp on Bmod. ∆Bpp was fitted (dotted line) using
Poole’s equation for a modulation-broadened linewidth (equation 5.1), yielding an in-
trinsic linewidth of ∆Bint = 0.30(5) mT. c) Current-voltage characteristics of the sample
shown in figure 30 e) recorded inside the EDMR spectrometer under illumination with
Pirr = 2.2× 10−1 suns.

reported by Schäfer et al. for C60 thin-film samples. [149] An EDMR effect (cf. equation 3.9) of
ξEDMR
sd ≈ 8× 10−5 was observed for the sample, which is comparable to that of thin-film devices
made from C60. [149,150] For the g-factor a value of g = 2.0022(3) was found, in accordance with
a value observed in C60 thin-film devices studied by pulsed EDMR. [149]

In addition to the experiments on wire-like crystals, measurements were also performed on EDMR
samples prepared using porous hexagonal sheets obtained from an LLIP crystallization of C60 ma-
terial as described in section 7.5. As expected, these structures provided results indistinguishable
from those obtained for the microwires (g = 2.0020(3), ∆Bpp = 0.32(5) mT, ξEDMR

sd ≈ 8× 10−5)
if measured using comparable experimental conditions including bias voltage, illumination and
substrate fine structure distance. This is an important result, since the LLIP method yields a
more uniform size distribution than the simple solvent evaporation method and can be easily
optimized in order to produce micro-devices or even nano-structures for future works that can
help pushing the sensitivity of EDMR towards fewer spins.
So far, the question that remains is what kind of fullerene species is actually observed in EDMR
studies on C60 at ambient temperature. In CW-EDMR, signals at g = 2.0017− 2.0020 were re-
ported and attributed to spin-dependent recombination of photo-generated, non-geminate charge
carrier pairs presuming either a polaron pair as the precursor for the recombination or a defect site
formed by impurities. [44,150,151] Another possibility discussed is the spin-dependent recombina-
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tion of charge carriers at photo-generated fullerene dimer impurities such as C120 or C120O. [34,149]

However, as will be shown in chapter 9, oxidized C60 material possesses a slightly higher g-factor
than the one observed here. Additionally, as mentioned in chapter 7, section 7.1, g = 2.0022
and ∆Bpp = 0.3 mT was observed for the radical C ·+

60 in an EPR study by Reed et al. [95] and
the negatively charged species C ·–

60 shows a characteristically low g-factor between 1.994 and
2.000 but can not be observed at ambient temperatures due to a strongly temperature dependent
signal broadening effect. [92,93]

Hence, the EDMR signal observed in this thesis with g = 2.0022(3) and ∆Bint = 0.30(5) mT
is attributed to a spin-dependent recombination of photo-generated C ·+

60 . The recombination
partner is assumed to be C ·–

60 , not visible at ambient temperature. A signal corresponding to
C60O or rather its precursor radical – ·C60−O−O−C

·–
60 (cf. figure 21) could not be detected

in the samples investigated in this study. The presented results on C60 microcrystals, how-
ever, demonstrate that even a relatively small number of organic semiconductor crystals can be
contacted in a simple manner and still deliver sufficient currents for EDMR studies.

9. EDMR on C60O Microcrystals

When storing or processing fullerene materials it is generally difficult to avoid the formation
of oxidation products like C60O and C120O, as mentioned earlier in this thesis (see chapter 7,
section 7.4, as well as figure 21 for details). For this reason, the EDMR investigations on pure C60

crystals presented in the previous chapter were carried out on freshly prepared material, purified
by HPLC. Nevertheless, it is important to gain some knowledge about the EDMR signature
of oxidized materials, since oxidation also occurs on an EDMR sample with time, resulting in
questionable signal assignments and interpretations. So far, however, no such EDMR study is
available in the literature. With pure C60O material being readily available from the preparative
HPLC process done in this work, a first study combining EPR and EDMR on crystals made
from this material is presented below.

9.1. EPR Analysis of the Prepared EDMR Samples

As presented in chapter 7, section 7.3, the intermediate fraction collected during the preparative
HPLC procedure, used to purify the nitrogen implanted fullerenes, mainly contained C60O (cf.
figure 28). By pooling the intermediate fractions of several HPLC runs a solution of C60O in
toluene was obtained. Pure C60O material was then prepared using a preparative scale HPLC
similar to the one utilized for the N@C60 purification, but with only one separation column
instead of three and no temperature controlling unit. Due to the rather large retention time
differences between C60, C60O and higher fullerenes like C70 and C120, the desired material
could be obtained using only one purification cycle.
Figure 32 a) shows the result of the HPLC analysis performed on the obtained C60O material.
The absence of a signal at a retention time of 490 s confirms the successful remove of C60. The
retention time difference between C60 and C60O is known to be 53 s when using the HPLC method
described in chapter 7, section 7.2.3, [152] resulting in a retention time of 543 s for C60O on our
analytical HPLC setup. Additionally, the C70 peak with its characteristic retention time of about
789 s is missing (cf. figure 26). As reported earlier, the higher fullerene oxidation product C120O
possesses a retention time of about 1200 s on the analytical HPLC setup used, [98] and is clearly
not present in the purified material.
As described in chapter 7, section 7.5, rod-shaped crystals were obtained from the purified C60O
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Fig. 32: HPLC and EPR analysis of the purified C60O material. a) HPLC chromatogram illus-
trating the sucessfull purification of the material with no observable signals correspond-
ing to C60, C70, C120 or C120O. b) EPR spectra of the purified C60O solution (red)
with g = 2.0028(3) and ∆Bpp = 0.126(1) mT, as well as the prepared ready-to-measure
EDMR sample (black) with g = 2.0027(3) and ∆Bpp = 0.126(1) mT. Both samples are
indistinguishable within the measurement uncertainties. As discussed in the text, the
EPR signal is attributed to secondary products formed by C60O, like the paramagnetic
precursor – ·C60−O−O−C

·–
60 . [97,98]

material using the dynLLIP method. These crystals were transfered to an EDMR substrate with
a fine structure distance of 5 µm (cf. figure 11) to prepare the final EDMR sample. Afterwards,
an EPR experiment on the ready-to-measure EDMR sample was performed. Figure 32 b) shows
the result of this study together with the corresponding spectrum obtained from the purified
C60O solution used for crystallization. As can be seen, both the solution and the prepared
microcrystals exhibited identical spectroscopic properties within the measurement uncertainties.
This EPR signature is known to belong to the paramagnetic species – ·C60−O−O−C

·–
60 , [97]

which acts as a precursor in the formation of C60O (cf. figure 21), and was also observed in
the stability study on N@C60 mentioned in chapter 7, section 7.4. [98] This signal was not to be
expected in the purified C60O material, since the HPLC analysis did not show the presence of
any higher fullerenes or higher fullerene oxides. Furthermore, even if the concentration of those
species was below the detection limit of the used analytical HPLC setup, they would have been
completely separated in the fractionated preparative-scale HPLC process due to their far longer
retention times.
However, with the epoxy-ring being the weakest bond in the C60O molecule (due to its high
strain), it seems possible that a rupture of an epoxy-bond can occur, resulting in an “open-
epoxy-ring” structure. The resulting molecule could then react with another C60O to form
– ·C60−O−O−C

·–
60 , or a constitutional isomer thereof. Furthermore, the C60O molecule may

be in equilibrium with its EPR-active “open-epoxy-ring” form. Since the discussed secondary
products of C60O are structurally related and radical character can well be located on the same
part of the molecule, namely the fullerene cage, it seems possible that these structures posses an
indistinguishable g-factor and linewidth in the X-band CW-EPR experiments performed in the
present work.
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9.2. EDMR Results on C60O Microcrystals

The C60O EDMR sample investigated by EPR in the last section was instantaneously studied
using EDMR. The bias voltage was set to Vbias = 210 V, resulting in an average sample current
of Isample = 468 nA at a light intensity of Pirr = 0.5 suns. Using a modulation frequency of
fmod = 620 Hz, a field modulation amplitude of Bmod = 0.3 mT and a microwave source power
of PMW = 100 mW, the EDMR spectrum shown in figure 33 could be obtained.
An EDMR effect (cf. equation 3.9) of ξEDMR

sd ≈ 4× 10−6 was observed for this sample, which is
about a factor of 20 lower than the one obtained for the C60 microcrystals presented in chapter
8. Furthermore, a g-factor of 2.0029(3) and a peak-to-peak linewidth of ∆Bpp = 0.39(7) mT was
obtained by fitting the experimental data using a pseudo-Voigt function. Repeated measurements
on this and another sample of oxidized fullerenes confirmed the finding of g ≈ 2.0030 for this
type of material.
Comparing these results with the ones obtained on C60 microcrystals shows a slight increase of the
g-factor for the oxidized fullerene material. Due to the rather large measurement uncertainties
for ∆Bpp, however, no statement on the influence of the oxidation on the observed linewidth is

Fig. 33: Light-induced EDMR spectrum of C60O
microcrystals recorded at Vbias = 210 V,
Bmod = 0.3 mT and Pirr = 0.5 suns.
Experimental data were fitted (red) us-
ing a pseudo-Voigt profile, resulting in
g = 2.0029(3) and ∆Bpp = 0.39(7) mT.

possible so far. Although the HPLC analysis
performed on the final purified C60O material
did not show the presence of higher fullerenes
or higher fullerene oxides, EPR active species
could well have been formed as a secondary
product of C60O as discussed in section 9.1.
The presence of such species was confirmed in
the purified C60O solution, as well as in the
prepared microcrystals, as shown in figure 32
b). Giving a general rule of thumb on the
g-factor shift when introducing a heteroatom
like oxygen in a molecule is difficult due to
the comprehensive information that is needed
about the involved excited states (e.g. en-
ergy, symmetry and occupation) as discussed
in chapter 1, section 1.2.1. Nevertheless, com-
paring the g-factors obtained in the EPR and
EDMR experiments suggests a measurement
on the same kind of molecule in both cases.
Hence, the paramagnetic species originating
from C60O seem to be involved in the observed
EDMR process. The resulting linewidth is

somewhat larger for the EDMR experiment. However, looking at equation 2.23 this is to be
expected due to the EDMR pair lifetime Tpair. Furthermore, the obtained EDMR spectrum
shows a much weaker signal intensity than the corresponding EPR measurement. This can be
attributed to the fact that, in contrast to EPR, EDMR is only sensitive to those spins involved
in a spin-dependent process.
In summary, the EDMR signal observed in the prepared C60O microcrystals is tentatively at-
tributed to spin-dependent recombination of photo-generated charge carriers involving a sec-
ondary product of C60O, which (as discussed in section 9.1) could be an “open-epoxy-ring” form
of the molecule, the intermediate – ·C60−O−O−C

·–
60 , or a constitutional isomer thereof. Al-

though, a final proof for the correct assignment of the EDMR signal can not be provided so
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far, and C60O
·+ as well as C60O

·– could also be relevant, it seems clear that the oxidation of
fullerene molecules can result in a slight shift of the g-factor towards higher values. Thus, an
EDMR spectrum obtained on older fullerene material could in fact be a superposition of oxidized
and pure material spectra and care must be taken when assigning EPR or EDMR signals. This
could, for example, also be the reason for the unusual g-factors of the fullerene material PC61BM
reported in the pulsed EDMR study conducted by Morishita et al. [11]

10. EDMR on N@C60-Doped Microcrystals

Building on the fullerene microcrystal results presented in chapter 8, we will now turn our at-
tention to the paramagnetic doping of these microstructures. The endohedral fullerene N@C60

introduced in chapter 7, section 7.2, with its unique spectroscopic properties (S = 3/2, well-
resolved hyperfine splitting, very sharp lines in the solid state), is a virtually perfect candidate
for such an undertaking. Using the ion implantation technique and preparative HPLC method
described in chapter 7, a suitable amount of N@C60 material with q = 7.8(3)× 10−3 (see equa-
tion 7.4) could be prepared in this work. However, since N@C60 cannot be sublimed without
disintegration of the molecule, [98,130] a doping by vacuum-deposition is impossible using this
material. We will therefore use the experience gained during the EDMR measurements on pure
C60 and C60O microcrystals obtained from “cold solutions” that were presented in chapters 8
and 9 to investigate EDMR samples of N@C60-doped C60 microcrystals in the remainder of this
second part of the present thesis.

10.1. EPR Analysis of the Prepared EDMR Samples

N@C60-doped microcrystals of hexagonal shape were prepared from a mixture of C60/N@C60 with
q = 7.8(3)× 10−3 using the LLIP method as described in chapter 7, section 7.5. Afterwards, the

Fig. 34: EPR spectrum of an EDMR sample of
N@C60-doped microcrystals. The data
were fitted using a three-peak pseudo-
Voigt function (red line), resulting in
g = 2.0024(3), ∆Bpp = 0.13(1) mT and
a hyperfine splitting of 0.56(1) mT.

crystals were transfered onto EDMR sub-
strates with a fine structure distance of 5 µm
(cf. figure 11), resulting in EDMR samples
similar to the test grid shown in figure 30
b). EPR experiments were performed on each
ready-to-measure EDMR sample, using the
EPR mode of the benchtop EDMR spectrome-
ter presented in part I of this work. To prevent
artificial broadening effects, the microwave
source power was kept as low as 10 µW and
the field modulation amplitude was limited to
Bmod = 10 µT. Figure 34 shows a typical re-
sult of such an EPR experiment. All inves-
tigated samples were indistinguishable within
the experimental errors.
As introduced in chapter 7, section 7.2.1
the N@C60 spectrum consists of three narrow
lines. A g-factor of 2.0024(3) was found for
the final EDMR samples and the observed hy-
perfine interaction can be characterized using
an isotropic coupling constant of 0.56(1) mT.
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These values are in accordance with the results obtained on toluene solutions of the N@C60 raw
material, as well as with the results reported by others. [113,117,153] The peak-to-peak linewidth
was found to be 0.13(1) mT, which is larger than the value mentioned in chapter 7, section
7.2.1 for N@C60 in solution. This is a result of the differences in the relaxation times and spin-
interactions of the solid state compared to the liquid samples (cf. chapter 1, sections 1.3.2 and
1.3.3).
It is worth noting that EPR experiments performed on the contacted microcrystals before and
after an EDMR study showed no changes in the recorded spectra. Hence, even though the
EDMR samples degraded over time and eventually became unmeasurable (see chapter 8, section
8.1.1), the N@C60 dopants per se were stable under the applied experimental conditions. This
observation is particularly important for the use of EDMR as a potential read-out method for
molecular quantum bits based on the N@C60 material. [34,118,154]

10.2. EDMR Signature of N@C60-Doped Microcrystals

EDMR measurements were performed on two different samples investigated by EPR beforehand
(see section 10.1 for sample preparation and EPR results). For each sample, the bias voltage
was selected depending on the resulting sample current. In this study, either Vbias = −100 V or
Vbias = −200 V, resulting in Isample ≈ −600 nA, was used. The modulation frequency was set to

Fig. 35: EDMR results obtained on N@C60-doped microcrystals. a) Light-induced EDMR spec-
trum of N@C60-doped microcrystals recorded at Vbias = −100 V, Bmod = 0.1 mT and
Pirr = 0.5 suns. The experimental data were fitted (red line) using a pseudo-Voigt pro-
file, resulting in g = 2.0026(3) and ∆Bpp = 0.41(5) mT. b) Integrated EDMR difference
(∆SEDMR) spectrum (average of two samples) constructed by subtracting the broad
resonance due to uncoupled C ·+

60 . Also indicated are the line positions for C ·+
60 and

neutral N@C60 as measured by EDMR in figure 35 a) and EPR in figure 34, respectively.

fmod = 620 Hz and a modulation amplitude of Bmod = 0.1 mT was chosen, based on an observed
linewidth of Bpp = 0.13(1) mT in the EPR measurements presented in the previous section.
A microwave source power of PMW = 100 mW was used and the illumination intensity during
the EDMR experiments was set to Pirr = 0.5 suns. Figure 35 a) shows the resulting EDMR
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spectrum obtained on the same sample whose EPR spectrum is shown in figure 34. The other
sample gave a comparable spectrum with spectroscopic parameters that were indistinguishable
within the experimental errors. The spectra are dominated by a signal with g = 2.0026(3) and
∆Bpp = 0.41(5) mT, which is attributed to originate from the radical C ·+

60 rather than from
an oxidized species due to the facts that the corresponding EPR spectra did not indicate the
presence of such species (cf. figure 34), and that only freshly purified material was used (cf.
chapters 8 and 9).
Due to the presence of the intense signal caused by uncoupled C ·+

60 , a possible N@C60-related
structure is difficult to observe. Thus, the broad C ·+

60 resonance signal described by the fit to
the experimental data was subtracted from the latter, and the resulting difference spectrum was
integrated to give the “integrated difference EDMR signal” ∆SEDMR, in which a possible hyperfine
structure or spin-coupling can be more easily identified. This way, a structure superimposed on
the dominating C ·+

60 signal could be observed for both EDMR samples. This structure was
identical within the experimental uncertainties, and the average of ∆SEDMR of both samples
was thus calculated to further improve the SNR. The result of this approach is shown in figure
35 b), which represents a total of 30 EDMR scans with a scan time of tscan = 360 s.
A symmetric structure consisting of four lines with distances of 0.495 mT and 0.34 mT can be
identified in figure 35 b) as indicated by the blue lines. As a working hypothesis, this structure
is attributed to dipolar-coupled N@C60-C ·+

60 spin pairs, and we will further investigate this
interpretation in section 10.3. Furthermore, figure 35 b) shows the line position of C ·+

60 , which
was determined in the EDMR experiment itself, as well as the ones of the N@C60 molecule as
determined by the EPR measurements presented in section 10.1.

10.3. Dipolar Coupling Between N@C60 and C ·+
60

A first spectroscopic evidence for strongly dipolar-coupled pairs in EDMR was presented in
section 10.2. Based on the EDMR results obtained on pure C60, as well as oxidized fullerene
material (see chapters 8 and 9), the structure observed in the constructed ∆SEDMR spectrum was
attributed to N@C60-C ·+

60 spin pairs. We want to further investigate this working hypothesis in
this section. In order to capture the essential features, we make the following simplifying assump-
tions: a) Our sample consists of only few crystals, but with unknown orientation. Additionally,
the crystals may contain amorphous parts. Therefore, we will use a powder average approach.
b) Although the HOMO of C ·+

60 is not spherically symmetric, we will use a point-dipole approx-
imation. c) While in principle we have an infinitely coupled network of spins, we will treat the
sample as consisting of only isolated spin pairs in order to specify a simple Hamiltonian. In this
Hamiltonian, we will use only a single coupling constant, even though several of them may be
needed for a full description. Thus, the used coupling strength only represents an average of the
actual values. With these assumptions, we can set up a simulation using the EasySpin package
developed by Stoll et al. [155]

Any EasySpin simulation is based on a set of parameters that specify the spin system. As in-
troduced in chapter 1 (section 1.2), the total spin Hamiltonian for a two-spin system consists
of the spin Hamiltonian of each constituent plus an additional spin-spin interaction term (see
equation 1.9). For the working hypothesis presented in this thesis, the parameters specifying
the individual Hamiltonians (like total electron spin, g-factor and isotropic hyperfine coupling
constant) for the two spin-pair partners N@C60 and C ·+

60 are known either from the literature
or from the experiments conducted in this work. Furthermore, some experimental parameters,
like temperature and microwave frequency, can be specified in order to facilitate a direct compar-
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Fig. 36: Dipolar coupling between N@C60 and C ·+
60 – simulations versus experiment. a) Exper-

imentally obtained integrated EDMR difference (∆SEDMR) spectrum taken from figure
35, together with powder spectra simulations obtained for the N@C60-C ·+

60 system using
different dipolar-coupling strengths (Jdd range: 20 MHz to 40 MHz). The simulations
were performed with EasySpin, [155] see text for details about the used parameters. b)
Experimentally obtained integrated EDMR difference spectrum taken from figure 35, to-
gether with predictions for EDMR spectra of 14N@C60, 15N@C60 and 31P@C60, similarly
coupled to C ·+

60 with Jdd = 30 MHz. The simulated powder spectra were calculated
using EasySpin. [155]

ison between experiment and simulation. A summary of the parameters used for the EasySpin
simulations can be found in the appendix on page 140 in table A4.
The only unknown term in equation 1.9 is the spin-spin interaction Hamiltonian ĤEE, given
by equation 1.26. Assuming no orbital overlap between the nitrogen atom inside an N@C60

molecule and a neighboring C ·+
60 – and thus no Heisenberg exchange coupling – the parameter

describing the spin-spin interaction in our system is the electron-electron dipole coupling tensor
Jdd, given by equation 1.29. In order to explore this interaction, simulations were performed
using the static values given in table A4 of the appendix, in combination with a coupling con-
stant varying from Jdd = 20 MHz to 40 MHz. Figure 36 a) shows the resulting spectra together
with the experimental data taken from figure 35 b). While it is rather obvious that the spectra
with Jdd = 20 MHz, 25 MHz and 40 MHz do not match the experimental data well, a decision
between the simulations with Jdd = 30 MHz and Jdd = 35 MHz is more difficult to make and the
actual coupling constant may well be between these two values. The distance between the two
coupled spins can be calculated using equation 1.29, resulting in r12 (Jdd = 30 MHz) = 1.2 nm
and r12 (Jdd = 35 MHz) = 1.1 nm, respectively. Thus, the distance between the constituents of
the spin pair can be estimated to be somewhere between these values. This is a reasonable result
if we take the diameter of a C60 fullerene into account, which is about 1 nm. Hence, the two
spin-coupled molecules N@C60 and C ·+

60 seem to be located next to each other. However, due to
an emerging device degradation with time and hence a limited possible number of EDMR scans,
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the signal-to-noise ratio is too limited for unambiguous quantitative modeling of the presented
data, and a more stable contact scheme needs to be found.
Nevertheless, the performed experiments gave first spectroscopic evidence for strongly dipolar-
coupled spin pairs never reported before in EDMR. Firm evidence for the presented hypothesis
can be obtained using the proposal shown in figure 36 b). Here, similar paramagnetic dopants
were simulated using EasySpin to illustrate the expected structure of the EDMR spectra. The
experimental data obtained in this work were added to the graph as well. All spectroscopic
parameters necessary to simulate 15N@C60 and 31P@C60 were taken from the literature, [113,156]

and can be found in the appendix on page 140 (table A4). In principle, 15N@C60 and 31P@C60

can be synthesized using the ion implantation technique described in chapter 7, section 7.2.2.
Although the starting material for the promising 31P@C60, phosphane, has to be handled with
great caution in a suitable laboratory. The confirmation of the presented dipolar coupling be-
tween N@C60 and C ·+

60 using such a material would have far-reaching consequences for EDMR
research on organic semiconductors, since, up to now, EDMR on organics is hampered by the
poor spectral resolution of the method. Using endohedral fullerenes, however, gives rise to a
characteristic hyperfine pattern, which is identifiable even on a large and broad background of
signals due to other spin species in the sample as indicated by the results presented above.

11. Summary of Part II

In this second part, first the fundamental properties of fullerenes and fullerene materials were
introduced in chapter 7. This included the synthesis of N@C60, as well as the purification of C60,
C60O and N@C60. The long-term stability of C60 and N@C60 was investigated, and microcrystals
made from fullerene materials using different crystallization techniques were presented later in
that chapter. The developed benchtop EDMR system was used to study organic microcrystals
made from pure C60 in chapter 8. This was followed by the investigation of oxidized C60 material
and N@C60-doped microcrystals in chapters 9 and 10.

In summary, microcrystals of pure and N@C60-doped Buckminsterfullerene C60 could be prepared
and investigated using the EDMR technique. Furthermore, an EDMR study on crystals obtained
from pure C60O material was conducted. While the pure C60 material gave g = 2.0022(3) and
∆Bpp = 0.33(5) mT, the C60O microcrystals revealed a slightly higher g-factor of 2.0029(3) and
a comparable linewidth.
The EDMR signal observed in pure C60 was attributed to a spin-dependent recombination of
photo-generated C ·+

60 . Its assumed recombination partner, C ·–
60 , is known to be too broad for

detection at ambient temperature. [93] The presented results on C60 microcrystals demonstrate,
that even a relatively small number of organic semiconductor crystals can be contacted in a
simple manner and still deliver sufficient currents for EDMR detection.
The EDMR signal obtained on the C60O material was tentatively attributed to spin-dependent
recombination of photo-generated charge carriers involving a secondary product of C60O, which
could be an “open-epoxy-ring” form of the molecule, the intermediate – ·C60−O−O−C

·–
60 , or a

constitutional isomer thereof. This illustrates that the oxidation of fullerene molecules can result
in a slight shift of the g-factor towards higher values and thus explain the observation of unusual
g-factors in oxidized fullerene materials reported by others. [11]

Finally, the most important finding of the EDMR studies presented in this part is by far the
evidence for strongly dipolar-coupled spin pairs in N@C60-doped material. As a working hypoth-
esis, the observed structure in the corresponding EDMR spectra was attributed to the formation
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of dipolar-coupled N@C60-C ·+
60 spin pairs. Although an unambiguous quantitative modeling of

the presented data was not possible due to the limited signal-to-noise ratio, a symmetric struc-
ture in the obtained spectra is clearly visible. This result illustrates that using microcrystals and
paramagnetic doping can significantly enhance the EDMR resolution. Furthermore, a doping-
on-demand strategy seems feasible, which could unravel the opposing views as to how the EDMR
signal is generated at the microscopic level, which – despite intensive research – continue to be
published so far. [8,10,11]
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12. Introduction to Organic Photovoltaics

Focus and objective: In this part, we will use the compact EDMR setup presented in part
I as a tool for organic solar cell device analysis. For the development of photovoltaic devices
with optimal efficiency, processes limiting the device performance, like recombination, are of
special interest. Since recombination events that macroscopically influence the sample conduc-
tivity may alter the spin-dependent current, the EDMR technique is almost predestined for this
kind of study. We will combine EDMR with light-dependent current-voltage analysis and try
to form a picture of spin-dependent processes that affect the lifetimes and transport of elemen-
tary excitations inside organic solar cells under realistic operating conditions. After introducing
some basic aspects of organic photovoltaics, we will examine the EDMR signature of head-to-tail
regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) and [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl
ester (PC61BM), as these are the components used in the organic solar cells investigated in
this work. Afterwards, the observed EDMR signals will be attributed to certain recombination
processes and a quantitative EDMR study on fully functional P3HT:PC61BM solar cells under
varying bias and illumination conditions will be presented. Finally, an outlook to the investiga-
tion of degradation processes in organic photovoltaic devices using the EDMR technique will be
given.

The following part of this thesis is currently in preparation for publication in a peer-reviewed
journal: M. Eckardt, R. Wieczorek, F. Laquai, W. Harneit, Recombination Spectroscopy for
Organic Solar Cells based on Magnetic Resonance, to be submitted to Physical Review. The
corresponding chapter is indicated by a †.

12. Introduction to Organic Photovoltaics

While it is doubtless that using photovoltaics to harvest energy from sunlight instead of using up
the limited fossil energy sources available on the planet is a must-win-battle in the near future, the
cost of this technology still hampers its usage. Despite the far lower efficiency compared to most
inorganic solar cells, [6] organic solar cells are promising candidates in this economic challenge.
This arises from the fact that organic devices can be processed from solutions at moderate cost
by coating or even printing. Furthermore, a wide variety of light-weight and flexibly shaped solar
panels can be produced, expanding the possible areas of application.
The origin of the conductivity in organic, or rather carbon-based, semiconductor materials are
conjugated double bonds (i.e. the overlap between pz orbitals not involved in the formation of
the σ bond framework of the molecule), which enable a delocalization of charges. If the gap
between HOMO and LUMO of the molecule is between 1.5 eV and 3.0 eV it can absorb light
in the visible spectrum to drive a transition between these two levels, resulting in a so-called
Frenkel exciton (electron-hole pair located on a single molecule), which can be transfered between
the molecules by a statistical hopping process (exciton diffusion). This is in stark contrast to
inorganic solar cells, where free electron-hole pairs are generated, and also the reason that organic
solar cells based on a single material remain below 0.1 % power conversion efficiency. [157] However,
a much higher efficiency (about 1 %) was obtained by combining an electron donor and acceptor
material in the active layer of the solar cell device. [158] Since then, the power conversion efficiency
of polymer solar cells could be increased up to about 11 % by improved donor-acceptor systems
and new device geometries. [6]

After introducing device architecture concepts and the current-voltage characteristics of organic
solar cells in the following sections, we will have a detailed look on the microscopic processes
that eventually lead to the generation of a usable photocurrent in section 12.3.
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12.1. Device Architecture and Materials for Organic Solar Cells

Organic solar cells made of a single material sandwiched between two electrodes of different work
functions show very low efficiencies. [157] The reason for this is the limited exciton diffusion length
in organic materials. Typically, Frenkel excitons generated by the absorption of light can travel
about 5 nm and 10 nm in these materials, [159,160] which is much shorter than the few hundred
nanometers of device thickness needed for an efficient light absorption. [157] Hence, most of the
photogenerated excitons are lost through recombination, limiting charge-carrier generation in
this kind of solar cell. The exciton binding energy in organic polymers has been determined
experimentally, leading to a value of about 0.4 eV. [161] Introducing a suitable electron acceptor
material helps to dissociate these excitons into free charge carriers, since the electron can occupy
an energetically lower lying state in the acceptor molecule. This leads to a charge transfer as the
electron moves over to the acceptor molecule leaving behind the hole on the donor. Hence, for
such a transfer to be successful, the energy difference between the LUMOs of donor and acceptor
has to be larger than the exciton binding energy. An example for a widely used electron acceptor
material in organic electronics is the Buckminsterfullerene C60, which was introduced in chapter
7, section 7.1.
The donor-acceptor concept first led to the development of planar heterojunction solar cells. [158]

This device configuration is illustrated in figure 37 a). An incident photon is absorbed by a
donor molecule in the corresponding layer. Subsequently, a Frenkel exciton is generated due to
the excitation of an electron from the HOMO to the LUMO. This exciton could then diffuse
within the donor layer towards the planar acceptor interface where it dissociates forming free
charge carriers. The problem with this device concept again is the rather low exciton diffusion
length resulting in a high exciton recombination rate. If, for example, the donor layer needs
be 100 nm in thickness to grant for an efficient light harvesting, [157] only 5 % to 10 % of the

Fig. 37: Device configurations for organic solar cells. a) Planar heterojunction in a bilayer device
consisting of an electron donor and acceptor layer. b) In contrast, a donor-acceptor
blend forms the active layer in bulk-heterojunction devices. Both configurations use
a poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) interlayer to
smooth surface imperfections of the transparent conductive oxide (TCO) electrode and
prevent the formation of local shunts. [162] A metallic electrode is used as the top contact.
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generated excitons (depending on the actual exciton diffusion length) could reach the donor-
acceptor interface. Hence, even though the power conversion efficiency could be increased using
a planar donor-acceptor heterojunction compared with the single material cells, this concept has
only limited development potential.
A device concept – called bulk heterojunction – accounting for both low exciton diffusion lengths
and required absorption layer thickness was introduced by Yu et al. in 1995. [163] Figure 37
b) illustrates the general device configuration used in such a solar cell. In contrast to the
planar heterojunction approach, the components interpenetrate each other forming a spatially
distributed interface. Hence, electron-hole pairs are generated throughout the resulting active
layer. Due to their increased disorder the donor-acceptor blends, however, also posses some
disadvantages compared to planar heterojunction devices. For example, the percolation of charge
carriers to the contacts can be reduced by “dead ends”, i.e. donor or acceptor domains that are
not in contact with the corresponding electrode. Furthermore, the disorder can lead to the
formation of trap states that can act as recombination centers. Hence, a good control of the
active layer morphology, e.g. by annealing, is important to obtain efficient devices. [164]

Fig. 38: Chemical structure of a) head-to-tail
regioregular P3HT and b) PC61BM.
While the first one is a commonly used
electron donor, the latter is widely ap-
plied as an electron acceptor mate-
rial. P3HT:PC61BM blends are fre-
quently used as active layers in bulk-
heterojunction solar cells.

In principle, the donor-acceptor system of
bulk-heterojunction solar cells can be tailor-
made in order to improve the power con-
version efficiency. The two most important
donor molecules prepared so far are prob-
ably the pathbreaking poly[2-methoxy-5-(2’-
ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene] (MEH-
PPV), [163,165] and the well-studied poly(3-
hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT). [166] Figure
38 a) illustrates the structure of the latter.
Newer donor materials with higher efficiencies
have been introduced in recent years, [167–169]

but these systems seem to suffer from a
stronger degradation. [170] A comprehensive
summary of polymer materials used for or-
ganic photovoltaics is, however, outside the
scope of this work and more details can be
found elsewhere. [166,171]

The acceptor materials of choice are usually
based on the fullerenes C60 and C70. Figure
38 b) shows the most widely used [6,6]-phenyl-
C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PC61BM). Sev-
eral other candidates for possible acceptors
were tested in the past, including conjugated

polymers, perylenes, and carbon nanotubes, but so far only the derivatives of C60 and C70 have
been reported to yield highly efficient bulk-heterojunction solar cells. [166,171,172] However, a re-
cently conducted study with a nonplanar perylene diimide as the acceptor molecule revealed a
device efficiency of 2.77 %, indicating that this material – if further optimized – could be an
alternative to fullerenes. [173]

Summarizing the brief introduction to device configurations and materials given in this section,
the most promising candidate for a first EDMR study is a bulk-heterojunction solar cell system
using P3HT:PC61BM as an active layer, since this system is well-known and sufficiently stable.
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12.2. Current-Voltage Characteristics

In section 12.1 we assessed different solar cell systems by their power conversion efficiency η, which
in fact is the most important figure of merit in the solar cell literature. In the present section, we
will introduce how the power conversion efficiency is connected to other characteristic quantities
that are often used in the literature. Figure 39 illustrates typical current-voltage characteristics
obtained from organic solar cell devices by sweeping the bias voltage Vbias and recording the
corresponding sample current density J under illumination, as well as in the dark. Typically,

Fig. 39: Schematic current-voltage characteristics of a bulk-heterojunction solar cell. a) Linear
and b) semi-logarithmic representation of the same data. As usual in the solar cell
literature, the current density J = I/Ad is given instead of the current I for easy
comparison between devices with different active area Ad. The black line represents the
dark current density, the corresponding current density measured under illumination is
depicted in red. Open circuit voltage, maximum power point, and short circuit current
density are marked by color-coded circles. The photocurrent density in organic solar
cells is usually bias dependent, and its maximum is not necessarily reached under short
circuit conditions, but at negative Vbias. The green rectangle illustrates the maximum
obtainable power from the device. Its yellow colored analogue represents the product
of the open circuit voltage and the short circuit current density. The area ratio of the
green and yellow rectangle defines the so-called fill factor, which is a measure for the
“squareness” of the experimentally obtained current-voltage data.

the current density is used in solar cell reports due to the fact that the determined current
I depends on the active area Ad of the device. Hence, using J = I/Ad makes direct device
comparisons much easier. Some important quantities are more easily extracted from a semi-
logarithmic representation, as can be seen by comparing figures 39 a) and b), and we will use
whatever representation is most appropriate for a particular question in this thesis. Looking at
figure 39 we see a typical “rectifying diode behavior” for the dark current density and can identify
three prominent points under illumination. These are: the open circuit voltage (VOC), where
no net current is flowing trough the external circuit, the maximum power point (MPP), where
the device is usually operated, and the short circuit current density (JSC), where the voltage
across the device is zero. The latter is equally well represented by the short circuit current
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(ISC). Furthermore, it can be seen that the obtainable photocurrent density in an organic solar
cell depends somewhat on the bias voltage, with maximum photocurrent density not necessarily
reached under short circuit conditions, but at negative Vbias.
We can now express the fill factor FF of a given solar cell using the prominent points observed in
the current-voltage characteristics, as shown in equation 12.1. This is equivalent to calculating
the area ratio between the green and yellow rectangle shown in figure 39 a).

FF =
VMPP JMPP

VOC JSC
(12.1)

The power conversion efficiency of the solar cell is then simply given by

η =
VOC JSC FF

Pin
(12.2)

with Pin as the incident light power density. For inorganic p-n junction solar cells, the maximum
attainable efficiency is given by the detailed balance limit calculated by Shockley and Queisser
based on an analysis of the occurring microscopic processes. [174] However, the situation in organic
solar cells is more complicated, and different models for the underlying microscopic processes
exist. [175–177] A recently published review on the efficiency of organic bulk-heterojunction solar
cells summarized the results obtained from several empirical studies and concluded that an
upper efficiency limit of about 15 % should be reachable for state of the art materials and device
architectures. [178]

For an ideal inorganic p-n junction, the current-voltage characteristics without illumination is
given by the famous Shockley equation

J = J0

[
exp

(
V

Vth

)
− 1

]
(12.3)

with J0 as the reverse saturation current density and Vth = kB T/e as the thermal voltage. [174,179]

For real inorganic solar cells under illumination, this basic equation has to be extended by the
diode ideality factor n, [180] the photocurrent density Jph, [181] and the parasitic series and parallel
resistances Rs and Rp, respectively. [182] Equation 12.4 shows the result of this extension, which
is typically used to describe and analyze inorganic photovoltaic devices. [181,183]

J = J0

[
exp

(
V − JRs

nVth

)
− 1

]
− V − JRs

Rp
− Jph (12.4)

The diode ideality factor is often discussed to arise from differences in the nature of the dom-
inant recombination process and typically found to lie between one and two, with n = 1 for a
Langevin-type (band-to-band) and n = 2 for a Shockley-Read-Hall (trap-assisted) recombina-
tion, respectively. [184–187] The parasitic series resistance Rs describes contact problems such as
injection barriers and sheet resistances that act in series with the ideal diode. Effects that lead
to additional current paths that circumvent the ideal diode are captured by the parasitic parallel
resistance Rp, which is sometimes called “shunt resistance” in the literature. [181,183]

Looking at figure 39 it becomes clear that equation 12.4 does not describe the experimentally
obtained data on organic bulk-heterojunction solar cell devices properly. First, the crossing point
of dark current density and illuminated curve at around Vbias = 0.7 V is not to be expected from
equation 12.4, where the photocurrent density Jph is simply introduced as being a parallel shift of
the dark current-voltage data down the current density axis. Furthermore, the voltage-dependent
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photocurrent density apparent in the third quadrant of figure 39 a) is unexpected from the diode
equation. Thus, as pointed out by Deibel and Dyakonov, applying equation 12.4 to organic solar
cells is only possible if the parasitic resistances are - without physically justified foundation -
supposed to be voltage and light dependent. [188]

Evidently, organic photovoltaic devices differ fundamentally from their inorganic counterparts,
and we shall have a closer look at the processes occurring on the microscopic level in the next
section in order to gain a better understanding of the device operation.

12.3. From Light Absorption to Photocurrent

In the previous section, we investigated the typical current-voltage characteristics of an organic
bulk-heterojunction solar cell and defined the important quantities VOC, ISC (respectively JSC),
as well as the maximum power point. Furthermore, it became clear that the well-known models

Fig. 40: Sketch of the microscopic processes in-
side a bulk-heterojunction solar cell. a○
A photon is absorbed by the donor, gen-
erating a Frenkel exciton. b○ The ex-
citon diffuses to the acceptor interface,
where it dissociates by transferring the
electron to the electronegative acceptor.
c○ A coulomb-bound electron-hole pair
may result in some materials, which is
then separated due to the macroscopic
electric field inside the device. d○ Free
charge carriers move towards the corre-
sponding electrodes by a hopping trans-
port. e○ The extraction of the charge
carriers finally generates the photocur-
rent.

existing for inorganic semiconductors can not
readily be applied to organic photovoltaics.
Figure 40 illustrates the microscopic processes
involved in the generation of the photocurrent.
Starting with the absorption of a photon by
a donor molecule, a Frenkel exciton is gener-
ated. It should be noted that, even though the
majority of the incident light is absorbed by
the donor (conjugated polymer), the fullerene
acceptor can of course absorb photons too,
but the exciton generation rate is much lower
compared to the polymer. [188] Subsequently a
charge transfer from the fullerene to the poly-
mer could occur, which indeed has been ob-
served experimentally. [189] However, we will
focus on the main excitation process taking
place on the polymer donor molecule for the
remainder of this chapter.
After its generation, the exciton has to dif-
fuse to the donor/acceptor interface in order
to dissociate. With the exciton being neutral,
this process can not be driven by any electrical
field but is statistically governed. In some ma-
terials, the resulting electron-hole pairs may
still be bound by Coulomb attraction due to
the relatively low dielectric constants of or-
ganic materials, which lead to larger screen-
ing lengths. [157] As will be discussed in sec-
tion 12.3.1, the involvement of such Coulomb-
bound electron-hole pairs in the photocurrent-
generation process, as well as the driving force
behind their dissociation into free charge car-

riers is still under debate. [190–192] The free charge carriers are transported towards their corre-
sponding electrode. This process is aided by the electric field inside the device. However, as can
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be deduced from figure 40 “dead ends” may exist in the donor and acceptor phase, preventing
some of the charge carriers from finally reaching the electrode. As this is a result of the low order
in the device, a higher phase segregation can be beneficial for charge transport. One the other
hand, a close proximity between donor and acceptor is needed to efficiently dissociate the exci-
tons, which only posses a traveling distance of about 5 nm to 10 nm. [159,160] Finally, the charges
are extracted at the contacts and driven into the external circuit.
In the following sections we will discuss the processes of charge carrier generation, transport,
and extraction in more detail. Additionally, section 12.3.3 will introduce some fundamental
recombination mechanisms relevant in organic solar cells.

12.3.1. Charge Carrier Generation

The process of charge carrier generation includes the absorption of a photon to yield an exci-
ton and its subsequent dissociation until free charge carriers are obtained. Especially the latter
process (cf. step c○ in figure 40) is still under debate, [190–192] and may depend on the material
system under investigation as discussed below.
The first step of the charge carrier generation process is – without doubt – the absorption of a
photon in the active layer of the solar cell. As mentioned earlier, even though the acceptor is also
capable of absorbing light, we will focus exclusively on the excitation of the donor as this is the
most likely case. [188] Conjugated polymers, like P3HT, used in solar cell applications typically
posses absorption coefficients of about 107 m−1. [193] Unfortunately, the corresponding absorption
bands are quite narrow, leaving most of the solar spectrum uncovered, which leads to their low
efficiency compared to inorganic materials like silicon. [157] At the same time, the high absorption
coefficients render it possible to manufacture solar cells with an active layer thickness of only
a few hundred nanometers compared to several hundreds of micrometers in silicon devices. [157]

Hence, significantly lower material amounts can be used for organic devices, [188] making light-
weight and flexible structures possible. [194]

Due to the absorption of light, an electron is promoted from the polymers HOMO to its LUMO,
resulting in an electron-hole pair located on the same molecule, i.e a Frenkel-type exciton. It
was long time argued that the exciton binding energy could be less than kBT at ambient tem-
perature, [195,196] thus enabling the direct formation of free electron-hole pairs. However, it is
largely agreed today that singlet excitons with binding energies of about 0.4 eV, [161] which is
much higher than the 26 meV of thermal energy available at 298 K, are the primary excitations
in polymer solar cells. [188,197–199]

In order for the dissociation process to take place, the neutral excitons have to diffuse to the
donor/acceptor interface. [200] As introduced in the preceding sections, excitons posses a limited
diffusion length of a few nanometers before they are lost - usually by radiative recombination, [188]

which led to the development of bulk-heterojunction devices. [163] For the polythiophene/C60

heterojunction the exciton diffusion length was determined by photoluminescence experiments
revealing a travel distance of only 5 nm, [201] which makes the bulk-heterojunction concept most
suitable for this type of donor material. The exciton dissociation itself can only take place if
the energy gain due to the transfer of the electron to an electronegative acceptor molecule is
larger than the exciton binding energy. The offset between donor LUMO and acceptor LUMO
gives a rough estimate for the energy gain, but more exact values need to be obtained experi-
mentally. [188,202] After dissociation, the electron resides on the fullerene donor and the hole on
the polymer acceptor molecule. In analogy to crystalline inorganic materials, these carriers are
often referred to as the negative and the positive polaron, respectively. [188] The term “polaron
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pair” is usually used if a Coulomb-bound pair of polarons is considered.
Generally, depending on whether or not the polarons can overcome their mutual attraction, the
result of the exciton dissociation process can either be free polarons or a still coulombically-bound
polaron pair. The involvement of the latter in the photocurrent generation process is still under
debate in the literature. [190–192] Since organic semiconductors show comparatively low relative
dielectric constants (typically between 2 and 4), [157] it seems reasonable that polaron pairs can
form due to Coulomb attraction. The possible recombination of such a polaron pair (so-called
geminate recombination) will be addressed in section 12.3.3.
In fact, it was found that the charge carrier generation in ladder-type polymers is a two-step
process involving the formation and dissociation of bound electron-hole pairs. [203] Over the last
decade, it was intensively studied if the same picture also applies to donor-acceptor systems
relevant for organic photovoltaics, and the results of these studies indicate that the involvement
of polaron pairs may depend on the chosen material system and its morphology. [190–192,204–206]

For the regioregular-P3HT:PC61BM system used in this thesis, the experiments performed by
Howard et al. suggest that less than 20 % of the excitons dissociate into polaron pairs and that
more than 80 % form free charge carriers right away. [206] Kniepert et al. found no evidence for the
involvement of coulombically-bound polaron pairs at all in their study on P3HT:PC61BM solar
cells. [191] Thus, step c○ in figure 40 seems to be of minor importance for the organic photovoltaic
devices investigated in the present work.

12.3.2. Charge Carrier Transport and Extraction

After free polarons have been produced from incident photons (see section 12.3.1), those charge
carriers must find their way trough the percolated donor-acceptor layer towards the electrodes
in order to get extracted and finally produce a photocurrent. Band transport typically found
in crystalline semiconductors can, however, not be considered to take place in organic semicon-
ductors due to the lack of long-range order. [188] Instead, the polarons move by a hopping-like
transport from one localized state to the next until they finally reach the semiconductor/electrode
interface. Although the donor-acceptor blend in a bulk-heterojunction device is best described
as an active layer, the polarons are predominantly transported in their respective phases, [188]

namely the acceptor phase for electrons and the donor phase for holes.
The hopping transport from molecule to molecule in a single material can be modeled by the
theory of Marcus, which he developed as a mechanism for electron transfer reactions in the mid
1950s, and for which he was awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1992. [207,208] The details
of this theory are outside the scope of this work, but in a nutshell can be summarized as fol-
lows: the hopping rate between to sites is proportional to the absolute square of the transfer
integral (overlap of the participating wavefunctions) and further depends on the magnitude of
the reorganization energy (related to the polaron relaxation) and the energy difference of the
two sites. [188] A very similar hopping rate was later introduced by Miller and Abrahams. [209]

Monte Carlo simulations based on these hopping rates are commonly used to describe the charge
transport in disordered organic photoconductors, [210] as well as the polaron-pair dissociation in
polymer-fullerene blends. [211] Bässler used a hopping-rate-based Monte Carlo approach to de-
velop the so-called Gaussian disorder model, which uses a Gaussian density of states to describe
the charge transport. [210]

However, developing a comprehensive model for charge transport in bulk-heterojunction devices
is difficult since “dead ends” in the donor or acceptor phase can certainly exist, for instance due
to a nanocrystal blocking a carrier path. [188] This can also be observed experimentally, when
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investigating the charge carrier mobility of pure P3HT and the blend P3HT:PC61BM. It was
found that the carrier mobility is governed by the regioregularity of the polymer, [212] its molec-
ular weight, [213–215] as well as the post-processing annealing step. [214,216]

Finally, the photogenerated charges that reach their corresponding electrode can be extracted
from the device and driven into the external circuit. As depicted in step e○ of figure 40, electrons
leave the device through the metal cathode and holes are extracted from the TCO anode (cf.
figure 37). This charge extraction, however, can be influenced by imbalanced electron and hole
mobilities that lead to a space-charge-limited photocurrent. [217] A reduced surface recombination
velocity, or in other words a low charge extraction rate, at one of the contacts can also lead to
the formation of a space charge region, which becomes expressed in an S-shaped deformation of
the current-voltage characteristics. [188,218]

12.3.3. Charge Carrier Recombination

The recombination of opposite charge carriers was not considered in the presented microscopic
device picture so far. However, with recombination loss as a major device performance issue, we
will have a closer look at these events in the present section. First of all, we need to distinguish
between the so-called geminate and non-geminate recombination processes. The first mentioned
process takes place during polaron pair dissociation (see step c○ of figure 40) involving opposite
charges resulting from the same primary excitation, hence its name. The latter one, on the other
hand, happens during charge transport and extraction (see section 12.3.2), between charges that
do not have a common precursor state.
A polaron pair resulting from an exciton dissociation at the donor/acceptor interface can either
undergo a geminate recombination to the ground state with rate kr, or dissociate into free
polarons with rate kd. The field-dependent dissociation probability for a polaron pair according
to Onsager-Braun theory is then given by equation 12.5. [219,220]

P (E) =
kd (E)

kd (E) + kr
(12.5)

However, as discussed in section 12.3.1, experimental results obtained on the P3HT:PC61BM
system revealed that the majority of excitons form free charge carriers instead of bound polaron
pairs, [191,206] making geminate recombination less significant for the devices investigated in the
present thesis. Thus, we will not intensify the discussion about geminate recombination here. A
more detailed description of this topic is available elsewhere. [188]

Models for non-geminate recombination in organic photovoltaic devices are mainly based on
theories derived for well-understood inorganic semiconductors like amorphous silicon. [221,222] Due
to the disorder and corresponding low mobility the situation is somewhat more complicated in
organic semiconductors and several modifications to the basic theories have been proposed to
explain the experimentally observed behavior. A basic model used in organic solar cell research is
the one originally developed by Langevin for the recombination of ions in the gaseous phase. [223]

The recombination rate in this theory depends on the likelihood of opposite charges finding each
other, and thus on the density of holes p and electrons n, as well as their combined mobility
µ = µp + µe as shown in equation 12.6.

RL =
e µ

ε
(np− ni pi) (12.6)

Here, e is the elementary charge and ε the absolute permitivity of the active layer. The intrinsic
charge carrier densities for electrons and holes are given by ni and pi, respectively. With the
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Fig. 41: Langevin and Shockley-Read-Hall recombination in organic semiconductors. a) In the
Langevin model, recombination takes place between two mobile charge carriers. The
recombination rate is determined by the rather slow approach of the recombination
partners, not the very fast annihilation process itself. b) In the Shockley-Read-Hall
model, recombination takes place between a stationary charge in a trap state and a
mobile carrier. While depicted here for a trapped negative and a mobile positive charge
carrier, the opposite is equally possible. Both recombination models can be adapted
for bulk-heterojunction solar cells by taking into account that positive polarons reside
mainly in the donor phase, while the majority of negative polarons is found in the accep-
tor material. The result of this adaption is shown in c) for Langevin-type recombination
and in d) for the Shockley-Read-Hall process.

definition of the Langevin recombination prefactor

γ =
e µ

ε
(12.7)

and the assumption that the product of the intrinsic charge carrier densities is much smaller
than np, the Langevin recombination rate can be simplified to yield equation 12.8

RL ≈ γnp (12.8)

Figure 41 a) illustrates the Langevin recombination model for an organic semiconductor material.
Its adaption to bulk-heterojunction solar cells, were positive polarons reside mainly in the donor
phase, while the majority of negative polarons is found in the acceptor material, is depicted in
figure 41 c). The recombination rate in this model is determined by the slow approach of the
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recombination partners, not the fast annihilation process itself. A bimolecular mechanism, i.e a
recombination rate proportional to the square of the electron or hole density (if assuming n ≈ p),
can be anticipated from this picture, as well as from equation 12.8.
The basic Langevin model assumes a homogeneous charge carrier transport with uncorrelated
electron and hole densities, which is not necessarily true for low-mobility disordered materials
with spatial charge distributions. [187] Thus, it is not surprising that experimentally determined
recombination rates for bulk-heterojunction P3HT:PC61BM and other organic photovoltaic de-
vices differ from those calculated using equation 12.8 by several orders of magnitude. [187,199]

Hence, a Langevin reduction factor ξL needs to be introduced in equation 12.8 in order to obtain
quantitative agreement between theory and experiment. Different proposals regarding the reason
for the observed reduction where published during the last 20 years. Arkhipov and Adriaenssens,
for example, assumed spatial fluctuations in the potential landscape of disordered semiconduc-
tors, [224,225] while Nelson introduced a multiple trapping and detrapping of the positive polarons
with a thermal activation barrier. [226] Koster et al. suggested to use the mobility of the slow-
est recombination partner instead of the combined mobility of electrons and holes in equation
12.6, [227] and Deibel et al. introduced a temperature, electric field, and charge-carrier generation
rate dependent reduction factor ξL (T,E,G). [228]

Figure 41 b) shows the second recombination mechanism often applied in organic semiconductor
research, namely Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination. [229,230] As illustrated in figure 41 d),
this model can be adapted to better reflect the situation in bulk-heterojunction solar cells as well.
In contrast to the Langevin model, only one charge carrier is considered to be mobile. The other
recombination partner is trapped at a recombination center in the effective band gap. Thus,
the name trap-assisted recombination is often used for this mechanism. The SRH recombination
rate is given by

RSRH =
np− n2

i

τn

[
p+ ni exp

(
Ei−Et
kBT

)]
+ τp

[
n+ ni exp

(
Et−Ei
kBT

)] (12.9)

with τn = 1/ (σnvnNt) and τp = 1/ (σpvpNt) as the electron and hole lifetime, respectively. [183]

In this model, free charge carriers (densities: n and p) are trapped and released from trap states
of energy Et and density Nt. The capture cross section, describing the capture probability for
a carrier moving at velocity vn or vp is denoted σn and σp, respectively. The intrinsic charge
carrier density is given by ni and the intrinsic energy level is symbolized by Ei. For a negligible
intrinsic charge carrier density (np� n2

i ) and if mainly one carrier type is trapped, say electrons
(τn � τp), and with the further assumption that the trap states are located mostly in the middle
of the effective band gap (Ei = Et), equation 12.9 can be simplified to yield equation 12.10.

RSRH ≈
n

τn
(12.10)

Hence, the SRH recombination process is of pseudo-first order, and thus considered to be
monomolecular, under these constraints. [187]

For steady-state current-voltage experiments, a connection between the order of the recombi-
nation (∆) and the diode ideality factor n (see equation 12.4) is sometimes discussed. [231,232]

Deibel et al. studied the order of decay of mobile charge carriers in P3HT:PC61BM solar cells
and formulated the relationship shown in equation 12.11. [232]

∆ =
2

n
(12.11)
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For the recombination of two mobile charge carriers ∆ = 2 and hence n = 1 is assumed. Ac-
cordingly, ∆ = 1 and n = 2 is expected in case of trap-assisted (SRH) recombination. [187,232]

Equation 12.12 illustrates the determination of the “dark ideality factor”, which can be deduced
from equation 12.3 after introducing non-ideal diode behavior. [184]

nd =

(
Vth

d ln [J (V )]

dV

)−1

(12.12)

In analogy to nd, the “light ideality factor” introduced by Kirchartz et al. can be calculated for
a device under illumination, [184] as shown in equation 12.13.

nl =

(
Vth

d ln [J (Vrev)]

dVOC

)−1

(12.13)

Here, the current measured at strong reverse bias, J (Vrev), is used, which corresponds to the
maximum photocurrent (cf. figure 39). With the ideality factor being easily available from
standard current-voltage characteristics, an estimate for the dominating recombination type in
a specific device seems possible. [187]

13. EDMR on Fully Functional Organic Photovoltaic Devices†

Having introduced the foundations of organic photovoltaics in chapter 12, we now turn to a study
of fully functional solar cells by EDMR. First, we will motivate this study by illustrating some
benefits that EDMR may provide to the very active field of organic solar cell research. After-
wards, the device configuration used in this work will be introduced, together with the typical
current-voltage characteristics obtained from these samples. We will discuss the spectroscopic
informations contained in EDMR and attribute the observed signals to certain species and re-
combination processes relevant for the operation of the device. In the last part, we will then
enlarge upon this and quantitatively relate the recombination currents measured by EDMR with
the loss current available from the current-voltage characteristics of the sample in section 13.4.

13.1. Benefits of Solar Cell EDMR

The device performance of organic solar cells was greatly improved over the years. Starting with
less than 0.1 % power conversion efficiency for a typical device based on a single organic mate-
rial, [157] modern cells today provide efficiencies of about 11 %. [6] This development was driven
mostly by improved donor-acceptor systems and new device geometries. [188]

However, some microscopic processes that are at the heart of organic photovoltaics, like charge
carrier recombination, are still not fully understood. For further progress, it is necessary to
develop a quantitative picture of the recombination inside a device and to overcome these pro-
cesses, since they represent the dominant loss pathway in today’s bulk-heterojunction devices. [178]

Structural and energetic disorder, low charge carrier mobility and the presence of traps is what
makes organic solar cells complex. [187] Hence, theories and models are still evolving, especially
on the molecular level. Although the theoretical understanding of charge carrier recombination
has made progress, tools providing a direct view on recombination events at a molecular-level

†Parts of this chapter are currently in preparation for publication in a peer-reviewed journal: M. Eckardt, R.
Wieczorek, F. Laquai, W. Harneit, Recombination Spectroscopy for Organic Solar Cells based on Magnetic
Resonance, to be submitted to Physical Review.
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are of great interest. Optical spectroscopies require often rather high illumination levels, which
may not represent standard device operating conditions accurately. Spin-sensitive methods like
EPR promise to provide a more detailed insight into device operation. The widespread light-
induced electron paramagnetic resonance (LEPR) gives a spectroscopic fingerprint that helps
identifying different polaronic species. It is, however, limited to thick molecular films that may
not have the same micro-morphology as functional solar cells, and is usually performed without
electrodes and hence confined to zero applied bias voltage. Additionally, standard EPR is not
able to distinguish between charge carriers that are just trapped somewhere in the device with-
out influencing the photocurrent generation and those that actually contribute. This is where
the much less widespread technique of EDMR can excel. By incorporating optical and electrical
bias conditions, EDMR can provide insights into fully functional organic semiconductor devices.
An EDMR experiment can in principle identify which kind of charge carrier is involved in a
particular transport event by the spectroscopic fingerprint of the transport data. Additionally,
the compact EDMR system introduced in part I of this work can be situated next to the device
fabrication, allowing for a rapid analysis of semiconductor devices. [233]

In recent years, a growing number of EDMR studies on organic solar cells has been reported
in the literature. [8,10,150,234,235] For PC61BM-polymer based organic solar cells, EDMR has led
to two observations that seem to be in conflict: At low temperatures and with strong illumina-
tion, a clear bimolecular recombination signature featuring both PC61BM and polymer-related
signals has been observed. [10] At ambient temperature, dark EDMR was reported to show only
a polymer signal with two components of differing linewidth, which was interpreted in terms of
a “bipolaron blocking” effect, [8] or a bipolar injection, [11] but these interpretations are still con-
troversial. [236,237] Interestingly, the applied electrical bias conditions in organic semiconductor
EDMR are often dissimilar, e.g. OLED-mode at 15 K, [7] forward bias at ambient-temperature, [8]

short-circuit at 5 K, [9] or reverse bias at 10 K, [10] and the dependence of EDMR on the operating
regimes of a solar cell have not yet been studied systematically.
As will be shown in the following sections, EDMR results obtained on photovoltaic devices de-
pend strongly on both electrical and light biasing conditions. The method can thus be the perfect
tool to bridge the gap between spectroscopy and quantitative electrical analysis, paving the way
to a deeper understanding of organic solar cells.

13.2. Device Configuration and Current-Voltage Analysis

The experiments presented in this part were carried out on two P3HT:PC61BM bulk-heterojunc-
tion solar cells with an active area of 2.3 mm× 2.9 mm. Both solar cell devices were prepared at
the Max Planck Institute for Polymer Research in Mainz, Germany by the Research Group for
Organic Optoelectronics headed by Prof. Dr. Frédéric Laquai.
The solar cell devices are based on the ITO substrates presented in chapter 3, section 3.2 and
the used standard preparation procedure for a sample was as follows: ITO-coated glass sub-
strates (2.5 mm × 57.5 mm, Präzisions Glas & Optik GmbH, Germany) were patterned by wet
etching, cleaned by a multi-step ultrasonic treatment with different solvents, and plasma-etched
in argon for 15 min. Afterwards, a PEDOT:PSS layer (Clevios P, Heraeus) was spin-coated
onto these substrates and annealed for 30 min at 120 ◦C. A mixture of 7.2 mg P3HT (Sepi-
olid P200, regioregularity > 98 %, BASF), 4.8 mg PC61BM (∼ 99 %, Aldrich) and 600 µL of
chlorobenzene was prepared and stirred at 80 ◦C for more than 12 h in a nitrogen-filled glove
box. The P3HT:PC61BM layer (70 nm) was spin-coated and the samples were directly loaded
into an evaporation chamber were the aluminum electrode (100 nm) was deposited. The resulting
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sample design is depicted in figure 42. Both samples were annealed at 120 ◦C for a period of
20 min and then encapsulated using a quartz glass slide glued with Norland Optical Adhesive
68 (Norland Products, USA). To prevent degradation, the prepared devices were stored in a
nitrogen atmosphere and only removed from the glove box when performing current-voltage or
EDMR experiments. All current-voltage characteristics were recorded directly inside the EDMR

Fig. 42: Device configuration of the organic so-
lar cells used in this thesis. The basic
ITO/glass substrate design is shown in
figures 10 d) and 11 on pages 28 and 29.

spectrometer with the sample positioned and
contacted as depicted in figure 9 (page 27) and
10 (page 28), respectively. This way, near si-
multaneous current-voltage and EDMR mea-
surements were possible, without the need for
sample repositioning. Figure 43 a) shows the
result of the electrical characterization for the
first P3HT:PC61BM solar cell sample (sample
A). The dark current grows exponentially with
applied bias voltage Vbias, characterized by a
dark ideality factor nd = 2.0(1) (cf. equa-
tion 12.12), until saturation occurs at higher
voltages due to an effective series resistance.
The maximum photocurrent Iph,max (deter-
mined at Vbias = −0.9 V) grows linearly with
increasing light intensity Pirr, thus shifting the
current-voltage curve vertically and leading to
a logarithmic increase in the open circuit volt-
age VOC characterized by a light ideality factor
of nl = 1.9(1) (cf. equation 12.13), as depicted
in figure 43 b).

The voltage-dependent photocurrent Iph can be further analyzed by subtracting the dark curve
from the current-voltage curves with illumination. The result of this operation is displayed in
figure 43 c). For every illumination level a pronounced point can be identified were the curvature
of Iph changes (inflection point, IP). This increase in the slope of Iph near a “point of optimal
symmetry” was also discussed by Limpinsel et al. [238] The photocurrent at this point is still
negative for all irradiation levels, but a sign change can be anticipated at even lower illumina-
tion. It is worth noting that in the conducted experiments, the photocurrent is almost strictly
proportional to the illumination level over the entire bias voltage range up to the IP, as can be
seen in figure 43 d). Limpinsel et al. have explained the IP with a quasi flatband condition
that occurs within the sample at voltage levels far lower than the built-in voltage due to band
bending. This bending is expected for low-mobility semiconductors as a consequence of carrier
injection and leads to highly charged contact regions and a homogenized charge distribution in
the bulk. [238] Consequently, at this bias point the recombination is expected to be fairly strong,
and the photocurrent is produced mainly by the contact regions that still provide a drift field
for the extraction of photo-generated carriers. The importance of the drift field for successful
generation and extraction of photo-induced carriers can be read off from the high symmetry
of the photocurrent around the IP. As discussed later (see section 13.4), it turns out that this
voltage level is also a good scaling variable for voltage-dependent EDMR.
The second investigated solar cell sample (sample B) showed similar current-voltage character-
istics and ideality factors ndark and nlight. Furthermore, both samples revealed comparable fill
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Fig. 43: Electrical characteristics of P3HT:PC61BM solar cell sample A. a) Current-voltage char-
acteristics of the device without illumination (black), as well as with weak illumination
(color code: red = 7× 10−3 suns, yellow = 1.4× 10−2 suns, green = 2.5× 10−2 suns,
blue = 4.2× 10−2 suns, purple = 6.4× 10−2 suns). The dark ideality factor nd = 2.0(1)
was determined according to equation 12.12 by fitting the dark values in the range
Vbias = 0.25 V − 0.50 V. b) Maximum photocurrent Iph,max extracted from I at
Vbias = −0.9 V versus open circuit voltage VOC for the different light intensities. The
data were fitted according to equation 12.13 (gray line) resulting in a light ideality fac-
tor of nl = 1.9(1). c) Voltage-dependent photocurrent Iph obtained by subtracting the
dark curve from the current-voltage curves with illumination. The lines are color-coded
as before. Circles mark the short circuit and inflection point conditions for each trace.
d) Dependence of the photocurrent Iph at short-circuit (SC) and inflection point (IP)
conditions on the illumination intensity Pirr, both data sets were linearly fitted (lines).
The photocurrent is almost strictly proportional to the illumination level over the entire
bias voltage range up to the inflection point.

factors of FF = 0.52 (sample A) and FF = 0.56 (sample B) at weak light illumination with
an intensity of Pirr = 7× 10−3 suns, as well as inflection points VIP ≈ 0.56 V (sample A) and
VIP ≈ 0.54 V (sample B).
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13.3. Basic EDMR Spectroscopy

After introducing the device configuration, as well as presenting the current-voltage analysis
results of the P3HT:PC61BM solar cell samples in the previous section, we will now proceed with
basic EDMR spectroscopy on this system. Here, our focus is on the identification and assignment
of the observed species, which is a necessary foundation for the bias and light dependent EDMR
study presented in section 13.4. All EDMR experiments on organic solar cells shown in this

Fig. 44: LEPR and EDMR of a P3HT:PC61BM
blend at high and low temperatures. All
LEPR experiments were performed on
a mixture of P3HT and PC61BM in
a standard EPR quartz glass tube at
Pirr = 2.2× 10−1 suns. The EDMR
experiments were done using solar cell
sample B at Vbias = 0 V. The light in-
tensity was set to Pirr = 2.2× 10−1 suns
and Pirr = 2.5× 10−2 suns for the 80 K
and 298 K experiment, respectively. A
P3HT related signal at g ≈ gs is ob-
served in all measurements. The typical
PC61BM signal at g ≈ 2.000 is only vis-
ible in the 80 K experiments. A slight
shift between LEPR and EDMR is ob-
served, as discussed in the text.

thesis were performed with the benchtop spec-
trometer presented in part I using a microwave
source power of PMW = 100 mW, a modula-
tion amplitude of Bmod = 0.2 mT, and a mod-
ulation frequency of fmod = 620 Hz.
As introduced in chapter 2, EDMR is based
on the detection of spin-dependent transitions
that alter the sample’s conductivity. The con-
cept of the spin pair and an EDMR rate equa-
tion model were discussed in the same chap-
ter (see section 2.2). In the context of organic
photovoltaic devices two different kinds of spin
pairs exist: the first one is made up from po-
larons of opposite charge (P+/P−), the second
one from polarons of the same charge (P+/P+

or P−/P−). A spin pair formed by two un-
like polarons can recombine only from a spin
singlet configuration. In the absence of mi-
crowaves, this leads to an excess of triplet pairs
under steady-state conditions. Under spin res-
onance, excess triplets are converted to sin-
glets and may recombine, which reduces the
total number of such carrier pairs. In the
noted case, this leads to a reduction of the
device current. If, in contrast, the spin pair is
unipolar the steady-state pairs may have re-
duced mobility since polarons with the same
spin cannot occupy the same hopping trans-
port level. Therefore, the device current can
be increased under spin resonance, as it will
remove a “bipolaronic blocking”. [8] This sce-
nario is especially expected near interfaces of
a contact, as it is otherwise implausible to have
coulombically repellent pair states. [11]

At this point, it is useful to take a closer look
at the signal that results from the fullerene

component used in many organic solar cells including the ones investigated here, PC61BM.
Own experimental results obtained on a P3HT:PC61BM blend (LEPR) and solar cell sample
B (EDMR) are illustrated in figure 44. The low temperature measurements were carried out
using the available dewar for the MiniScope MS400 system. The solar cell sample was enclosed
in a shortened EPR quartz glass tube and contacted using a suitable clamping adapter. Finally,
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the EPR tube was sealed with hot-melt adhesive. The PC61BM related signal (g ≈ 2.000) is
only observed in the low temperature measurements and vanishes at ambient temperatures. The
second signal visible in figure 44 at g ≈ gs is related to P3HT and discussed in more detail below.
The slight signal shift between LEPR and EDMR visible in figure 44 has also been observed by
others but remains unexplained at the moment. [10]

C60 – which is the parent compound of PC61BM – has been studied extensively in the 1990s.
As mentioned earlier (cf. chapter 7, section 7.1), the fulleride anion C ·–

60 has a characteristi-
cally low g-factor between 1.994 and 2.000, which is caused by a strong delocalization of the
electron wave function. [92,239] The linewidth of this species is excessively broad at ambient tem-
peratures, [92,93] which can be explained as a result of energetically close (∼ 10 meV) molecular
orbital states (belonging to a Jahn-Teller split t1u state) that can be populated. [93,240] This leads
to a rapid configuration-sampling and hence to low values for T1 and T2. LEPR studies on
PC61BM reported by others suggest a similar behavior for this material. [241] Furthermore, no
PC61BM related signal was observed in a recently reported EDMR study on polymer-fullerene
blend solar cells at ambient temperature. [8]

In summary, it is concluded here that the negatively charged PC61BM polaron is effectively in-
visible in EDMR and LEPR at ambient temperatures. However, this can not be taken as a proof
for the non-involvement of a PC61BM

·– radical in spin-dependent processes, i.e. it may still be
part of a spin pair but too broad for excitation and detection (cf. part I, equation 2.19).
The second resonance at g ≈ gs observed in all measurements (cf. figure 44) is easily assigned to
positive polarons in P3HT. It has been observed in EPR studies of P3HT alone, [242] as well as
mixed with PC61BM. [170,243] However, detailed EDMR spectra of the P3HT:PC61BM solar cells
used in this study revealed not one signal corresponding to P3HT but two as shown in figure
45 a) for solar cell sample A with illumination and bias set to Vbias = VOC. The first signal
component (signal #1) with g1 = 2.0021(3) ≈ gs and ∆Bpp,1 = 0.37(5) mT is assigned to mobile
P3HT·+ polarons as just discussed.
The pronounced shoulder on the low field site with g2 = 2.006(1) and ∆Bpp,2 = 0.5(2) mT shows
up faintly in an earlier EPR study of neat P3HT but was not unequivocally identified. [244] In
an own EDMR control experiment conducted on pristine commercial P3HT (see appendix on
page 141, figure A7), no sign of a signal at g2 = 2.006(1) was found. Instead, a signal with
g2′ = 2.0026(3) and ∆Bpp,2′ ≈ 1 mT was observed, which is assigned here to a P3HT internal
process such as bipolaronic blocking of accumulated holes or recombination of oppositely charged
P3HT polarons. Upon addition of small amounts of PC61BM or even unsubstituted C60, how-
ever, the g2 signal clearly emerges (cf. figure A7 in the appendix on page 141). This leads to
the conclusion that the signal at g2 = 2.006(1) represents an interfacial deep trap state that is
due to additive-induced molecular disorder, i.e. PC61BM may induce stacking faults in adjacent
P3HT crystallites.
The two EDMR signals described so far were observed both at reverse (rev) and forward (fwd)
bias condition. A third P3HT-related EDMR resonance is detected under forward bias only. This
component can best be visualized by taking the difference between normalized spectra at forward
and reverse bias as shown in figure 45 b). This comparatively weak signal is characterized by
g3 = 2.0025(3) and ∆Bpp,3 ≈ 1.3 mT, which is compatible with the broad signal observed in
pristine commercial P3HT as mentioned above (g2′ = 2.0026(3) and ∆Bpp,2′ ≈ 1 mT). More
details about the procedure used to visualize signal #3 can be found in the appendix on page
142 in figure A8.
In summary, at least three distinct Lorentzian peaks related to P3HT are observed in X-
band EDMR on P3HT:PC61BM solar cell devices at 298 K: A narrow signal characterized by
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Fig. 45: Detailed EDMR spectra of solar cell sample A under illumination recorded at ambient
temperature. a) EDMR spectrum obtained at Vbias = VOC using a light intensity of
Pirr = 4.2× 10−2 suns. The deconvolution of the experimental data revealed signals
at g1 = 2.0021(3) and g2 = 2.006(1) with corresponding linewidths (Lorentzian shape)
of ∆Bpp,1 = 0.37(5) mT and ∆Bpp,2 = 0.5(2) mT, respectively. Both signals originate
from P3HT as discussed in the text. b) EDMR signals recorded at different applied bias.
Data are normalized and averaged around Vbias = −0.2 V (rev) and Vbias = 0.5 V (fwd),
for details see figure A8 a) of the appendix on page 142. A broad resonance (signal #3)
with g3 = 2.0025(3) and ∆Bpp,3 ≈ 1.3 mT is revealed by fitting the difference between
the fwd and rev spectra. Details of this procedure are given in the appendix on page
142 and illustrated in figure A8 b).

Tab. 5: EDMR signal components and corresponding spin-dependent processes observed in
P3HT:PC61BM solar cell sample A (cf. figures 45 and 46). Note that the negatively
charged PC61BM polaron involved in process d○ is effectively invisible in EDMR at
298 K (cf. figure 44). Hence, no signal corresponding to that species is given here.

Signal # g-factor ∆Bpp/mT Species Process in Fig. 46

1 2.0021(3) 0.37(5) mobile P+
P3HT a○, b○, c○, d○

2 2.006(1) 0.5(2) trap state PT
P3HT c○

3 2.0025(3) ∼ 1.3
localized P+

P3HT a○

mobile P−P3HT b○
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g1 = 2.0021(3) and ∆Bpp,1 = 0.37(5) mT, a pronounced low-field shoulder with g2 = 2.006(1)
and ∆Bpp,2 = 0.5(2) mT, and a weak resonance at g3 = 2.0025(3) with ∆Bpp,3 ≈ 1.3 mT.

Fig. 46: Microscopic picture of spin-dependent
processes inside a P3HT:PC61BM so-
lar cell. a○ “bipolaronic blocking ” in-
volving a mobile P+

P3HT and a local-
ized P+

P3HT, b○ ambipolar polaron re-
combination between a mobile P+

P3HT
and a mobile P−P3HT, c○ SRH recombi-
nation involving a deep level trap state,
drawn here at the interface and d○ di-
rect PC61BM/P3HT recombination, see
text for details.

Having identified the spins taking part in
the various EDMR signals, we can now dis-
cuss their relation to the recombination pro-
cesses inside the photovoltaic device. Fig-
ure 46 illustrates the microscopic interpreta-
tion of the spin-dependent processes inside
a P3HT:PC61BM solar cell. Since all sig-
nals are quantitatively independent, an assign-
ment to spin pairs involved in a single pro-
cess cannot be based on CW-EDMR intensi-
ties. Pulsed EDMR (pEDMR) studies, which
are not possible with the MiniScope MS400
system, are thus needed to identify the spin
partners. [8,10,11]

Based on the conducted control experiment on
pristine P3HT (see appendix on page 141) the
broad difference line (signal #3) was assigned
to a process internal to the P3HT phase. As
discussed above, this may either be a○ a “bipo-
laronic blocking ” involving a mobile P+

P3HT
and a localized P+

P3HT or b○ an ambipolar po-
laron recombination between a mobile P+

P3HT
and a mobile P−P3HT. In either case, the mo-

bile P+
P3HT is involved as a partner and hence these processes contribute to signal #1. Process

c○ involves, again, the mobile P+
P3HT and the possibly interface-related deep trap state PT

P3HT
with resonance at g2 (signal #2). Finally, the negatively charged PC61BM polaron involved in
process d○, whose pair partner is the mobile P+

P3HT polaron as well, cannot be observed at 298 K
and is thus effectively invisible in the solar cell experiments conducted in the present work. It
should be noted that the P+

P3HT polaron (signal #1) takes part in all discussed processes, which
involve different partner spins (cf. figure 46). Its intensity therefore represents the sum of several
recombination events.
The spectroscopic properties and the assignments of the three distinct EDMR peaks to the
species and corresponding spin-dependent processes inside the P3HT:PC61BM solar cell device
are summarized in table 5 on page 95.

13.4. Bias and Light Dependent EDMR

In the last section, it became evident that the voltage bias applied during a measurement can
significantly alter the EDMR spectrum of a P3HT:PC61BM solar cell sample. As was illustrated
in figure 45 b), the broad resonance signal #3 with g3 = 2.0025(3) and ∆Bpp,3 ≈ 1.3 mT was
only observed under forward bias conditions. The ubiquitous signals #1 and #2, introduced
in figure 45 a), are influenced by the chosen bias voltage as well. This becomes clear when
looking at EDMR spectra recorded at different voltage bias but using a constant illumination
intensity (see figure 47). For the three experiments with Vbias = 0 mV, Vbias = 533 mV (equal to
the inflection point voltage VIP introduced in section 13.2) and Vbias = 900 mV the total signal
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intensity changes significantly. Additionally, a shift and growth of signal #2 with respect to
signal #1 is observed. Hence, the different components of an EDMR spectrum may depend on

Fig. 47: EDMR absorption spectra (SEDMR vs.
B, cf. figure 2 on page 15) of so-
lar cell sample B illuminated with
2.5× 10−2 suns at different points of
the corresponding current-voltage char-
acteristics (black line). All inset spectra
are scaled the same way for easy com-
parison. The deconvolution of the ex-
perimental data was done in analogy to
figure 45 a) and the same color code ap-
plies. Note the change in total signal in-
tensity, as well as the shift and growth
of the green component (signal #2) with
respect to the blue one (signal #1).

electrical biasing in different ways. This il-
lustrates why carefully checking the bias volt-
age during EDMR measurements is important
when comparing different results. In fact, it is
well possible that studies about the very same
material or system come to different conclu-
sions if different bias points are chosen.
We now proceed to an evaluation of the EDMR
signal strengths by systematically varying
both optical and electronic operation condi-
tions for solar cell sample A. Due to a limit-
ed SNR at 298 K, the most easily quantifi-
able P+

P3HT signal at g1 = 2.0021(3) (sig-
nal #1) will be used for this study. Since
the linewidth of this Lorentzian-shaped signal
changes only marginally with bias or illumi-
nation, it is equally possible to use the ampli-
tude of SEDMR, which is the spin-dependent
EDMR current ∆IEDMR, or the area of the
signal component. In this section, the for-
mer approach is chosen since this avoids spuri-
ous noise due to baseline instability and yields
the EDMR current in physical units of am-
peres. In the EDMR literature on photocon-
ductors, [44,245] it is customary to discuss the
EDMR effect ξEDMR

sd = ∆IEDMR/Isample (cf.
equation 3.9) rather than the spin-dependent
EDMR current. However, since the EDMR ef-
fect is a relative measure it makes no sensible
prediction for the open circuit case in a so-
lar cell where the total current Isample is zero
and hence ξEDMR

sd diverges. For the bias and
light dependent EDMR study presented here,
the electrical bias value was varied between
Vbias = −0.27 V and Vbias = 0.80 V and light
intensities between Pirr = 7.0× 10−3 suns and
Pirr = 6.4× 10−2 suns were used. Addition-
ally, two EDMR experiments in the dark were
carried out to complement the data with illu-
mination.
Figure 48 a) shows the obtained results for
the spin-dependent EDMR current ∆IEDMR

together with the observed signal phase shift ∆ϕEDMR measured in the lock-in technique. The
most striking feature is that two different EDMR regions can clearly be distinguished. In the
bias regime below about 0.3 V, ∆IEDMR strongly depends on the light intensity Pirr, suggesting
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Fig. 48: Results of the bias and light dependent EDMR study on solar cell sample A. a) Spin-
dependent EDMR current ∆IEDMR (closed circles) and signal phase shift ∆ϕEDMR (open
circles with dotted lines as guides to the eye) vs. applied bias Vbias at weak illumination
intensities (color code: black = dark, red = 7× 10−3 suns, yellow = 1.4× 10−2 suns,
green = 2.5× 10−2 suns, blue = 4.2× 10−2 suns, purple = 6.4× 10−2 suns). The
corresponding loss currents Iloss for Vbias . 0.3 V (cf. equation 13.1) scaled by the EDMR
visibility function α (see equation 13.2), as well as the dark current Idark scaled by α are
shown as lines using the same color code. b) Dependence of the visibility function α on
the applied light intensity Pirr (closed circles, same color code as before). The gray line is
a fit to the experimental data using equation 13.6, resulting in P0 = 6.2(6)× 10−3 suns
and κ = 1.1(1). c) Dependence of the loss current Iloss (cf. equation 13.1) determined
at short-circuit condition (SC) on the applied light intensity Pirr (closed circles, same
color code as before). The gray line is a power-law fit revealing Iloss ∝ P

1.9(1)
irr .

that the recombination of photo-generated carriers dominates the spin-dependent EDMR cur-
rent in this regime. A different recombination process then takes over at forward bias, where the
EDMR current is basically independent of illumination but strongly bias-dependent. Between
about 0.3 V and 0.5 V, the bias dependence of ∆IEDMR is very nearly exponential. The signal
phase shift gives a first indication of how to properly interpret the course of ∆IEDMR. Although
the absolute value of the phase is arbitrary due to experimental reasons, a strong difference in
reverse and forward directions is apparent. The relative phase shift is about 60°, thus not a
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sign change, and rather corresponds to a change from resistive to capacitive impedance. This
suggests that the EDMR-detected recombination takes place at different locations in the sample,
e.g. in the volume (“resistive”, at reverse bias) or near the contact interfaces (“capacitive”, at
forward bias). This is in line with the observation that ∆IEDMR is strongly photo-dependent at
reverse-bias, while the data points in forward direction fall on a single curve with a maximum at
Vbias ≈ 0.56 V, equal to the inflection points of the current-voltage characteristics observed for
this sample (cf. section 13.2).
A more quantitative picture of the loss processes inside the P3HT:PC61BM solar cell device can
be obtained by relating the loss current Iloss, which is defined as the difference between the ex-
pected generation current Igen = qGLA (with charge q, averaged generation rate G, active layer
thickness L and active area A) and the actual photo-current Iph,

Iloss = Igen − Iph (13.1)

directly to the obtained EDMR data points. In the photo-dependent regime where Vbias . 0.3 V,
quantitative coincidence between the spin-dependent EDMR current ∆IEDMR and Iloss can be
obtained by introducing a bias-independent scaling function α (equation 13.2) to account for the
illumination-dependent EDMR sensitivity, as illustrated in figure 48 a).

∆IEDMR∣∣
Vbias . 0.3 V

= α · Iloss = α · (Igen − Iph) (13.2)

With ∆IEDMR and Iph being available from EDMR and current-voltage experiments, respectively,
equation 13.2 was used for curve fitting, yielding the parameters Igen and α. It should be noted
that Igen was in good agreement with the maximum photocurrent Iph,max, as expected for a
complete charge carrier extraction at strong reverse bias (Vbias = −0.9 V). Furthermore, figure
48 a) shows that the dark current Idark can be scaled using α to roughly reach coincidence with
the corresponding ∆IEDMR values as well. The values of α and Iloss depend on the used light
intensity Pirr as depicted in figures 48 b) and 48 c), respectively. Their physical meaning will be
discussed in the following paragraph.
On general grounds, the EDMR signal can be considered to be affected by three probabilities

∆IEDMR

Iloss
= ηvis (Pirr) · ηrec · ηex ≡ α (Pirr) (13.3)

which are the visibility ηvis of the process, the probability for a spin-dependent recombination
ηrec, and the excitation efficiency of the resonance line ηex. The latter two terms depend on spin
relaxation times, as well as on SRH parameters like trap density and emission probability but are
usually assumed to be independent of illumination. The visibility, on the other hand, is related
to the effective spin-dependence of the total current and can be written as a ratio of probabilities

ηvis (Pirr) =
ΠSDR (Pirr)

ΠSDR (Pirr) +ΠNSDR (Pirr)
(13.4)

with ΠSDR and ΠNSDR as the probabilities for a charge carrier to take part in an observed
spin-dependent process or in a non-spin-dependent process, respectively. For example, using
equations 2.18 and 2.20 of the rate equation model introduced in chapter 2, section 2.2, we could
identify ηvis, ηrec and ηex as shown in equation 13.5.
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For photogenerated carriers, where a photon generates an electron and a hole, the Langevin
recombination rate RL is proportional to P β

irr with β = 2 (cf. equation 12.8) and the SRH
recombination rate is characterized by RSRH ∝ P β

irr with β = 1 (cf. equation 12.10). As shown
in figure 48 b), the α values obtained for the different illumination levels can be fitted using
equation 13.6.

α ∝ 1

1 +
(
Pirr
P0

)κ (13.6)

A comparison with equation 13.4 reveals that P0 equals the light intensity where ΠSDR = ΠNSDR
and that κ is connected to the above introduced probabilities by: ΠNSDR/ΠSDR ∝ P κirr. Taking
into account that, in general, the light dependence of the spin-dependent and spin-independent
process are different, it becomes clear that κ = βNSDR − βSDR. For the data shown in figure
48 b), it was found that P0 = 6.2(6)× 10−3 suns and that κ = 1.1(1). This suggests - in
a simple picture - that the non-spin-dependent recombination is bimolecular (Langevin type),
while the spin-dependent process is monomolecular (SRH type). Furthermore, we find that the
non-spin-dependent process outweighs the spin-dependent one for light intensities above about
6× 10−3 suns. It should be noted that the effectively quadratic illumination dependence of the
loss current (Iloss ∝ P

1.9(1)
irr ) shown in figure 48 c) is not apparent from the photocurrent, which

scales as Iph ∝ Pirr as depicted in figure 43 d) (both values were determined at short-circuit
condition to exclude effects introduced by an external electric field). This is due to the fact
that the losses are still small compared to the total current flowing through the sample. Hence,
using just the light-dependence of the photo-current as a measure for the “reaction order” of the
recombination in a solar cell device may not be very meaningful. Rather, the light dependence
of the loss current has to be analyzed. Here, it is concluded that bimolecular recombination
dominates already at fairly low illumination levels in the investigated solar cells.
We have shown that there are several recombination paths visible in the EDMR spectrum of
a P3HT:PC61BM solar cell and that their relative and absolute amplitude strongly depends
on electrical and optical bias conditions. Furthermore, a quantitative correlation of the spin-
dependent EDMR currents with the losses in photocurrent at voltages below Vbias . 0.3 V, and
with the injection-related dark current above that was found. As discussed above, the observed
signal phase shift suggests two distinct recombination regimes. If we assume the observed course
of ∆IEDMR with Vbias to result from a superposition of two processes that do not influence each
other, i.e. one EDMR signal ∆Ip due to photo recombination and another one ∆Ii related to the
recombination of the injected charge carriers, as summarized in equation 13.7, a reconstruction
of both constituents becomes possible.

∆IEDMR = ∆Ii + ∆Ip (13.7)

In this approach, the photo recombination signal over the whole experimental range is given by

∆Ip = α · (Igen − Iph) (13.8)

in analogy to equation 13.2. Here, the necessary values for α and Igen were taken from the fits
mentioned above (cf. figure 48). Figure 49 a) shows the result of this reconstruction together
with the experimentally obtained EDMR data points. The spin-dependent EDMR current signal
due to injected charge carriers is then given by equation 13.9.

∆Ii = ∆IEDMR −∆Ip (13.9)
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Fig. 49: Superposition approach for signal reconstruction in bias and light dependent EDMR.
a) Experimentally determined spin-dependent EDMR currents ∆IEDMR (closed cir-
cles) for solar cell sample A and reconstructed spin-dependent EDMR currents ∆Ip
due to photo recombination calculated using equation 13.8 (dashed lines with color
code: red = 7× 10−3 suns, yellow = 1.4× 10−2 suns, green = 2.5× 10−2 suns,
blue = 4.2× 10−2 suns, purple = 6.4× 10−2 suns). The dash-dotted black line shows
the reconstruction for the spin-dependent EDMR current ∆Ii due to injected charge
carriers. b) Reconstruction of the EDMR signal ∆Ii due to injected charge carriers:
The closed circles (same color code as before) represent the data points obtained using
equation 13.9. The dash-dotted black line shows the corresponding regression curve that
was inserted in part a) of this figure. c) Direct comparison of the EDMR results without
(black) and with illumination at Pirr = 7× 10−3 suns (red) for solar cell sample B. The
dotted lines are guides to the eye. Note the very similar trend of ∆IEDMR compared to
part a) of this figure, see text for more details.
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Figure 49 b) illustrates the result of this reconstruction, which is added to figure 49 a) as well. The
presented superposition approach is further supported by a direct comparison between EDMR
experiments with and without illumination carried out on solar cell sample B, which is shown
in figure 49 c). As for the reconstruction done for sample A, the data points with and without
illumination obtained on sample B fall on a single curve for Vbias & 0.45 V. Due to a lack
in SNR, the course of ∆IEDMR for Vbias & 0.54 V remains somewhat unclear and no reliable
statement can be made on whether the signal really runs through a maximum and significantly
drops afterwards, or just reaches a more or less constant saturation value.
In general, the EDMR measurements on solar cell samples A and B gave similar results, albeit
with different magnitude especially for the contact-related dark current components near the
inflection points around Vbias ≈ 0.55 V, as can be seen by comparing figures 49 a) and c). At
present, it is believed that this may be due to unintended differences in the sample preparation,
most probably in the final annealing stage that determines the front contact micromorphology. It
is worth noting that at the maximum power points (around Vbias ≈ 0.35 V), the EDMR signal in
both samples turns out to be influenced by injected and photogenerated carriers, underlining the
importance of bulk and interface properties for the design and construction of efficient organic
solar cells.

14. Outlook: Investigation of Degradation Processes

Basic EDMR spectroscopy on photovoltaic devices based on P3HT:PC61BM, as well as a more
quantitative picture of the loss processes inside such a solar cell device were presented in the pre-
ceding chapter. It was shown how EDMR can be used in addition to standard current-voltage
characteristics to gain a deeper understanding of the recombination processes inside fully func-
tional organic solar cells. However, an important topic that hinders the widespread use of organic
photovoltaics, not addressed so far, is the often rapidly occurring device degradation. Due to
the rather unsystematic degradation conditions used for the sample discussed in this chapter,
the following study only gives an outlook on how EDMR can be utilized in order to enhance our
understanding of degradation processes. Nevertheless, it will support the results presented in
the preceding chapter, obtained on the same device prior to degradation, and pave the way for
more complex investigations on degraded devices.

Numerous studies have been conducted in order to understand the phenomenon of device degra-
dation in organic photovoltaic devices and extensive resumes on this topic can be found in the
literature. [5,246,247] At this point, we will only briefly list some of the results that are important
with respect to the EDMR experiments conducted in the present work.
It is known that degradation processes can effect the different regions and materials of a poly-
mer solar cell. For example, the active layer can undergo a chemical degradation by means of
photobleaching or photooxidation. [248–250] Furthermore, the interfaces at the top and bottom
contacts are known to degrade as well, [251–253] eventually leading to S-shaped current-voltage
characteristics with significantly reduced short circuit currents. [218] For the P3HT:PC61BM de-
vices investigated in this thesis, the aluminum top contact may oxidize, forming an interface that
is only poorly permeable for charge carriers, i.e. a blocking contact, which significantly reduces
the device performance. [254] This degradation of the metal/organic interface typically proceeds
more rapidly than the degradation of the active layer. [255]

To obtain EDMR results on a degraded system, solar cell sample A was stored under atmospheric
conditions for several weeks. Afterwards, its current-voltage characteristics were recorded in
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Fig. 50: Current-voltage characteristics of solar cell sample A after degradation. a) Observed
shape of the current-voltage characteristics in the dark (black line) and with illumi-
nation (red line, Pirr = 7× 10−3 suns). The change of the course of the data with
respect to the theoretical behavior, illustrated in figure 39 a) (see page 81), is often
referred to as S-shaped or “kinked”. This behavior is typical for a blocking contact with
restricted charge transport over the material interfaces. [218] b) Current-voltage charac-
teristics without illumination (black), as well as with illumination at different intensities
(color code: red = 7× 10−3 suns, yellow = 1.4× 10−2 suns, green = 2.5× 10−2 suns,
blue = 4.2× 10−2 suns, purple = 6.4× 10−2 suns). Note the drastic reduction of the
sample current I at forward bias compared to the results obtained at the same device
prior to degradation, shown in figure 43 a) (see page 92).

the dark and with illumination at different light intensities. The EDMR data were collected
near simultaneously, using identical conditions as in sections 13.3 and 13.4 (PMW = 100 mW,
Bmod = 0.2 mT, fmod = 620 Hz).
Figure 50 a) shows the recorded current-voltage characteristics of the degraded solar cell. The
S-shape or “kink” is typical for a blocking contact with restricted charge transport over the ma-
terial interfaces. [218] The changes in the current-voltage characteristics of solar cell sample A are
especially noticeable when comparing the degraded device shown in figure 50 b) and the healthy
sample displayed in figure 43 a). The current obtained at short circuit conditions goes down by
about 87 % to 96 %, depending on the chosen light intensity. Generally, the current measured
at reverse bias seems to be less affected compared to the one determined at strong forward bias,
which drops by more than three orders of magnitude. Hence, the contact barrier almost sup-
presses the injection current that is typically dominating the first quadrant of the current-voltage
characteristics.
EDMR measurements on the degraded solar cell sample, shown in figure 51, revealed three dis-
tinct Lorentzian peaks related to P3HT: A narrow signal visible at both forward and reverse bias
(signal #1), a pronounced low-field shoulder visible only at reverse bias (signal #2), and a broad
resonance visible at forward bias only (signal #3). Within the measurement uncertainties, the
obtained values for the g-factors and linewiths are in good accordance with the ones observed
earlier on the healthy device (cf. figure 45, section 13.3). It is thus concluded that the degrada-
tion does not change the species actively involved in the spin-dependent processes observed in
the P3HT:PC61BM device and we will continue to use the same naming (numbering) scheme for
the signals.
We will now proceed to a bias and light dependent study on the degraded device. As for
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Fig. 51: EDMR spectra of solar cell sample A after degradation. The device was illuminated
at a light intensity of Pirr = 2.5× 10−2 suns. a) EDMR spectrum recorded at reverse
bias (Vbias = −0.9 V). The deconvolution of the experimental data revealed signals at
g1 = 2.0023(3) and g2 = 2.0051(5) with corresponding linewidths (Lorentzian shape) of
∆Bpp,1 = 0.30(5) mT and ∆Bpp,2 = 0.6(2) mT, respectively. b) EDMR spectrum ob-
tained at forward bias (Vbias = 0.9 V). The deconvolution of the experimental spectrum
revealed signals at g1 = 2.0026(3) and g3 = 2.0027(3) with corresponding linewidths
(Lorentzian shape) of ∆Bpp,1 ≈ 0.3 mT and ∆Bpp,3 ≈ 1.3 mT, respectively.

the healthy sample, the most easily quantifiable P+
P3HT signal at g1 = 2.0023(3) (signal #1)

will be used for this study. The electrical bias value was varied between Vbias = −0.27 V and
Vbias = 1.07 V and light intensities between Pirr = 7.0× 10−3 suns and Pirr = 6.4× 10−2 suns
were used. Figure 52 shows the obtained results for the spin-dependent EDMR current ∆IEDMR

together with the observed signal phase shift ∆ϕEDMR measured in the lock-in technique. As
for the healthy samples, two EDMR regions can clearly be distinguished. While the signal in
the bias regime Vbias . 0.3 V basically depends only on the light intensity, a strongly bias-
dependent region showing almost no dependence on illumination is found for Vbias & 0.3 V. If
compared to the results obtained on the same device before degradation, presented in figure 48
a), a larger ∆IEDMR signal is found for Vbias . 0.3 V. The spin-dependent EDMR current is
still light-dependent, but increased by almost an order of magnitude. Furthermore, the depen-
dence on the voltage bias seems to be less pronounced for the degraded sample in this regime.
For Vbias & 0.3 V, the spin-dependent EDMR currents before and after device degradation are
in stark contrast. The striking increase of ∆IEDMR corresponding to the injection of charge
carriers, visible in the healthy device under forward biasing conditions, is completely missing.
Instead, all data points seem to collapse in a minimum around Vbias ≈ 0.6 V, which is slightly
above the individual open circuit conditions. The course of the signal phase shift ∆ϕEDMR with
Vbias differs significantly from the one observed for the healthy device shown in figure 48 a).
Qualitatively, its inflection seems to have changed, which could be related to the observed sup-
pression of the superimposed injection-current-related EDMR signal component in the degraded
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Fig. 52: Bias and light dependent EDMR study on solar cell sample A after degradation. Spin-
dependent EDMR current ∆IEDMR (closed circles) and signal phase shift ∆ϕEDMR (open
circles) vs. applied bias voltage Vbias at weak illumination (dotted lines are guides to the
eye, color code: red = 7× 10−3 suns, yellow = 1.4× 10−2 suns, green = 2.5× 10−2 suns,
blue = 4.2× 10−2 suns, purple = 6.4× 10−2 suns).

device. Systematic studies on degraded devices are needed in order to investigate the origin of
the signal minimum and to unravel the details of the change in the course of the signal phase
shift.
The above discussed observations are in accordance with a degradation that takes place at one
of the contacts, presumably the top contact made from aluminum metal. The EDMR data at
Vbias . 0.3 V indicate that the charge carrier generation (cf. chapter 12, section 12.3.1) still
takes place in the bulk of the device. Because charge carrier transport and extraction are some-
what hindered, we find an enhanced recombination signal compared to the data recorded prior to
degradation. For the region where Vbias & 0.3 V the missing injection-related component suggests
that an injection barrier has formed (presumably by the oxidation of the aluminum contact).
In summary, this brief study on a degraded P3HT:PC61BM solar cell supports the argument that
the EDMR-detected recombination takes place at different locations in the sample, i.e. in the
volume at reverse bias and near the contact interfaces at forward bias. The observation of signal
#3 in the forward bias regime is in accordance with the takeover of a different recombination
mechanism like “bipolaronic blocking”, which becomes favorable due to the hampered charge
carrier extraction.
These results pave the way for more complex studies on degraded devices, e.g. “live degradation
experiments” that analyze the temporal evolution of the degradation process. This could be done
by introducing oxygen into the resonance cavity on demand, while taking EDMR snapshots in
defined intervals. Investigating devices that were encapsulated in different ways in such a study
could support the development of long-term-stable organic solar cells. Another promising type of
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investigation is “degradation pinpointing”, which could identify where the degradation processes
actually happen. By selectively altering one of the contacts, one could figure out which electrode
is degrading under certain conditions and change the contact or interface design in order to sup-
press this process. Additionally, degradation processes at the heterojunction in the bulk could
be monitored by incorporating paramagnetic dopants, like the N@C60 molecule used in part II
of the present thesis.

15. Summary of Part III

In this third part, first the fundamentals of organic photovoltaics including device architecture,
charge carrier generation and recombination, as well as typical current-voltage characteristics
were introduced in chapter 12. This was followed by a basic EDMR study on fully functional
organic photovoltaic devices, as well as a bias and light dependent EDMR study in chapter 13.
Finally, an outlook on how the application of EDMR – as a tool for the investigation of device
degradation – can help to understand the processes that eventually lead to a failure of the solar
cell was given in chapter 14.

In summary, it could be shown in this part that EDMR can act as a bridge between spec-
troscopic methods like EPR and LEPR and the “classic” device analysis protocols like the
current-voltage characteristics. The EDMR technique can identify the charge carriers involved
in spin-dependent processes by means of their magnetic resonance fingerprint. Three distinct
signals were observed in the P3HT:PC61BM solar cell devices at 298 K: the first signal with
g1 = 2.0021(3) and ∆Bpp,1 = 0.37(5) mT was assigned to mobile P+

P3HT polarons, the second
signal with g2 = 2.006(1) and ∆Bpp,2 = 0.5(2) mT was identified to be a possibly interface-
related deep trap state PT

P3HT, and the third signal with g3 = 2.0025(3) and ∆Bpp,3 ≈ 1.3 mT is
related to a process internal to the P3HT phase, which may either be a “bipolaronic blocking”
or an ambipolar polaron recombination between a mobile P+

P3HT and a mobile P−P3HT.
The electrical detection scheme used in EDMR assures a quantitative relation between the phys-
ical processes inside the device and the observed signal strengths. Here, it was shown that
the relative and absolute amplitude of the observed signals strongly depends on both electrical
and optical biasing conditions. Focusing on the signal component related to the mobile P+

P3HT
polaron, two regions in the course of the spin-dependent EDMR current with applied bias volt-
age could clearly be distinguished in this work. While the spin-dependent current is strongly
illumination-dependent below Vbias ≈ 0.3 V, the recombination signal becomes dominated by in-
jected charge carriers above that. Furthermore, a quantitative correlation of the spin-dependent
EDMR currents with the losses in the photocurrent for bias voltages below about 0.3 V, and with
the injection-related dark current above that was found. The EDMR visibility function intro-
duced in this context was successfully related to the probability ratio between spin-independent
and spin-dependent recombination via its illumination dependence. We found that the spin-
independent recombination is a bimolecular process (Langevin type) and that the spin-dependent
recombination is monomolecular in nature (Shockley-Read-Hall type). Additionally, the light in-
tensity at which the probabilities for a charge carrier to take part in the non-spin-dependent or in
the spin-dependent process are equal was found to be as low as about 6× 10−3 suns. Above this
level, bimolecular recombination of the Langevin-type dominates the losses in the investigated
solar cell devices.
Assuming that the observed course of ∆IEDMR with Vbias is a result of a superposition of two
processes that do not influence each other, i.e. one EDMR signal due to photo recombination and
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another one related to the recombination of injected charge carriers, both constituents could be
reconstructed. The presented superposition approach was further supported by a direct compar-
ison between EDMR experiments with and without illumination. The solar cell operation near
the maximum power point seems to be strongly impacted by recombination of both injected
and photogenerated carriers, underlining the importance of bulk and interface properties for the
design and construction of organic solar cells.
Finally, the brief degradation study presented at the end of this part indicated a way to use
EDMR as a tool for monitoring degradations processes. By designing suitable experiments, i.e.
studying degradation in real time by introducing oxygen in the resonance cavity or altering a
specific contact or contact interface by incorporating paramagnetic dopants like N@C60, the
EDMR method could be used to unravel processes that lead to early device failures in a more
systematic way.
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Summary

The present thesis is dedicated to the analytical technique of electrically detected magnetic res-
onance (EDMR) and its application to organic semiconductors. The main goals of this work
were to a) implement a flexible benchtop EDMR system that can be used by researchers working
in the field of material sciences as an easy to handle tool and b) to investigate the species and
processes that are actively involved in spin-dependent recombination events inside organic semi-
conductor materials and fully functional organic photovoltaic devices in order to support solar
cell optimizations.

In the first part, a compact setup for measuring electrically detected magnetic resonance of
semiconductor devices that yields consistent and highly reproducible results is presented. The
introduced setup allows the study of processes in dark EDMR, as well as under illumination both
at ambient and low temperatures. Most importantly, the system is capable of nearly simultane-
ous collection of EDMR and current-voltage data, opening up the way to rapid research cycles
and measurement series. Hence, the developed spectrometer can be used for complete semicon-
ductor device characterization at different operating conditions. Due to its small footprint, the
unit is highly mobile and can in particular be operated inside cleanrooms or even glove boxes,
which is beneficial for studies on organic materials and devices that degrade rather quickly.
Using a standard silicon solar cell for a detailed comparison with a typical “large-scale” setup, we
could show that the EDMR spectra recorded with the new setup are quantitatively comparable
in all spectroscopic dimensions with those obtained in a state-of-the-art spectrometer.

In the second part, the benefits of close proximity between device fabrication and spectroscopic
characterization possible with the new benchtop EDMR setup were used to record EDMR spectra
of microcrystals made from pure and N@C60-doped Buckminsterfullerene and the C60 oxidation
product C60O. With these studies, we introduced a class of samples – namely organic microcrys-
tals – to EDMR that was not investigated so far, due to its delicate nature.
The EDMR signal observed in pure C60 was attributed here to a spin-dependent recombination
of photo-generated C ·+

60 . Its assumed recombination partner, C ·–
60 , is known to be too broad

for detection at ambient temperature, [93] and thus effectively invisible in the recorded spectra.
The presented results on C60 microcrystals demonstrate that even a relatively small number of
organic semiconductor crystals can be contacted in a simple manner and still deliver sufficient
currents for an EDMR detection. The scalable crystallization approach presented in this part
opens up a way to further extent the sensitivity of the method towards fewer spins.
The EDMR signal obtained on the C60O material was tentatively attributed to spin-dependent
recombination of photo-generated charge carriers involving a secondary product of C60O, which
may be an “open-epoxy-ring” form of the molecule, the intermediate – ·C60−O−O−C

·–
60 , or a

constitutional isomer thereof. Within this study, we could show that the oxidation of fullerene
molecules can result in a slight shift of the g-factor towards higher values, which could explain
the observation of unusual g-factors in oxidized fullerene materials reported by others. [11]

The most important finding of the EDMR studies presented in this part is by far the evidence
for strongly dipolar-coupled spin pairs in N@C60-doped material. As a working hypothesis,
we attribute the observed structure in the corresponding EDMR spectra to the formation of
dipolar-coupled N@C60-C ·+

60 spin pairs. Although an unambiguous quantitative modeling of
the presented data is not possible due to the limited signal-to-noise ratio, a symmetric structure
in the obtained spectra is clearly visible. The performed experiments give a first spectroscopic
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evidence for strongly dipolar-coupled spin pairs, never reported before in EDMR. This result il-
lustrates that using microcrystals and paramagnetic doping can significantly enhance the EDMR
resolution. Furthermore, a doping-on-demand strategy seems feasible, which could unravel the
opposing views as to how the EDMR signal is generated at the microscopic level, which – despite
intensive research – continue to be published so far. [8,10,11] The confirmation of the presented
dipolar coupling between N@C60 and C ·+

60 would have far-reaching consequences for EDMR
research on organic semiconductors since, up to now, EDMR on organics is hampered by the
poor spectral resolution of the method. Using endohedral fullerenes, however, gives rise to a
characteristic hyperfine pattern, which is identifiable even on a large and broad background of
signals due to other spin species in the sample, as indicated by the results presented in this work.

The third part of this work is devoted to the investigation of spin-dependent recombination
events in P3HT:PC61BM solar cell devices. We could show that the EDMR technique can dis-
tinguish between charge carriers involved in different spin-dependent processes by means of their
magnetic resonance fingerprint and identify three distinct peaks in the EDMR spectra. These
signals are related to P3HT and were attributed to mobile P+

P3HT polarons, deep trap states
PT
P3HT and P3HT internal processes like “bipolaronic blocking ” or ambipolar polaron recombi-

nation between a mobile P+
P3HT and a mobile P−P3HT in this work.

We have shown that the relative and absolute amplitude of the observed signals strongly de-
pends on the electrical and optical biasing conditions. Focusing on the signal component related
to the mobile P+

P3HT polaron, two regions in the course of the spin-dependent EDMR current
with applied bias voltage could clearly be distinguished: the spin-dependent current is strongly
illumination-dependent below Vbias ≈ 0.3 V (photo regime) and becomes dominated by injected
charge carriers above that.
Furthermore, we were able to quantitatively correlate the spin-dependent EDMR currents with
the losses in the photocurrent for bias voltages below about 0.3 V, and with the injection-related
dark current above that by introducing an illumination-dependent EDMR visibility function.
This scaling function is related to the probability ratio between spin-independent and spin-
dependent recombination. A quantitative analysis of the values obtained for the visibility func-
tion revealed that the spin-independent recombination in our experiments is a bimolecular pro-
cess (Langevin type), while the observed spin-dependent recombination is monomolecular in
nature (Shockley-Read-Hall type). Additionally, we found that bimolecular recombination of
the Langevin-type dominates the losses in the investigated solar cell devices for light intensities
above about 6× 10−3 suns. This important result shows, that EDMR can act as a bridge be-
tween spectroscopic methods like EPR and LEPR and the “classic” device analysis protocols like
the current-voltage characteristics. Using EDMR, a direct observation of loss processes inside
photovoltaic devices under realistic operating conditions becomes possible.
Finally, a brief degradation study was presented, indicating how EDMR could be used for mon-
itoring degradation processes in organic photovoltaic devices. In this study, we found that the
injection-current-related EDMR signal component is suppressed, most probably due to the oxi-
dation of the aluminum top contact, and that the charge carrier generation still takes place in the
bulk of the solar cell. By designing suitable experiments, i.e. studying degradation in real time
by introducing oxygen in the resonance cavity (“live degradation”) or altering a specific contact or
contact interface (“degradation pinpointing”), the EDMR method could be used to gain a deeper
understanding of device degradation, enabling solar cell researchers to design material systems
with longer lifetimes and higher conversion efficiencies.
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Appendix A

Appendix A: EDMR Control Center Interface

Fig. A1: Screenshot of the EDMR Control Center interface (upper part).
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Fig. A2: Screenshot of the EDMR Control Center interface (lower part).
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Appendix B: EDMR Control Center Saved Data File Content

Fig. A3: Screenshot of an opened *.pxp file saved by the EDMR Control Center. The data file
written by the EDMR Control Center contains two functions that are automatically
called with the correct parameters on the first file opening: EDMR_ShowGraph() and
EDMR_ShowInstrumentSettings(). The latter creates an overview of all instrument
settings used during the measurement, while the first one is responsible for building a
graph window similar to the one used by the EDMR Control Center software (EDMR-
Graph). Here, the same operations as described in chapter 3, section 3.3.1 are available
to the user - namely (Re)Average, Auto Phase and FFT Filtering.

Data included in the saved *.pxp file:

• Individual EDMR raw data for all scans (x- and y-channel)
• Individual magnetic field ramps & microwave frequencies
• Averaged x- and y-channel data incl. corresponding magnetic fields
• All sample current values recorded during the experiment
• All instrument settings used for the experiment
• Operator note given at the end of the measurement
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Appendix C: EDMR Analysis Toolbox Software Demo

Fig. A4: Screenshot of the EDMR Analysis Toolbox performing a two-peak fit of the x-channel.
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Fig. A5: Screenshot of the EDMR Analysis Toolbox performing a two-peak fit on both x- and
y-channel data. Separate graph and result windows are generated for each channel
making direct comparisons easy. All results are stored together in a single file.
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Appendix D: Light Source Intensity Calibration Data

Tab. A1: Calibration data for the used Schott KL 2500 LCD halogen cold light source. The
equivalent light intensity Pirr in suns, with one sun corresponding to a standard il-
lumination of 1 kW m−2, [64] is given for each Level and Aperture setting of the light
source.

Level
Setting

Aperture
Setting

Light Intensity
Pirr / suns

Level
Setting

Aperture
Setting

Light Intensity
Pirr / suns

1 A 7.0× 10−3 4 A 2.4× 10−2

1 B 1.4× 10−2 4 B 4.8× 10−2

1 C 2.5× 10−2 4 C 8.7× 10−2

1 D 4.2× 10−2 4 D 1.4× 10−1

1 E 6.4× 10−2 4 E 2.2× 10−1

2 A 1.1× 10−2 5 A 3.7× 10−2

2 B 2.1× 10−2 5 B 7.3× 10−2

2 C 3.8× 10−2 5 C 1.3× 10−1

2 D 6.3× 10−2 5 D 2.2× 10−1

2 E 9.6× 10−2 5 E 3.3× 10−1

3 A 1.6× 10−2 6 A 5.5× 10−2

3 B 3.3× 10−2 6 B 1.1× 10−1

3 C 5.8× 10−2 6 C 2.0× 10−1

3 D 9.8× 10−2 6 D 3.3× 10−1

3 E 1.5× 10−1 6 E 5.0× 10−1

The calibration data given here were determined using an increment for each Level and Aperture
setting of the KL 2500 LCD obtained by recording spectra for nine different combinations covering
Level settings 1 to 4 and 6, as well as Aperture settings A to E and calculating the corresponding
spectral count rate for each combination by integrating over the wavelength range from 339 nm
to 1025 nm.
A commercial silicon-based solar cell (Osram SFH2400) in combination with a LOT Oriel sun
simulator and a Czibula & Grundmann RS-OD-1 reference solar cell was used to convert the
relative unit of measure into the corresponding effective light intensity in suns present at the
sample location in the benchtop EDMR setup. More details about the calibration procedure can
be found in part I, chapter 4, section 4.3.
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Appendix E: Composition of the Ion Implantation Setup

The implantation setup used to synthesis N@C60 was lab-build during this thesis – mainly
using equipment already available from an earlier production of the molecule in the Harneit
research group. The setup’s main chamber vacuum is maintained using an Edwards STP-A803C
turbomolecular pump (TMP) with accompanying SCU 800 controller unit in combination with
an Edwards nXDS15i scroll pump as the backing pump. The nitrogen plasma is produced by a
HFQ 1303-3 ion source (JE PlasmaConsult) together with a suitable RF generator (PFG 300 RF,
Hüttinger) and the necessary power supply units for the screen voltage (MCN 350-1250, F.u.G.
Elektronik), the acceleration voltage (MCN 350-650, F.u.G. Elektronik) and the magnetic coil
current (NTN 700-35, F.u.G. Elektronik). The nitrogen flow can be controlled using a mass flow
controller unit (GFC171, Aalborg Instruments & Controls). Furthermore, the setup has a lock
(incl. assoc. vacuum equipment), allowing for easy target exchange and fullerene harvest. In
case of a mains failure, the main TMP is protected using an uninterrupted power supply (UPS)
unit. The temperature at the build-in boron nitride effusion cell is controlled via an Eurotherm
2408 PID, an Inficon quartz crystal microbalance monitors the fullerene evaporation.

Fig. A6: Picture of the ion implantation setup used for the synthesis of N@C60. Due to the
point of view, the main turbomolecular pump (TMP), the backing pump, the plasma
RF matching system and the quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) are not visible.
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Appendix F: Composition of the HPLC Setups

Tab. A2: Equipment used in the analytical HPLC setup. The system was lab-build.

Component Description

high-pressure pump Merck-Hitachi L6000
injection valve 6-port-3-channel valve with Knauer K6
sample loop 20 µL
guard column Buckyprep 4.6 mm× 10.0 mm
separation column Buckyprep 4.6 mm× 250 mm
detector Knauer Variable Wavelength Monitor

Tab. A3: Equipment used in the preparative HPLC setup. The system was lab-build.

Component Description

high-pressure pump Knauer Smartline 1000
injection pump Knauer K-120
injection valve 6-port-3-channel valve with Knauer K6
sample loop 2.35 mL
guard column Buckyprep 10.0 mm× 20.0 mm
separation column A Buckyprep 20.0 mm× 250 mm
separation column B Buckyprep 20.0 mm× 250 mm
separation column C Buckyprep 20.0 mm× 250 mm
detector Knauer K-2001
fractionation valve 7-port-1-channel valve with Knauer K6
temperature control Thermo Haake DC 10 in combination

with a resona technics Coolstar SC-550
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Appendix G: EasySpin Simulation Parameters

Tab. A4: EasySpin parameters used for N@C60-C ·+
60 and P@C60-C ·+

60 simulations. The re-
placement character X represents 14N,15N, or 31P.

Parameter Value Source / Comment

SX@C60
3/2 Almeida Murphy et al. [113], Knapp et al. [156]

SC ·+
60

1/2 chapter 10, section 10.2, figure 35 a)

gX@C60 2.0024 chapter 10, section 10.1, figure 34
gC ·+

60
2.0026 chapter 10, section 10.2, figure 35 a)

aiso
(

14N@C60

)
0.56 mT Almeida Murphy et al. [113]

aiso
(

15N@C60

)
0.79 mT Almeida Murphy et al. [113]

aiso
(

31P@C60

)
4.92 mT Knapp et al. [156]

∆Bpp 0.15 mT best empirical fit to the experimental data

temperature 298.15 K experiments done at ambient temperature

Note:
EasySpin simulations of EDMR samples were performed using the solid-state CW-EPR function
pepper of EasySpin version 5.1.0 running in MATLAB R2013a. In order to facilitate a direct
comparison between the experimental data and the simulations, all EasySpin calculations were
performed using the microwave frequency observed in the experiment illustrated in figure 35 a)
(νMW = 9.4402 MHz).
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Appendix H: Species Identification in Solar Cell EDMR

The study of EDMR active species in P3HT:PC61BM solar cells was done using fully functional
devices as described in chapter 13, section 13.3. However, some resonances are more difficult
to assign to a species and experiments on pristine P3HT (Sigma-Aldrich, purity > 99.9 % trace
metals basis, regioregularity > 98 %), as well as on PC61BM-doped P3HT material at 80 K
were performed in addition to standard device EDMR. These experiments are described in the
following. The pristine commercial P3HT was drop casted from a toluene solution onto an

Fig. A7: Supplementary EDMR spectra for species identification. a) EDMR of pristine commer-
cial P3HT drop casted from toluene solution and annealed at 150 ◦C on an EDMR gold
grid substrate with a fine structure distance of 3 µm, recorded at 80 K using Vbias = 40 V,
Bmod = 0.1 mT, fmod = 620 Hz and PMW = 100 mW without illumination. The
deconvolution of the obtained signal revealed two components with g1 = 2.0023(3),
∆Bpp,1 = 0.37(5) mT and g2′ = 2.0026(3), ∆Bpp,2′ = 0.97(5) mT. b) EDMR of P3HT
doped with trace amounts of PC61BM. The sample preparation, as well as the instru-
ment settings were the same as for the pristine P3HT sample. The deconvolution of the
obtained signal revealed three components with g1 = 2.0025(3), ∆Bpp,1 = 0.37(5) mT,
g2′ = 2.0021(3), ∆Bpp,2′ = 0.76(5) mT, and g2 = 2.0049(3), ∆Bpp,2 = 0.48(5) mT. The
low-field shoulder at g2 is thus related to the addition of trace amounts of PC61BM.

EDMR gold grid substrate with a fine structure distance of 3 µm (see figure 11 on page 29)
and annealed at 150 ◦C for 60 s. Likewise, a sample doped with trace amounts of PC61BM was
prepared. The samples were enclosed in shortened EPR quartz glass tubes and contacted using
a suitable clamping adapter. Finally, the EPR tubes were sealed with hot-melt adhesive and
studied at about 80 K using the available dewar unit for the MiniScope MS400 system filled
with liquid nitrogen. Looking at figure A7 one can clearly see that the shoulder (green line)
at g2 = 2.0049(3) only emerges after the addition of trace amounts of PC61BM. Similar results
were obtained when using unsubstituted C60 as the dopant (not shown). This suggests that the
additional signal in figure A7 b) represents an interfacial deep trap state resulting from additive-
induced molecular disorder, i.e. the PC61BM may induce stacking faults in the adjacent P3HT.
Signal #2′ belongs to a P3HT internal process such as bipolaronic blocking of accumulated holes
or recombination of oppositely charged P3HT polarons, since it is visible in spectra of pure P3HT
material as well.
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At forward bias conditions, the investigated P3HT:PC61BM solar cell samples show an additional
signal that can best be visualized by taking the difference between normalized spectra at forward
and reverse bias. To obtain a suitable SNR for this analysis, the ten EDMR datasets around

Fig. A8: Visualization procedure for the P3HT-related signal #3. a) Current-voltage character-
istics of solar cell sample A taken from figure 43 a), the symbols indicate points at which
EDMR data were collected. Circled areas mark datasets averaged to give the forward
(fwd) and reverse (rev) EDMR spectra shown in figure 45 b) on page 95. b) Difference
spectrum of the normalized EDMR forward and reverse datasets calculated using equa-
tion A.1. The experimental data were fitted by a combination of a Lorenzian-line (signal
#3) and a Voigt-line (artifact) characterized by g3 = 2.0025(3) with ∆Bpp,3 ≈ 1.3 mT
and gartifact = 2.0009(3) with ∆Bpp,artifact ≈ 0.3 mT, respectively.

Vbias = −0.2 V marked by a gray circle in figure A8 a), were normalized and averaged to yield the
reverse signal (rev) used for figure 45 b). The five EDMR datasets around Vbias = 0.5 V (circled
in purple) were treated likewise to yield the forward signal (fwd). The calculated difference of
the normalized forward and reverse datasets

∆Y EDMR
fwd-rev = fwd− rev (A.1)

is shown in figure A8 b). The resulting data were fitted using a combination of a Lorentzian
line (signal #3) and a pseudo-Voigt line (artifact). These components are characterized by
g3 = 2.0025(3) with ∆Bpp,3 ≈ 1.3 mT and gartifact = 2.0009(3) with ∆Bpp,artifact ≈ 0.3 mT.
The latter could in principle be a true signal with spectroscopic parameters not reported for
the P3HT:PC61BM system so far. However, it could also be an artifact resulting from slight
g-factor shifts between the subtracted spectra. Due to the yet unclear origin, this component
will be omitted in the further course of our signal analysis. The characteristics of the broad
signal #3, on the other hand, fit well with the resonance labeled as signal #2′ in pristine P3HT
(cf. figure A7). It is thus concluded that these two signals are of the same origin. Hence, signal
#3 is assigned to a P3HT internal process such as bipolaronic blocking of accumulated holes or
recombination of oppositely charged P3HT polarons in the P3HT:PC61BM devices and added
to the plot shown in figure 45 b).
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